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ABSTRACT 

The content of this thesis is safety and mobility of children crossing streets as 
pedestrians and bicyclists. The risk of fatal injury is higher for pedestrians and 
bicyclists, especially for children and elderly, than for other road users except 
motorcyclists. 

The effect of speed reducing devices installed to increase the safety of pedestrians and 
bicyclists at marked pedestrian crosswalks are studied and evaluated in before-and-
after studies. 

Design principles of a safe environment for children as pedestrians and bicyclists are 
suggested based on research in this thesis and on earlier research results. Most 
important is that actual motor vehicle speeds are no more than 30 km/h, wherever 
children (regularly) cross streets. 
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SUMMARY 

Children frequently lack the ability to correctly direct and maintain their attention on 
traffic, to judge speeds, and localize sounds. Compared to adults, they also have more 
limited cones of visions, less capacity to perform multiple tasks simultaneously, and 
less ability to control their impulses. Elderly people because of the ageing process 
sometimes lack the ability to correctly comprehend the traffic situation. Therefore 
special attention has to be given to the design of the traffic environment for children 
and elderly. The risk of fatal injury is higher for pedestrians and bicyclists, especially 
for children and elderly, than for other road users. 

The general aim of this thesis is to evaluate the effect of physical measures to 
increased safety and mobility for especially children as pedestrians and bicyclists 
when crossing main streets or arterial roads in urban areas. The aim is also to 
describe the effect of change of code and how it depends on i f the site was traffic 
calmed or not, and also to evaluate the long term effect of the physical measures. 
Finally the aim is to propose design principles of a safe road environment for children 
as pedestrians and bicyclists, based on results in this thesis and on earlier research 
results. 

The main principle proposed is that vehicle speeds should be no more than 30 km/h 
(measured as the 90-percentile) wherever children or elderly (regularly) cross the 
street as pedestrians or bicyclists. The background is the very low relative risk of 
fatal injury for pedestrians at a traffic crash speed lower than 30 km/h, and that the 
risk of fatal injury increases quickly as vehicle speeds go above 30 km/h. For obvious 
reasons, posted speed limits are restricted to even tens when using km/h. 

A video-based method was developed from which the road user behavior was coded. 
In total, 18 intersections in Malmö, Borås and Trollhättan, Sweden, and Helsinki, 
Finland were studied as before and after studies for five different time periods. 
Vehicle speeds were measured and Swedish and Finnish crash data were evaluated 
with respect of safety of pedestrians and bicyclists. The school children's opinion 
how the road reconstructions and change of code affected safety and mobility was 
gathered with questionnaires. 

The goal, set by the Swedish National Road Administration (SNRA), is that the 
vehicle speed, at the 90-percentile, should be 30 km/h or below where pedestrians and 
bicyclists interact with motor vehicles. This goal was not met on short term. 
However, the speeds continued to decrease the two years following the reconstruction. 
The 90-percentile was then reduced to a maximum of 30 km/h; the goal was met. 
During the same time period, the speeds also decreased at the comparison sites 
indicating a general trend of reduced vehicle speeds. The levels were much higher 
though, still around 50 km/h, which is not safe for pedestrian and bicyclists. Physical 
speed reducing countermeasures at crossing points are needed to obtain safe 
crossings. 
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Pedestrians of all ages were more often given way to just after implementation of 
speed-reducing devices at the pedestrian crosswalks compared to before. Bicyclists 
also benefited. Children and elderly did not benefit clearly more than other age 
groups. The waiting times were in average less than one second at all reconstructed 
sites two years after reconstruction, indicating good mobility. Two years after 
reconstruction, fewer children looked around for traffic and fewer stopped at the curb 
before crossing the street at marked pedestrian crosswalks compared with just after, 
which can be interpreted as a sign of behavior adaptation due to a feeling of increased 
security. 

The children's opinion after the reconstructions was that the safety and mobility had 
improved. The change of code had also a positive safety effect according to the 
children. 

The change of code governing the conduct of drivers at marked crosswalks improved 
the mobility for pedestrians and also bicyclists, but the number of crashes increased 
after the change of code. Speed reducing reconstructions are needed for the effect of 
the change of code to be positive in terms of safety. 

Based on a literature review, a number of hypotheses were formulated to describe 
factors that are crucial for crashes involving children and elderly. Swedish and 
Finnish in-depth studies of crashes, police reported crashes and data describing 11 738 
video filmed pedestrian and bicyclist passages have been analyzed to test these 
hypotheses. 

When comparing fatal crashes with children to other age groups involved as 
vulnerable road users, it was found that there were differences in behaviors and in 
some specific parameters. For example, children were more often running and there 
were more often sight obstacles in the road environment. These differences should be 
taken into account when designing a road environment for children. 

The factors that contributed to the crashes are identified and a set of principles to 
eliminate these causes are proposed when designing urban traffic environments for 
children and elderly. The main principle proposed is that the actual vehicle speeds 
should be no more than 30 km/h wherever children or elderly (regularly) cross streets. 
Complementary countermeasures are proposed for children and elderly to see and be 
seen and to improve orientation. 
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SAMMANFATTNING 

Barn saknar ofta förmågan att korrekt rikta och behålla sin uppmärksamhet på 
trafiken, att bedöma fordons hastighet och lokalisera varifrån ljud kommer. Jämfört 
med vuxna har barn sämre vinkelseende. Barn har också sämre förmåga att utföra 
flera saker samtidigt och har även sämre förmåga att kontrollera sina impulser. Äldre 
personer saknar ibland p.g.a. åldrandeprocessen förmågan att korrekt uppfatta 
trafikmiljön. Utformningen av trafikmiljön bör således vara utformad med tanke på 
barns och äldres förmåga. Gående och cyklister löper störst risk att dödas eller skadas 
allvarligt i trafiken. Av dessa är risken störst för barn och äldre personer. 

Det övergripande syftet med denna avhandling var att undersöka trafiksäkerhets-
effekten av fysiska åtgärder för gående och cyklister, speciellt barn, när de korsar 
huvudgator i tätbebyggt område. Syftet var också att undersöka effekten a\ 
regeländringen av fordonsförares väjningsplikt vid markerade övergångställen och 
dess beroende av fysiska hastighetssänkande åtgärder på platsen. Långtidseffekten av 
fysiska åtgärder studerades också. Det slutliga syftet var att föreslå riktlinjer för fysisk 
utformning av den urbana trafikmiljön på platser där gående eller cyklande barn möter 
fordonstrafik, baserat på resultat från denna avhandling och tidigare forskning. 

Principen föreslås vara att fordonshatigheter ska vara högst 30 km/h (mätt som 90-
percentil) på platser där barn och äldre som fotgängare och cyklister korsar 
fordonstrafik. Bakgrunden är att den relativa risken för dödlig skada för fotgängare är 
låg om motorfordonshastigheten är högst 30 km/h, och risken ökar kraftigt om 
fordonshastigheten är över 30 km/h. Enligt nuvarande praxis bör hastighets
begränsningar vara i jämna tiotal i enheten km/h. 

En videobaserad metod har utarbetats i vilken trafikanternas beteenden kodas från 
videofilm. Totalt 18 korsningar i Malmö, Borås och Trollhättan i Sverige samt i 
Helsingfors i Finland har studerats före och efter ombyggnaden under totalt fem olika 
tidsperioder. Fordonshastigheter har mätts och både svenska och finska olycksdata har 
analyserats med avseende på fotgängare och cyklister. Skolbarns åsikter om effekten 
av de fysiska åtgärderna och regeländringen har samlats in via skolenkäter. 

Korttidseffekten med avseende på säkerhet av de fysiska åtgärderna vid markerade 
övergångställen vad gäller fordonshastighet blev att målet enligt Vägverket med de 
fysiska åtgärderna, d.v.s. att 90-percentilen ska vara 30 km/h eller lägre, inte 
uppfylldes. Hastigheterna sjönk dock de följande två åren. 90-percentilen var två år 
efter ombyggnad lägre än 30 km/h och målet var således uppfyllt. Hastigheterna sjönk 
även vid kontroll korsningarna under samma tidsperiod vilket indikerar en allmän 
trend av sänkta fordonshastigheter. Hastigheterna var dock mycket högre på dessa 
platser jämfört med de ombyggda platserna, fortfarande ca 50 km/h. Fysiska 
hastighetssänkande åtgärder är således nödvändiga vid fotgängar- och cykelpassager 
för att de ska vara säkra. 
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Fotgängare, oavsett ålder, blev oftare givna företräde av bilister efter implementering 
av farthinder vid övergångställena jämfört med före ombyggnad. Även cyklister 
gynnades. Barn och äldre blev inte tydligt mer gynnade än andra åldersgrupper. 
Väntetiderna vid trottoarkant var i medeltal mindre än en sekund vid alla ombyggda 
platser två år efter ombyggnad vilket indikerar god framkomlighet. Två år efter 
ombyggnad gjorde färre barn huvudvridningar och färre stannade också vid 
trottoarkant innan de korsade gatan på markerade övergångställen jämfört med kort 
efter ombyggnad, vilket indikerar att de har anpassat sitt beteende med tiden. 

Enligt barnen som svarade på skolenkäterna ökade säkerheten efter att de fysiska 
åtgärderna utfördes i trafikmiljön. Även regeländringen hade en positiv effekt på 
säkerheten och framkomligheten enligt enkätsvaren. 

Framkomligheten ökade för både fotgängare och cyklister som en effekt av den 
skärpta väjningsplikten för fordonsförare vid markerade övergångställen, men antalet 
olyckor ökade. Hastighetssänkande åtgärder vid markerade övergångställen är därför 
nödvändiga för att effekten av regeländringen också ska vara positiv för fotgängares 
och cyklisters säkerhet. 

Ett antal hypoteser baserat på en litteraturgenomgång har formulerats för att beskriva 
faktorer som kan vara avgörande för olyckor där barn och äldre är inblandade som 
gående och cyklister. Svenska och finska djupstudier av olyckor och polisrapporterade 
olyckor samt data om 11 738 videofilmade fotgängar- och cyklistpassager har 
analyserats för att testa hypoteserna. 

1 olyckor med dödlig utgång där gående eller cyklister var inblandade fanns skillnader 
i beteende mellan barn och andra personer. Barn sprang t.ex. oftare jämfört med andra 
åldersgrupper. Det fanns även skillnader i trafikmiljön, t.ex. fanns det oftare 
sikthinder i trafikmiljön där barn var inblandade. Dessa skillnader bör beaktas i 
utformningen av en säker trafikmiljö för barn. 

Faktorer som har varit bidragande i olyckor med dödlig utgång har identifierats och 
ett antal principer förslås för att öka säkerheten för barn och äldre som fotgängare och 
cyklister. Viktigast är att fordonshastigheten inte överstiger 30 km/h på platser där 
barn som fotgängare och cyklister korsar gator med fordonstrafik (regelbundet). 
Andra fysiska åtgärder föreslås även för att öka orienterbarhet, sikten och synbarheten 
för barn och äldre. 
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1 BACKGROUND AND AIM 

During the year 2001, 87 people were fatally injured as pedestrians and 43 as 
bicyclists according to police reported crash data in Sweden. Out of these, nine were 
children aged 0-18 years, 59 were adults (19-64 years), and 62 were elderly (above 64 
years) (SIKA, 2004, SCB, 2004). The fatalities can also be related to exposure and 
expressed as the risk of fatal injury per traveled kilometer. In urban areas the risk for 
fatal injury was about 0.020 per million person kilometers for pedestrians and 0.016 
for bicyclists in general based on data from the years 1996-2000 (Gustafsson and 
Thulin, 2003). The risk was higher for children (0.020 for walking children and about 
0.008 for cycling) and elderly (0.106 for walking elderly and 0.075 for cycling) 
compared with the age group 19-64 year olds (0.010). The number of people fatally 
injured as vehicle drivers or passengers were in total 399 in 2001. The number of 
people fatally injured as pedestrians or bicyclists might be regarded as low in that 
perspective; however, the risk of fatal injury when traveling in a vehicle (average for 
all types of traffic) was 0.005 per million person kilometers (Thulin, 1997); much 
lover than for pedestrians and bicyclists. It is clear that the risk of fatal injury was 
higher for pedestrian and bicyclists (mopeds included), especially for children and 
elderly, than for other road users except for motorcyclists. 

Physical countermeasures to increase safety and mobility for pedestrians and 
bicyclists are installed in Sweden as well as in other countries at intersections and 
links where motor vehicles mix with pedestrians and bicyclists. The purpose of 
physical measures is most often to reduce the vehicle speeds. The speed of the 
involved vehicle is a determent for the outcome of a pedestrian-vehicle crash. The 
background is the relationship between the crash force (or violence) and the speed of 
the vehicle, i.e. the violence that an unprotected human body can tolerate in a collision 
with a vehicle without the person being severely or fatally injured. The crash force 
(kinetic energy) is proportional to the square of the motor vehicle speed. 

It has been suggested as a design principle that the limit where most of the human 
beings as pedestrians can survive and not be severely injured is where the vehicle 
speed at impact is 30 km/h or less; though even at this low speed, serious injury can 
occur i f the person is run over by the vehicle. (Calm streets, Swedish Association of 
Local Authorities, 1998, Leden and Wramborg, 1999). This suggestion is based on 
research by Teichgräber (1983), Ashton (1982) and Waltz et al (1983). For elderly 
people the limit may be even lower. For bicyclists, the limit is somewhat different 
dependent on that bicyclists also can crash into cars, typically in rear-end or side 
collisions. The risk of a pedestrian fatality is less than 10% for collisions at speeds 
around 25 km/h, about 6-16% at 30 km/h, whereas the risk of a fatality is around 50% 
at 50 km/h, and at least 90% above 70 km/h, see Figure 1. As seen in Figure 1, the 
break point—at least according to Waltz—of increased risk of fatal injury is at a 
vehicle speed somewhere between 30 and 35 km/h. For bicyclists, there is a 4% risk 
of a fatality at car speeds below 40 km/h, and a 38% risk at speeds above 65 km/h. I f 
a pedestrian or bicyclist is hit by a truck or bus, the fatality risk is high at any speed 
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(Leden, Gårder and Pulkkinen, 2000). According to a study by Lefler and Gabler 
(2004), pedestrians were found to have a two to three times greater likelihood of 
dying i f struck by a light truck or van than by a car. 

If it is taken into account that the vehicle driver might be braking with a given friction 
and perception-reaction time, the relation is even stronger (Carlsson, 1996). At what 
distance to the vehicle the pedestrian is stepping out in front of the vehicle should also 
be taken into account. The relative risk of fatal injury is then a few percent at a traffic 
speed (before braking) of 30 km/h. It is much higher at a traffic speed of 50 km/h, 40-
85%. 

The reason for installing physical countermeasures can of course be esthetical and/or 
to improve the mobility for the non-motorized traffic as well as to improve safety. 
Separating the different transport modes would be an obvious safety measurement but 
separation is not always possible. The subject for this thesis is the safety and mobility 
of pedestrians and bicyclists, especially children where they mix with motor vehicles 
in urban areas. 

Walts et al . , 

1993 

A s h t o n , 1982 

Te ichg räber 

1983 

0 — , , , , , 

10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 

Vehic le col l is ion s p e e d {km/h) 

Figure 1. Risk offatal injury for pedestrians dependent on vehicle crash speed (Waltz, 1993, Ashton. 
1982 and Teichgräber. 1983) '. 

The base for urban road design in Sweden is Vision Zero (Swedish National Road 
Administration's homepage, 2002) and the principles in the Swedish design document 
for urban areas called Calm Streets (1998). One main principle of the Swedish Vision 
Zero states: The level of violence that the human body can tolerate without being 
killed or seriously injured shall be the basic parameter in the design of the road 
transport system. Measures should be taken to reduce the risk of serious injury by 
limit the actual speed of vehicles (estimated as 90-percentile) by physical means to a 
maximum of: 

- 30 km/h where pedestrians and bicyclists could be hit by motorists, 
- 50 km/h where motorists could collide with other motor vehicles from the side or 

where they could crash sideways into fixed obstacles such as bridge supports, 
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- 70 km/h where motorists could crash head-on, but not side-on, with other motorists 
or with fixed obstacles. 

All people also have the right to travel freely and it is acknowledged that substantial 
health benefits are gained i f people travel more as pedestrians and bicyclists, rather 
than by car, in a safe way. 

The following hierarchical division of roads and streets is described in Calm Streets 
and is suggested to fulfi l l the principles in the Vision Zero: 

1. Through traffic route (70-km/h-road or shorter 70-road) with only grade 
separated crossings (Genomfart/Infart). 

2. 50/30-km/h-street or shorter 50/30-street. 30 km/h at pedestrian and cycle 
crossings. 40 - 50 km/h elsewhere (Main street/Urban arterial road/ huvud
vägnät). 

3. 30-km/h-street or shorter 30-street (Residential Street/Wohnstrasse/Rue 
Residentielle/Lokalgator) 

4. Walking speed street (Woonerf/Gångfartsgator) 
5. Car-free areas such as pavements, footpaths, squares, cycle-tracks, cycle-

lanes, etc. 

This means that in built-up areas the standard 50-km/h streets are changed to 50/30-
km/h streets or 30-km/h streets, depending i f pedestrians and bicyclists need to cross 
at certain points with specific safety features or anywhere along the street (Leden and 
Wramborg, 1999). The carriageway on a 50/30-km/h street normally has two lanes for 
ordinary car traffic, one lane in each direction. The 50/30-km/h street also has wide 
cycle-tracks and wide pedestrian pavements, affording pedestrians and bicyclists good 
accessibility, safety and security. An intersection between two 50/30 km/h-streets 
always has marked pedestrian and bicyclist crossings and is designed so that cars 
should not be driven through at speeds exceeding 30 km/h. 

The range of vehicle speed is assumed to be normal distributed and the 90-percentile 
of vehicle speeds is used as an operational measure of all vehicles. As it has been 
shown that at low speed streets the range of speeds often is narrow and the need was 
to also describe those who is over speeding, the 90-percentile was chosen to describe 
the speeds levels of the vehicles sufficiently. The goal according to Calm Streets is a 
90-percentile of the vehicle speeds of 30 km/h or less where pedestrians and bicyclists 
intermingle with motor vehicles. 

It is stated in the Swedish Vision Zero that the design of the road transport system 
should be safe even for the weakest road users, i.e., pedestrians and bicyclists. 
Different road users limitations and abilities should be considered. The responsibility 
of a safe traffic environment should not be put on the weakest road users. Children 
are one group of road users that are regarded as weaker. Also elderly and disabled 
people fall into this category. The result of these statements could then be that the 
design of the road environment should suit the abilities of the weakest road users, 
children. The UN Convention about Children's Rights says that what is best for 
children should be the target for all governmental decisions affecting children. 

Road crossing is a cognitively difficult task. Children younger than 9 years are not 
capable of conducting safe judgments in traffic. Not until age 11 or 12, have children 
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developed all the required abilities fully. The unpredictable behavior of young 
children is thought to be a dominating reason for child pedestrian accidents and 
children's development of pedestrian skills is highly variable. Young children also 
make hazardous decisions about vehicle approach times because they are unable to 
understand the relationships between time, velocity and distance until around the age 
of 10 (Arnold and Bennett, 1990, MacGregor, Smiley and Dunk, 1999, Ampofo-
Boatang et al.. 1993, Whitebread and Neilson 1999, Cross, 1988 ). Even i f children 
most often behave in a safe way in the traffic environment they sometimes can make 
errors that are unsafe. The youngest children (0-6 years old) seldom move freely in 
the traffic environment. When children reach school age they start to move in the 
vicinity of their homes and to and from school. Young adolescents may start to travel 
by themselves for somewhat longer distances and older adolescents travel similar to 
adults. 

1.1 Scope 

Physical speed reducing countermeasures are often installed at streets that are used by 
children traveling to and from school. These streets are often equipped with marked 
pedestrian crosswalks, or marked bicyclist crossings. These areas are often the areas 
where children travel by foot or by bike also during leisure time since it typically is 
close to their homes. It is important to chart i f and how these changes improve the 
safety and accessibility of children in the traffic environment. To evaluate the effect 
of speed reducing countermeasures on safety and mobility of children as pedestrians 
and bicyclists at marked crossings is the subject of this thesis. 

Examples of physical speed-reducing measures are: narrowed streets, different types 
of paving used to visually strengthen marked pedestrian crossings, elevated marked 
pedestrian crossings, and refuges islands. Speed cushions designed to be of less 
hindrance to bus and heavy vehicles can also be installed at pedestrian and bicyclist 
crossings. 

Two major types of speed reducing measures have been studied in this thesis; speed 
cushions and elevated areas/intersections. Both these types of speed-reducing 
measures can produce 90-percentile speeds of 30 km/h or below. But both these types 
of measures also cause inconvenience to car drivers and may even damage the car i f 
the driver goes too fast. Elevated areas may cause inconvenience for heavy traffic as 
well as for cars. Driving over humps might cause work-related injuries for 
professional drivers who drive busses on a regular basis (Rosander, 2004). Speed 
cushions are mainly installed at 50/30 km/h-streets and elevated areas are mainly 
installed at 30 km/h-streets. Speed cushions are of less hindrance to bus and heavy 
vehicles. Heavy vehicles still have to slow down but the drivers do not have the same 
inconvenience as driving over conventional Watt's humps. 

In May 2000, the code governing the conduct of drivers at marked crosswalks became 
stricter in Sweden as an attempt to improve safety and mobility for pedestrians. 
Drivers must yield to pedestrians entering or walking in marked crosswalks. 
Previously, drivers had to yield only when they could reasonably do so. However, as 
before the change of code, pedestrians are required to consider the speed and 
proximity of approaching vehicles before crossing. The code change does not pertain 
to bicyclists. However, a person walking with her/his bicycle at a marked crosswalk 
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is regarded as a pedestrian. Also, drivers must clearly indicate their intention to yield 
by slowing down or stopping early. A driver may proceed only i f this does not entail 
danger or hindrance (Swedish National Road Administration's homepage, 2002). The 
number of marked pedestrian crossings in Sweden was reduced simultaneously with 
the change of code governing the conduct of drivers at marked crosswalks. About 
4800 or 12% of all Swedish marked crosswalks at 50 km/h-streets were eliminated in 
2000, draft by Ifver, 2002 (unpublished data). An information campaign was held 
during the weeks before and after the change of code. 

In recent years, "special pedestrian walkways" (Swedish: Gångpassager) have been 
introduced as an alternative to marked pedestrian crosswalks in Sweden. "Special 
pedestrian walkways" are areas designed for pedestrians to cross the street but they 
are not marked pedestrian crosswalks giving pedestrians the right of way. The design 
is only used on 30 km/h-streets. 

The theoretical background for this thesis was the documented higher risk of fatal 
crashes for children and also elderly as vulnerable road users compared to other age 
groups. The reason for physical speed-reducing countermeasures and the relationship 
between vehicle speed and the risk of fatal injury for pedestrians and bicyclists were 
also background factors. The Swedish Vision Zero and the UN Convention about 
Children's Rights formed the background with respect to a political framework. 

1.2 Objectives 

The general aim of this thesis was to evaluate the effect of physical countermeasures 
to increased safety and mobility for especially children as pedestrians and bicyclists 
when crossing main streets or arterial roads in urban areas. The aim was also to 
describe the effect of a specific change of code and how the effect depends on i f the 
site is traffic calmed or not, and to evaluate the long term effect of the physical 
measures. Finally the aim was to propose design principles of a safe road 
environment for children as pedestrians and bicyclists, based on results in this thesis 
and on earlier research results. The guidelines mainly pertain to urban areas where 
children travel to and from school on foot or by bicycle. 

1.3 Delimitations 

All the studies were conducted in urban areas at locations close to schools. 
Intersections between two major roads were not included. Results presented were 
mainly dealing with the safety and mobility of school-aged children as pedestrians 
and to some extent as bicyclists on their way to and from school. Other measures to 
improve safety than physical reconstructions of the road environment and the change 
of code, e.g. safety education or road transport informatics, were not studied. Also, 
environmental, economical and health issues (other than the risk of being involved in 
traffic crashes) were not covered. Other aspects of the motor vehicle traffic than speed 
and the behaviors shown by the vehicle drivers towards the pedestrians and bicyclists 
were not studied. 
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2 FRAMEWORK 

As earlier stated the aim of this thesis is to evaluate the safety and mobility of children 
as pedestrians and bicyclists before and after different measures have been taken to 
improve their safety and mobility; reconstructions of the road environment and 
change of code at marked pedestrian crosswalks. The studies are conducted from the 
pedestrians' and bicyclists' point of view. The concepts of safety, mobility and 
security are defined below. 

2.1 What is safety? 

Safety of pedestrians and bicyclists is in this thesis defined as the pedestrian or 
bicyclist not being struck by a vehicle. Safety or lack of safety is difficult to measure 
because for statistical testing needs few pedestrian-vehicle and pedestrian-bicycle 
crashes occur in Sweden; and very few of these crashes involve children. Since the 
data describing the few crashes that do occur is too limited to conduct quantitative 
analyzes of every aspect, the safety in this thesis is mainly measured with more 
indirect parameters; parameters that determines the outcome of a crash i f a crash 
would occur and parameters that can be crucial for a crash to occur. The selection of 
studied parameters is based on Midtland (1995), Øvstedal and Ryeng, (1999), Oxley 
(1997) and Räämä (1993). Also some additional parameters were tested and included. 
The reason for including these untested parameters has previously been discussed in a 
Licentiate Thesis (Johansson, 2001). Below follows a description of the parameters 
studied here. 

As stated above the speed of the involved vehicle is crucial to the outcome of a crash 
but also affects the likelihood of the crash to occur. Vehicle speeds were therefore 
measured. The 'speed' of the involved pedestrian can also be crucial for a crash to 
occur; especially children are involved in dash-out accidents, i.e. the child runs out 
into the street and is struck by a vehicle. The speed of the pedestrian is described in a 
range from walking slowly to running, and for the bicyclist from going slowly to 
going fast. The time in seconds it takes to cross the street can also be measured. 
Furthermore, whether the pedestrian/bicyclist stops at the curb (or shoulder of the 
street) before crossing the street is also evaluated. 

I f a vulnerable road user is about to cross a street and encounter a flow of vehicles, the 
outcome can be that the vulnerable road user chooses a gap between two cars to cross 
the street. This time gap can be of three different types: 

the time gap between two consecutive vehicles in the same direction, 
the time gap (often called lag) from that the vulnerable road user steps out into 
the street (or into the path of vehicles) until the arrival of the first vehicle, or 
the time gap between two vehicles from different directions. 

An evasive action may need to be taken i f the time gap is short from that the 
vulnerable road user steps out into the street until the approaching vehicle arrives. A 
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small safety margin is an indication that this may be a serious conflict according to the 
Swedish Traffic Conflict Technique (Hydén, 1987). Such situations are therefore 
evaluated further primarily by estimating the time to accident (TA). 

The time gap measured from when the vulnerable road user steps out from the area of 
conflicting travel path, i.e. the hypothetical point of collision, to that the vehicle enters 
this point can be measured and is called Post Encroachment Time (PET). I f the PET-
value is below one second, it is regarded as a critical situation; and a type of conflict. 

Whenever a vehicle is approaching a vulnerable road user, the encounter should be 
evaluated. There are two basic types of encounters; separated by whether the vehicle 
is approaching closely or not. I f the vehicle is close, an evasive action may be taken 
(which is an indication of a conflict) and the situation should be evaluated from that 
aspect. 

Whether the pedestrian/bicyclist has (not) seen an oncoming vehicle, pivotally 
influences the risk that a crash will occur. The pedestrian's head movement can be 
used as an approximate measure for describing i f the pedestrian is looking for 
approaching motor vehicles or not. The head turns can be described as not looking 
around at all, looking only to the left or right, or looking in both directions. The 
vulnerable road user's head movements are studied not only when she or he is 
standing at the curb but also a (short) distance before the curb; to observe where the 
vulnerable road user starts looking for cars. Sometimes, people look for traffic well 
before reaching the curb but not once they arrive at the curb. 

When pedestrians or bicyclists are crossing a street, the passage can be divided into 
two types: when a car is present and when the passage is completely undisturbed 
without any vehicle approaching. 

At what instance the vulnerable road user encounters a vehicle is of importance, but 
so is what type of vehicle it is; a car or a heavy vehicle. I f struck by a heavy vehicle, 
the risk of a fatal outcome is much higher independent of vehicle speed. 

Marked pedestrian crosswalks and bicyclist crossings are often located at 
intersections. The exact location of the marked crosswalk or bicyclist crossing in 
relationship to the intersection determines i f the vulnerable road user encounters 
drivers that are about to enter or leave the intersection. That can influence the car 
drivers speed at the crosswalk/crossing and where the attention is directed. 

On streets with two or more lanes in each direction, it is possible for vehicles to 
overtake other traffic even i f there are marked pedestrian crosswalks or bicyclist 
crossings. This is a known safety problem and therefore the study includes observing 
whether overtaking occurs when vulnerable road users are about to cross the street. 

It is also studied i f the vulnerable road users cross at the marked pedestrian crosswalk 
or bicyclist crossing or i f they cross outside the crossing area. That is regarded as a 
parameter for describing safety especially along traffic-calmed streets; i f they cross 
outside the traffic-calmed area, the outcome of a crash is likely to be more severe 
since vehicle speeds typically are higher there, and the vehicle driver does not expect 
people to cross there. (Whether the crossing facility is used or not can also be a 
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measure of accessibility/mobility.) Whether the vulnerable road user crosses the 
street at a right angle or not is also studied. 

Naturally, the vulnerable road user must be described by her/his age and gender, as 
age of the vulnerable road user is the strongest background variable for this whole 
thesis. How the person travels; by foot or by bike is also an important background 
variable. Other modes of transport are also possible, e.g. kick board or skate board. I f 
the person is traveling alone or together with others is also studied. I f it is with a 
group of people, the number of persons can be regarded as a background variable. 
Who a child is traveling with; another child or together with an adult, is also regarded 
as a background variable when assessing safety. 

2.2 What is mobility? 

Mobility of pedestrians and bicyclists is in this thesis defined as pedestrians or 
bicyclists not having to wait at the curb, and, i f a pedestrian encounters a vehicle at a 
marked pedestrian crosswalk, whether the car driver gives him/her the right of way, as 
described in the code governing the conduct of drivers at marked crosswalks. The 
code change does not pertain to bicyclists, but it can still be of interest to study 
whether bicyclists are given priority by car drivers. However, a person walking with 
her/his bicycle at a marked crosswalk is regarded as a pedestrian. 

The event of a vulnerable road user crossing a street in a marked crosswalk or 
bicyclist crossing can be a "free passage" or an encounter with a car driver in some 
way. The encounter with car drivers can have different outcomes dependent on how 
the involved road users behave and are situated in relationship to each other. In this 
thesis, passages are assessed into four different types based on when the pedestrian or 
bicyclist is crossing the street. They are: 

The pedestrian or bicyclist does not encounter any vehicle when crossing the 
street. 

The pedestrian or bicyclist encounters a vehicle when crossing the street but 
the vehicle is approaching at such a distance that the pedestrian or bicyclist 
can cross the street without adjusting their behavior with respect to this 
vehicle. Neither does the car driver have to adjust her/his behavior. This type 
of encounter is not regarded as the type of encounter where the driver should 
give way. 

The pedestrian or bicyclist encounters a vehicle when attempting to cross the 
street; and the vulnerable road user has to stop at the curb and wait, or has to 
slow down at the curb, or in some instances may not even need to clearly 
adjust her/his behavior but considering the time gap is in danger of being hit; 
and the 'first' vehicle driver should give way to at least the pedestrian, but 
does not. None of the following vehicles give way either. 

The pedestrian or bicyclist encounters a vehicle when attempting to cross the 
street and the first car driver that the vulnerable road user encounters—or any 
following driver—gives way. The vulnerable road user is waiting at the curb, 
has slowed down at the curb or isn't clearly adjusting her/his behavior but the 
first vehicle—or any following one—gives way. The study distinguishes 
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between i f the first vehicle is coming from the left or from the right, and i f it is 
the first car in each direction that gives way or any of the following vehicles. 
How the vehicle drivers give way; stopping or slowing down, is also studied. 

There can be different ways of assessing i f and how vulnerable road users are given 
priority by vehicle drivers. In a study by Gårder (2002) only the pedestrians that had 
stepped out into the side of the roadway were evaluated in terms of "given way to" by 
a car driver. In that study the pedestrian's behavior when crossing were divided into 
different types; 

walked out into the roadway independent of time gaps between vehicles as i f 
being blindfolded, the car drivers had to give way, 

stepped out into the side of the roadway and had eye contact with the car 
driver and decided that the car driver would give way and then walked out into 
the roadway, 

stepped out into the side of the roadway and had eye contact with the car 
driver, waited until the car driver stopped, and then crossed, 

waited until a car driver stopped and also waited until the following drivers 
stopped, then crossed, 

waited until there were no cars, and then crossed. 

Another way to measure mobility is the waiting time of the vulnerable road user at the 
curb before she or he can cross the street. I f the vulnerable road user has stopped at 
the curb there is a waiting time, i f the vulnerable road user never has to stop and wait 
the waiting time is zero. 

The interplay between safety and mobility has different outcomes in different road 
environments. At through traffic routes (70-km/h-road, from here on referred to as 
'70-road' for short) with only grade separated crossings the safety is high for 
pedestrians and bicyclists i f they as intended travel only on specially separated routes, 
separated from crossing traffic and usually also from parallel vehicle traffic. At 50 
km/h -streets and 50/30-km/h-streets, pedestrians and bicyclists coexist with vehicles 
only in special areas. At 50/30-km/h-streets that is where the vehicle speed is no more 
than 30 km/h. The pedestrians and bicyclists can here move more freely than along 
70-roads but they still should cross the vehicle flow only at specially designated areas. 
At 30-streets the pedestrians can move even more freely since they can cross 
anywhere. Even more freedom is given to vulnerable users who use walking-speed 
streets. The safest areas with the highest mobility for pedestrians and bicyclists are 
car-free areas such as sidewalk pavements, footpaths, market squares, bicycle 
boulevards, bicycle-tracks, bicycle-lanes, etc. 

2.3 What is security? 

Security (or subjective safety) is the vulnerable road user's feeling of safety, i.e. i f the 
person feels safe when crossing the street. The vulnerable road users' feeling of 
security is assessed by asking them; see Section 3.6 School surveys. 
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Lack of security can result in children not being allowed by their parents to travel by 
foot or bike by themselves to and from school. Maybe they are not even allowed to 
walk/bike together with their parents. Instead parents drive their children by car to 
and from school. 

2.4 Possible contradictions in safety, mobility and security 

It has previously been demonstrated that supposedly helpful measures actually can 
result in behavioral adaptations that partially or completely offset the theoretically 
predicted effect. For example, a negatively changed behavior could be interpreted as 
a compensation effect for the potential safety benefit of reduced speeds. Therefore 
the relative frequency of e.g. head movements and stopping at the curb could decrease 
after reconstruction or change of code. There can in other words be a contradiction in 
safety benefits and mobility benefits. The goal with road safety and design of the 
physical road environment should be to create and environment which has both high 
safety and high mobility and accessibility. 

There is also a theoretical risk that the behavioral adaptations of the vulnerable road 
users at traffic-calmed sites can migrate to sites that are not traffic calmed, giving an 
increased risk of crash at these sites. To be able to estimate such effects a migration-
of-behavior-site was include in this thesis. 

The vulnerable road user's feeling of security does not have to correspond with the 
actual safety; a person may have a higher feeling of security and also act in that way 
while the actual safety is reduced. The information gained from school surveys may 
indicate a false feeling of safety. A person may also have a feeling of low security 
while the actual safety is high. 
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3 METHOD 

3.1 Behavioral studies 

Empirical studies of road user behavior; conducted as before and after studies, are the 
major component of this thesis and are used for the data collection in all the enclosed 
papers. Studies were conducted before and after changes were made. The studied 
sites were video filmed to capture the road users' behavior, see Figure 1. One or two 
cameras were used for filming close-ups of the pedestrians crossing the road at the 
marked pedestrian crossings and one or two cameras were used for overview pictures 
of the intersection. The filming periods were chosen to capture the hours of the day 
when children were traveling to and from school, 1.5 h in the morning and 3 h in the 
afternoon. The weather conditions were roughly the same in all time periods; no 
precipitation and daylight. 

Close up camera 

Figure 2. An example ofplacing of cameras. 

The road crossings of pedestrians and bicyclists stored on videotapes were manually 
analyzed and coded in Microsoft Excel; one column per observed pedestrian or 
bicyclist. The coding system has earlier been presented by Johansson (2001). 
Passages with pedestrians and bicyclists crossing the studied street were coded into 
descriptive parameters. The parameters are: 
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(a) Gender (n) Tempo after intersection (aa) Type of vehicle that the person meets 
first 

(b) Age 

(c) Modes of transport 

(d) Number of people in the group 

(e) Gender of oldest in group 

(f) Age of oldest in group 

(g) If the person stops at curb 

(h) If the person stops at refuge 

(i) If the person is walking or 
cycling on the marked pedestnan 
crosswalk 

(j) Straight angle across the street 

(k) The person's tempo, before 
intersection 

(1) The person's tempo, first lane 

(m) The person's tempo, second 
lane 

(o) The person's head movements 
before curb 

(p) Head movements at curb 

(q) Head movements when passing 
first lane 

(r) Head movements at refuge 

(s) Head movements when passing 
second lane 

(t) No. of cars passing on first lane 
before the person reaches the curb 

(u) No. of cars passing on first lane 
when the person is standing at curb 

(v) No. of cars passing on second 
lane before the person reaches tlie 
refuge 

(x) No. of cars passing on second 
lane when person standing at refuge 

(y) Traffic situation, where the first 
vehicle/ interaction come from 

(z) Which car give way, no. of 

(ab) Marked pedestrian crosswalk 
located at entrance or exit to intersection for 
the driver 

(ac) Overtaking close to marked pedestrian 
crosswalk 

(ad) Type of interaction, vehicle from the 
left, i f vehicle from the left is closely 
oncoming 

(ae) If vehicle from the left give way 

(af) Type of interaction, vehicle from the 
right, i f vehicle from the right is closely 
oncoming 

(ag) I f vehicle from the right give way 

(ah) Yielding behaviour of car driver 

(ai) Accepted time gap between cars (s) 

(aj) Waiting time for pedestrian at curb and 
refuge (s) 

(ak) Time it takes to cross the street (s) 

(al) Comments 

At least children (0-12 years), youth (13-18 years) and elderly (older than 64 years) 
were coded i f they were crossing the street as pedestrians or bicyclists at or near the 
marked pedestrian crosswalks. I f the child was walking or cycling with an adult the 
behavior of the adult was also coded. In the early work all pedestrian and bicyclist 
passages were coded but when the work continued the coding was stratified to not 
include adults (19-64 years) because of the time consumption involved in the coding. 
Mopeds were not included. 

The reliability of the method has been verified. When comparing 1.5 hours of 
captured video material containing 47 pedestrian and bicyclist passages, two trained 
observers had 83% agreement in coding the parameters describing the behaviors. I f 
the most difficult parameter to assess, head movements, was excluded the two trained 
observers had 89% agreement in coding the behaviors. 

3.2 Conflict studies 

Conflicts between pedestrian-vehicle and bicyclist-vehicle were studied using the 
Swedish Traffic Conflict Technique according to the manual written by Almqvist and 
Ekman (1999). In this thesis trained observers estimated manually TA-values, speeds, 
and distances by observing the filmed interactions on video. 
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Svensson (1998) discusses the possibility that there is a threshold border in the 
severity hierarchy above which there is a definite probability of an accident whereas 
interactions below the threshold is a sign of good traffic safety. This border line 
might be differently situated in the hierarchy i f a child is involved since children do 
not always understand the connection between speed, time, and distance. Therefore, 
situations with higher safety margins than conflicts were also studied. The encounters 
when a car was "closely" on-coming to a pedestrian or bicyclist (Johansson, 2001) 
were analyzed. These situations of higher severity are most often less severe than a 
serious conflict and typically also less sever than a non-serious conflict. Even i f 
encountering road users do not have a collision course, the encounters can be defined 
as High Severity Situations. 

The parameters studied for conflicts and situations were: 

(a) TA-value (s) (only conflicts) (d) Vehicle distance to collision point (in) (g) Severity' level (only 
conflicts) 

(b) Who makes evasive action (e) Vulnerable road user speed when evasive action is (h) Additional comments 
taken (km/h) 

(c) Vehicle speed when evasive action is (f) Vulnerable road user distance to collision point 
taken (km/h) (m) 

3.3 Expert questionnaire 

To determine the validity and importance of the coded parameters, and to see i f some 
of the parameters could be excluded from the analysis due to low importance in 
describing the different road users' behavior and safety, an expert questionnaire was 
sent out (Johansson, 2001). It was sent to people working in the field of traffic safety 
at universities or governmental authorities or administrations—and known by the 
investigators to be an expert in the field. The questionnaires and enclosed video-
filmed situations were sent by e-mail to the experts. The respondents reviewed five 
video cuts containing high severity situations and conflicts that involved children. 
Also, a situation with a high severity level involving an adult pedestrian was included. 

3.4 Analyzed parameters 

The selection of parameters describing the road user's behaviors to be analyzed was 
based on the expert questionnaire and a literature study (Johansson, 2001). The 
parameters analyzed were at a minimum: 

- whether the pedestrian/bicyclist encounter any vehicles, 
- speed of the pedestrian/bicyclist (if the person is running), 
- i f the pedestrian/bicyclist turn their heads to detect cars before crossing the street, 
- whether or not the pedestrian/bicyclist stops at the curb before crossing the street, 
- share of pedestrians/bicyclists given way to by a car driver, 
- waiting time at the curb. 

3.5 Speed measurement 

The speeds of free vehicles were measured with a radar gun when it passed over the 
marked pedestrian crosswalk, special pedestrian walkway or on the area where the 
pedestrians crossed the street. The speed was at least measured when the vehicle was 
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closely approaching the speed cushion, while the radar equipment most often did not 
allow measurements at speeds lower than 20 km/h. In the later measurements the 
speeds were measured with a laser device which allowed measurements down to 11 
km/h; then it was also possible to measure the speeds on the marked pedestrian 
crosswalk. The radar guns used in the speed measurements were compared with the 
laser gun in measuring the speed of the same vehicles. The results were very similar; 
the difference between the averages was less than 0.7 km/h. 

3.6 School surveys 

School-aged children's opinions of how the road reconstructions and change of code 
affected safety and mobility were gathered by questionnaires. The school principals 
were contacted at the schools close to the test sites. Earlier research by Leden (1989) 
has indicated that 11-13 year old school-aged children would be the most appropriate 
age group for assessing effects of measures; this age group was therefore chosen. 

The children answered the questionnaire as a class work. Only answers from children 
which were passing the site on a regular basis were chosen for analysis. 

3.7 Crash data 

National pedestrian crash data from Sweden and Finland 1995-1999 and 2001-2002 
and crash data from the test sites in the periods before and after the change of code 
and reconstructions have been analyzed when assessing the effect of the change of 
code. 

Crash data from both Sweden and Finland have also been analyzed for traffic crashes 
of pedestrians and bicyclists in general, and for children and elderly in particular. The 
Swedish crash data comes from road crash investigation teams which gathered the 
data through the years 1997-2001. The analysis here is limited to crashes involving 
children and elderly as pedestrians, bicyclists or riders of mopeds. The first type of 
Finnish data that was analyzed is the road crash investigating teams' data from the 
years 1995-2001 which includes a detailed description of crashes involving a 
pedestrian, bicyclist or moped rider. Also Finnish police reported fatalities and 
injuries with pedestrians and bicyclist during the years 1989-2002 have been 
analyzed. 
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4 R E S E A R C H DESIGN AND C O L L E C T E D F I E L D DATA 

The studied intersections were chosen for a number of reasons. First of all, they had 
to be close to a school as the focus of this thesis is to study safety and mobility for 
children. It was at the time also known by the Swedish National Road Administration 
and by the Division of Traffic Engineering, LTU, that physical countermeasures were 
planned in the studied cities. Also, good communication was established with the 
contact people at the technical departments in the cities. The plans for the 
countermeasures in the cities were also suitable in time for the research project. The 
types of countermeasures that were planned were also of interest. The goal was to 
gather data from different types of countermeasures that are common in Sweden. The 
studied intersections are regarded as representative of Swedish urban intersections 
close to schools at speed environments up to 50 km/h but, for obvious reasons, they 
are not a representative random sample. 

The thesis is based on behavioral studies and conflict studies at a total of 15 
intersections; 13 intersections in Sweden and 2 in Finland. Measurements of vehicle 
speeds were conducted at all 15 intersections and also at four other intersections, 
totally 19 intersections. Ten of the studied intersections have been reconstructed at 
some point, eight after the first before studies were conducted whereas two 
comparison intersections were reconstructed a few years before the studies started. 
No changes were made at the remaining intersections except that the code changed for 
all marked crosswalks. The unchanged locations were studied as comparison 
intersections. One intersection without any crossing facilities was studied as a 
migration-of-behavior site, to see i f the changed behaviors after the change of code 
were migrating from the marked pedestrian crosswalks to places without any crossing 
facilities. 

The intersections in Borås, Sweden were studied during four different time periods; 
see Table 1, Figure 3 and Appendix 1; before the changes were made in 1999, after 
reconstruction in March 2000, after change of code in May 2000 and finally two years 
after the first reconstruction in September 2002. During the time period in between 
the last two studies, Hulta and Sjöbo were reconstructed for a second time. Studies 
were also conducted at Källbäcksrydsgatan, a comparison crossing, but only vehicle 
speeds were evaluated here. 

The studies in Trollhättan and Malmö differ from the studies in Borås in respect to 
when the reconstructions were made. In Borås, the reconstructions were made before 
the change of code while in Trollhättan and Malmö the sites were reconstructed after 
the new code was enacted. 

The intersections in Trollhättan, Sweden were studied in four different time periods; 
before the changes were made in 1999, after change of code in May 2000, after 
reconstruction in September 2001, and finally two years after reconstruction in 2002. 
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The intersections in Malmö, Sweden were studied in five different time periods; 
before the changes were made in 1999, after change of code in May 2000, after 
reconstruction in September 2001, one year after reconstruction 2002 and finally two 
years after reconstruction in 2003. 

The intersections in Myllypuro in Helsinki, Finland were studied in two time periods, 
before changes made at the intersection of Harakkamyllyntie and after changes were 
made at the intersection of Orpaanporras. Speed measurements were also conducted 
at the two comparison crossings along Myllypurontie at the Metro station at 
Myllypuro and at Myllytuvantie. 

In total, 12481 pedestrian or bicyclist passages at the 15 intersections were manually 
coded from 436 hours of film, conflicts not included. There were 103 conflicts that 
were analyzed; of these 27 were severe conflicts. Also. 118 situations of higher 
severity were examined. An overview of the research design is presented in Figure 3. 
Vehicle flows for each studied intersection are presented in Appendix 2. Data from 
intersections in each studied city with similar traffic flows and design were 
aggregated. 

Table 1. Collected data and hours of film manually coded. 

Borås Before changes , After After change of Two years after 
1999 reconstruction. code. 2000 reconstruction, 

2000 2002 

Hulta 9 9 9 7.5 

Sjöbo 9 0 9 9 

Trandared upper - 4.5 4.5 7.5 

Trandared lower - 4.5 4.5 4.5 

Källbäcksryd 4.5 0 4.5 0 

Malmö Before After change After One year after Two years 
changes, 1999 of code, 2000 reconstruction, reconstruction. after 

2001 2002 reconstruction. 
2003 

Regementsgatan/ 7.5 12 9 6 7.5 
Skvadronsgatan 
Regementsgatan/ 4.5 7.5 4.5 4.5 10,5 
Sergels väg 
Regementsgatan/ 4.5 0 4.5 4.5 12 
Dragonstigen 
Bergsgatan/ 4.5 4.5 9 7.5 6 
Kristianstadsgatan 
Bergsgatan/ 0 4.5 6 6 6 
Möllevångsgatan 
Munkhättegatan 4.5 4.5 9 4.5 6 

Trollhättan Before chang es. After change After Two years after 
1999 of code, 2000 reconstruction. reconstruction, 

2001 2002 
Hörngatan/ 9 9 9 13.5 
Klintvägen 
Hjortmossegatan 15 9 9 9 

Lantmannavägen 9 4.5 9 9 

Helsinki Before reconstruction After reconstruction 
2001 2002 

Harakkamyllyntie 10.5 12 

Orpaanporras 0 18 
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Intersection Description X= video filming and speed measurements. S-only speed measurements. R= reconstruction 

Borås 

Hulta 
Reconstructed two 
times 

X R X Change X K X 

Sjöbo 
Reconstructed two 
times 

X R X of X R X 

Trandared upper 
Comparison crossing 
earlier reconstructed 

X code X X 

Trandared lower 
Comparison crossing 
earlier reconstructed 

X X X 

Källbäcksryd Comparison crossing s s s 

Malmö 

Regementsgatan/Skvadrpnsgatan Reconstructed X X R X X X 

Regetnentsgatan/Sergels väg Reconstructed X X R X X X 

Regern entsgatan/Dragonstigen Reconstructed X X R X X X 

Bergsgatan/tCrisliaustadsgatan Comparison crossing X X X X X 

Bergsgatan/ Möllcvångsgatan Comparison crossing X X X X 

Munkhättegatan 
Migration of behavior 
site 

X X X X X 

Nobel vägen Comparison crossing s s 

Trollhättan 

Horngatan/Klintvägen Reconstructed X X R X X 

1 Ijörrmossegatan Reconstructed X X R X X 

Lantmannavägen Comparison crossing X X X \ 

Helsinki 

Harakkamyllyntie Comparison crossing X X 

Orpaanponas Reconstructed R X 

Metro Comparison crossing s s 
Myllytuvantie Comparison crossing s s 

1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 

Figure 3. Overview of the research design. 
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5 ISSUES DEALT WITH IN THIS THESIS 

The results obtained in the pursuit of this thesis are presented in five papers. The 
papers cover five different studies of traffic safety and mobility for pedestrians and 
bicyclists focusing on children walking or cycling to and from school, but also to 
some extent on safety and mobility for elderly. Different aspects of the contents of 
each paper are presented in Table 2. 

Table 2. Different aspects of the contents of each paper in this thesis.  

Aspects included in paper I II HI IV V 

Method, behavioral studies 

Short term effect of physical measures 

Long term effect of physical measures 

Effect of change of code at marked pedestrian 
crosswalks 

Comparing two countries, Sweden and Finland, in 
terms of safety at and regulation of marked 
pedestrian crosswalks 

Crash data of pedestrians and bicyclists 

Children's opinion of safety: school questionnaires 

Literature review, traffic safety of children and 

elderly-

Design principles for safe traffic environment for 

children in urban areas 

5.1 Development of a method and evaluation of short term effects 

A new research method for behavioral studies was presented in the first paper. It 
dealt with the short-term effect on road user behavior of different physical 
countermeasures implemented at marked pedestrian crosswalks in Borås, Sweden. 
Also, the short term effect of the change of code governing the conduct of drivers at 
marked pedestrian crosswalks with physical speed reducing countermeasures was 
evaluated. School-aged children's opinions of safety and security were also gathered 
with school questionnaires. 

5.2 Behavioral studies and school questionnaires 

The developed method was used in the second paper for a more extensive study in 
Malmö, Sweden. An analysis of Swedish road crash statistics from the years before 

* * 
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and after change of code involving pedestrians in urban areas at unsignalized marked 
pedestrian crosswalks was also included. School-aged children's opinions of safety 
and mobility were again gathered with school questionnaires. In this paper the results 
of the behavioral studies were not statistically tested because the number of 
observations of some types was low, but the findings were presented as examples of 
what type of data that can be obtained by the method. 

5.3 Effect of change of code at marked pedestrian crosswalks 

In the third paper, the effect of the code governing the conduct of drivers at marked 
pedestrian crosswalks in Sweden was compared to the conduct at marked pedestrian 
crosswalks in Finland. The code in Finland has remained similar to the Swedish code 
before the changes were made there. The study compares safety and mobility of 
children and elderly as pedestrians at sites with similar layout. Speed cushions were 
installed on test sites in both countries. 

5.4 Long term effect of physical road safety measures 

The long term effect of road safety countermeasures in urban areas for children as 
pedestrians was described in the fourth paper. Studies were conducted at sites in 
Borås, Trollhättan and Malmö. Road user behavior at the sites were compared just 
after and two years after reconstruction in order to cover changes over time at 
reconstructed sites, but also to compare changes at the reconstructed sites with 
comparison sites. 

5.5 Key factors of a safe traffic environment for children 

A literature review of children as pedestrians and bicyclists was the first part of paper 
five. The exposure of and risk in the traffic environment for children and elderly as 
pedestrians and bicyclists were described and so was the development of traffic skills 
and cognitive abilities of children as road users. Swedish and Finnish crash data for 
pedestrians and bicyclists were analyzed for a problem formulation of road safety for 
children as vulnerable road users. Also, empirical field data from reconstructed and 
comparison sites in Sweden were used for the problem formulation. The paper ends 
with a synthesis suggesting design principles for a safe traffic environment for 
children in urban areas. 
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6 RESULTS 

6.1 The method 

The video-based coding of behaviors started in a broad perspective; after awhile, 
some of the parameters of less importance were excluded to speed up the coding 
process. One example of an eliminated parameter is the numbers of cars passing 
when the person was about to cross the street. Some parameters were difficult to 
assess, especially the pedestrian's/bicyclist's head turns before reaching the curb; 
these movements were often not possible to observe and therefore the number of 
observations often became too low to draw firm conclusions. 

The selection of studied reconstructed intersections was easy as the sites were 
reconstructed because there was a known need at these sites for improved safety for 
children and the flow of children at each location was therefore substantial. The 
selection of comparison sites was more difficult. The flow of children was most often 
too low at locations that were not considered for reconstruction. Therefore, it was 
difficult to obtaining enough data to draw clear conclusions, especially for parameters 
difficult to assess as head turns. Ideally, comparison sites and treated ones should be 
drawn randomly from pairs of sites. 

6.2 Crash data 

Installing physical countermeasures in the urban traffic environment is an efficient 
way to improve safety and mobility for pedestrians and bicyclists. Few of the 
pedestrians and bicyclists, independent of age, were fatally or severely injured at sites 
with physical speed-reducing countermeasures (Paper V). 

Pedestrians and bicyclists have higher risk of fatal injury than other road users. This 
is especially true for elderly and children. Crashes involving children frequent 
occurred at not-traffic-calmed sites with speeds of 50 km/h or higher. Child 
pedestrians were more often involved in fatal crashes at sites with bad visibility; and 
children as both pedestrians and bicyclists were more often running or traveling faster 
than older age groups. Children ran also more often when crossing the street in 
normal non-dangerous passages at the sites that were studied and presented in Papers 
I-IV. Children were more often injured than older age groups when stepping out into 
the street near parked cars. A higher percentage of children than other ages were also 
injured in overtaking crashes at marked pedestrian crosswalks, e.g. at streets with two 
lanes in the same direction and one vehicle has stopped to give way to the pedestrian 
while a second vehicle hits the pedestrian (Paper V). 
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6.3 Effect of change of code 

The change of code governing the conduct of drivers at marked crosswalks did not 
improve yield behavior towards pedestrians at marked crosswalks that were traffic 
calmed before the new code was enacted any more than at marked crosswalks in 
general (Paper III). In other words, in terms of mobility the effect of the change of 
code were not larger at traffic-calmed sites than at other sites. Accident analysis 
based on a macro study of Sweden suggests that the injury risk at marked, not 
reconstructed crosswalks increased by 27% for pedestrians and 19% for bicyclists 
after change of code. The change of code gave a small but significant decrease in 
speed at the reconstructed sites. The effect was larger at the comparison crossings but 
the speeds were still much higher (around 50 km/h). This means that reconstructions 
are needed for the effect of the change of code to be positive in terms of safety. 
However, the code change did increase mobility for bicyclists. 

6.4 Effect on vehicle speed of reconstructions 

The speeds of the vehicles were always significantly lowered at sites where speed 
cushions or elevated areas (at the intersection or crossing area) were installed (Papers 
I-III). Still, the goal with a 90-percentile of 30 km/h or less was seldom met just after 
reconstruction. It was shown in Paper IV that two years after implementation "on 
long term", the 90-percentile speed at traffic-calmed sites was lowered to 30 km/h or 
less, indicating that the goal was now met and safety had improved with time. 
However motor vehicle speeds also decreased at the non-reconstructed comparison 
sites during the same time period; the reduction in vehicle speed was probably at least 
partly due to a general trend. However a pronounced difference was that the vehicle 
speed levels were much lower at the reconstructed sites. At the comparison sites, the 
90-percentiles were 50 km/h or higher. Hence the safety increased during the two-
year period elapsing after reconstruction. 

The level of the vehicle speed was dependent on type and height of the speed cushion 
or elevated area. The speed cushions presented in Paper I were later lowered from 70 
mm to 55 mm and the 90-percentile speed increased as a result of this from 34 km/h 
to 41 km/h, much higher than the goal with physical countermeasures. 

6.5 Effect on yield behavior of reconstructions 

Pedestrians of all ages were more often given way to just after reconstruction of the 
marked pedestrian crosswalks compared to the before period (Papers I and II), i.e. the 
share of pedestrians that were given way to increased. Bicyclists also benefited. It 
was tested i f the effect on mobility of the reconstructions of marked pedestrian 
crosswalks was larger for children or elderly compared with other age groups, i.e. i f 
children or elderly were more often given way to than other age groups. In both the 
papers most of the pedestrians crossed the street in the marked pedestrian crosswalk. 
According to Paper I , children benefited more than other age groups; in Paper II 
children and elderly did not benefit more than other age groups. This contradiction 
may partly be explained by the differences of the studied sites in the two papers. In 
Paper I , the sites were streets with a vehicle flow of clearly less than 5000 vehicles per 
day in residential areas. Paper I I included one main street with a vehicle flow that 
was about 8000 vehicles per day. 
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According to Swedish guidelines (Calm Street, Swedish Association of Local 
Authorities, 1998, Säkra Gångpassagen, Swedish National Road Administration, 
SNRA, 1998) marked crosswalks should be removed from 30 km/h-streets and court
yard streets. Paper 1 presents the study of a court-yard street. It was first reconstructed 
to a 30-km/h street and one of the two marked pedestrian crossings was kept. Two 
years after that it was reconstructed to a court-yard street with no marked pedestrian 
crosswalks. The pedestrians crossed the street more seldom at the remaining marked 
crosswalk after the first reconstruction. The pedestrians were also given way to to a 
lower extent compared to the other sites, though the vehicle speeds were the lowest 
observed. After reconstruction to a court-yard street, the one remaining marked 
pedestrian crosswalk was removed. The pedestrians were still given way to to a lower 
extent compared to the other sites, though the vehicle speeds still were the lowest 
observed. 

In Paper IV, results from a study of special pedestrian walkways were presented. 
These types of countermeasures are designed to avoid giving pedestrians a false 
feeling of security when crossing at a marked crosswalk. As concluded in Paper IV, 
the pedestrians were also given way to to a lower extent at the special pedestrian 
walkways compared with sites with marked pedestrian crosswalks. These types of 
sites are not governed by the code of car drivers yielding at marked pedestrian 
crosswalks. The goal with this type of crossings is high mobility, safety and security 
for pedestrians and bicyclists. The vehicle speeds were significantly lower than 
before though, indicating that safety—measured indirectly through vehicle speeds— 
was strongly improved. The special pedestrian walkways were not appreciated by 
visually impaired people as they did not see the contrast between this surface and the 
other pavement of the street and they were missing a straight curb line and the white 
stripe markings to indicate the perpendicular direction to cross the street. (Leden, 
2002). 

6.6 Other effects 

Other effects on the vulnerable road user's behavior in terms of stopping at the curb 
and making head turns were also observed. At the reconstructed sites with marked 
pedestrian crosswalks, the share of children that stopped at the curb before crossing 
the street decreased just after reconstruction (Papers 1 and II) indicating that the 
children perceived that the crossing task became easier. According to the school 
surveys this was actually the case. The children's opinion was that the safety had 
improved as a result of reconstructions and also due to the change of code. In fact the 
share of children stopping at the curb and also making head turns before crossing the 
street decreased also with time (Paper IV). However, as there were reductions of this 
behavior also at the earlier reconstructed comparison site, the changes at the 
reconstructed sites probably at least partly reflect general changes in behavior at 
reconstructed sites with marked pedestrian crosswalks. 

At the sites with special pedestrian walkways, the shares of children looking around 
(searching for traffic) and stopping at the curb before crossing the street had increased 
two years after reconstructions indicating the opposite; that, at the special pedestrian 
walkways the children's perceived need to look around before crossing the street 
increased by time. 
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The waiting times at the curb before crossing the street decreased after change of code 
and reconstruction. The waiting times were in average less than one second at all 
reconstructed sites two years after reconstruction indicating good mobility for the 
vulnerable road users, which was one of the goals with the physical reconstructions. 
This means that the share of pedestrians that had to stop and wait decreased and the 
waiting times also decreased on long term. 
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7 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

7.1 Discussion 

The short-term effect in terms of vehicle speed of installing physical countermeasures 
at pedestrian and bicyclist crossings was not met since the goal of a 90-percentile of 
30 km/h or less was not met (Papers I and II). One could therefore say that the 
measures were not as successful as wished for. But as the speeds continued to 
decrease over the two years following the reconstruction, and the 90-percentile was 
reduced to no more than 30 km/h, the goal was eventually met (Paper IV). During the 
same time period, the speeds also decreased at the comparison sites indicating a 
general trend of reduced vehicle speeds. The levels at sites without physical measures 
were much higher though, still around 50 km/h, which is not safe for pedestrians and 
bicyclists. It is evident that physical, speed-reducing countermeasures are needed to 
obtain safe crossings. 

Pedestrians at the studied sites, where marked pedestrian crosswalks were removed at 
streets with a speed limit of 30 km/h as recommended by the guidelines in Calm 
Street (1998), were given way to to a lower extent compared to the other sites with 
marked pedestrian crosswalks, though the vehicle speeds at the 30-km/h sites were the 
lowest observed in this thesis (Paper I and IV). It is also stated that in 30 km/h-areas 
and on 30-km/h streets the safety, mobility and security of pedestrians should be high. 
There might be a contradiction between these stated goals and the removal of marked 
pedestrian crosswalks. Clear, consistent guidelines should be provided in the traffic 
environment: guidelines that can be understood also by the youngest road users. It 
should be kept in mind that marked crosswalks are kept at 50/30-km/h streets and 50-
km/h streets. Therefore, it is suggested that marked pedestrian crosswalks are kept 
also at streets with speed limit 30 km/h close to schools, at least until more research is 
gained in this field. 

When the new code governing the conduct of drivers at marked crosswalks in Sweden 
was launched it was expected to be a safety and mobility improving measure. It has 
been quite successful in terms of mobility but not in terms of safety according to 
section 6.3 above and Papers II and II I . For the 'new' code governing the conduct of 
drivers at marked crosswalks also to be enhancing safety, speed-reducing measures 
are needed at the marked pedestrian crosswalks to secure a vehicle speed not higher 
than 30 km/h. Maybe the code in itself isn't the problem; maybe it is the information 
campaign and how it was presented. The information campaign in media before and 
after the date of the change of code might have given a false sense of safety to the 
pedestrians when saying that car drivers should give them priority. The danger posed 
by car drivers not giving them priority was not a big issue. The fact that cyclists often 
behave like as i f they are pedestrians were neither covered. The code change itself 
was not likely the only factor deteriorating road safety; the different road user's 
expectations and behavior might also be important factors. Therefore, before 
launching new codes more efforts should be made in predicting possible changes in 
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the road users' actual behavior, adaptation to the code; that could affect safety 
negatively. Based on the results of this thesis; that safety decreased after the change 
of code, one could speculate that it would be risky to change the code again; to e.g. 
the previous code as an attempt to increase safety, without knowing more about what 
effects that would have. 

At all the test sites that were studied in Papers I-IV, the effects of the reconstructions 
were improved mobility and also improved safety, at least according to indirect 
measures, for all pedestrians and bicyclists. There were counter-indicators to this in 
the form of behavior adaptations due to a feeling of increased security after the 
intersections were reconstructed, e.g., children stopped more seldom at the curb. 
Even i f that happened, the measures most likely improved safety and the severity of 
crashes. The effect was also at some sites that the mobility and safety improved more 
for children and elderly than for other age groups, at some sites not. The reason can be 
that the measures taken to improve the safety suit the limitations of both children and 
elderly rather well. Probably these measures suit vulnerable road users of all ages. 
But it is not likely that easy to express what really successful road safety design 
should look like to target especially children and elderly. When exploring the 
efficiency of safety measures especially for children also other aspects of the road 
environment, e.g. traffic flow, should be taken into account. However, that is not 
further investigated in this thesis. 

There were some differences in observed behaviors between children and other age 
groups as outlined in Papers I and I I . That was also established in the literature 
review and crash data analysis presented in Paper V. Children, for example, tend to 
run more often across the street and children do not always understand the 
relationships between speed, distance and time. Children are also shorter than grown 
up people; therefore, they have more difficulties to see and to be seen. It is also 
established that elderly put themselves in greater risk than others when crossing a 
street. It is therefore important that the measures taken to improve safety are well 
equipped to suit these behaviors, limitations or demands of children and also elderly. 
The measures should be clear and consistent to be understood by all road users. The 
findings presented in Papers I-V can be translated to a framework for design 
principles for a safe road environment for children as pedestrians and bicyclists. This 
is presented next. 

7.2 Design principles of a safe road environment for children 

There are several studies of pedestrian safety that verify a relationship between 
vehicle speed and risk of fatal injuries. E.g. Teichgräber (1983), Ashton (1982), and 
Waltz et. al. (1983) all show that the risk of a fatality is less than 10% at speeds up to 
25 km/h and about 6-16% at 30 km/h, whereas the risk of a fatality is around 50% at 
speeds around 50 km/h and at least 90% at speeds around 70 km/h. However elderly 
are more fragile (Spolander, 2004). It is also proven by the crash data from Finland 
and Sweden that few of the pedestrians were killed at actual vehicle speed of 30 km/h 
or less (Paper V). Children also stated that the security had improved at sites where 
the actual vehicle speeds were lowered to around 30 km/h (Papers I and II). The risk 
of sustaining an injury or fatality in a pedestrian crash in areas with 30-km/h streets is 
significantly lower than in other traffic environments; pedestrians 1-64 years had 0.03 
injured or killed per million person passages in 30 km/h-areas (Paper V). This can be 
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compared to 0.08 in other urban traffic and 0.11 in non-urban traffic in Sweden. For 
pedestrians older than 64, the risk was higher compared to the younger group for each 
speed limit, but still the risk was lower in 30-km/h zones than at other sites. Leden 
(1989) concluded that a posted speed level of 30 km/h is significantly safer for 
cycling school-aged children than a posted speed of 40 or 50 km/h. 

In Paper V it was concluded that a speed level of no more than 30 km/h is needed at 
pedestrian and cycle crossings, otherwise the change of code at marked crosswalks 
implemented in Sweden in May 2000 deteriorates traffic safety. There is a lot of 
other evidence supporting this conclusion. First of all, no children were killed at 
speeds lower than 30 km/h i f crashes with heavy traffic are excluded, according to 
Finnish and Swedish crash data presented above. As the outcome of crashes when 
heavy vehicles are involved is more or less independent of the motor vehicle speed, 
see e.g. Leden, Gårder and Pulkkinen (2000), the countermeasures presented below 
have to be trusted to avoid severe crashes with trucks and busses. 

One more reason for the necessity that vehicle speeds be kept low is that children 
under the age of 12 have been found to have particular problems estimating the speed 
of oncoming vehicles, and performing adequate auditory estimates of approaching 
vehicles' speeds (MacGregor et al, 1999, Piaget 1969, presented by Demetre and 
Lee, 1992, Von Hofsten, 1980 and 1983 presented by Demetre and Lee, 1992, Foot et 
ai, 1999). Connely et al. (1998) found that distance gap thresholds remained constant 
regardless of vehicle approach speed. Another reason for the need to reduce vehicle 
speeds to less than 30 km/h is the unpredictability of children. In a study by Jarvis 
and Van der Molen (presented by Cross, 1988) the unpredictability in the behavior of 
young children is the dominating feature in child pedestrian crashes. Children often 
run across streets in front of approaching traffic rather than let it pass. 

For obvious reasons, sign posting includes only even tens when using km/h. 

Therefore it is suggested: 

- Actual vehicle speeds should be no more than 30 km/h wherever children 
(regularly) cross streets. 

There are a lot of possible countermeasures that can be taken to fulfi l l the principle. 
Very efficient ones are humps and speed cushions, see e.g. results of a meta-analysis 
of the effect of speed reducing devices of Elvik and Vaa (2004), who estimated that 
humps reduce the number of crashes by 48% (95% confidence interval of effective
ness: -54%;-42%). 

According to Paper V children were more often (compared to other age groups) killed 
at crashes when stepping out between parked cars on links. Children were also more 
often killed at crashes where the sight was obstructed compared to other age groups. 
As children have cognitive limitations (Paper V) the complexity of the road 
environment should be kept low and the crossing task should be divided into different 
parts to improve orientation and create clarity. 
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It is suggested that at sites where children and vehicles meet, the crossing areas should 
be designed so that children can see oncoming vehicles and also be seen by oncoming 
car drivers. 

This could for example be achieved by: 

- Streets with allowed parking have curb extensions (chokers) to narrow down 
the roadway at pedestrian crossings (Paper II). 

And in signalized intersections also by: 

- Pedestrian signal phases starting up prior in time to parallel vehicle phases. 

- Separate signal phase for pedestrians at signals such that turning cars are 
stopped when pedestrians get their walk phase. 

- At signalized multi-lane approaches, stop lines should be withdrawn (pulled 
back) for motor vehicles to improve sight distances. 

The three last mentioned principles have not been evaluated by field measurements in 
this thesis but are suggested by others (Paper V). But only the second strategy above 
is evaluated especially for children (Leden, 1989). 

The number of entry lanes of the vehicle approaches from each direction should be 
low: 

- Approaches should have only one entry lane. 

Another advantage with one entry lane is that it makes pedestrian-vehicle crashes of 
the type involving overtaking vehicles at marked pedestrian crossings impossible; this 
type of crash was quite common in the Finnish crash data and children were 
overrepresented (Paper V). 

Also, refuge islands are suggested to be installed to prevent overtaking at marked 
pedestrian crossings. Another benefit is that it divides the crossing task into two 
parts. 

Refuge islands in the middle of a street simplify crossing a street since cars 
will approach from one direction only, walking distances (to safe havens) 
are reduced and they show where pedestrian and bicycle crossings are 
located. 

At one of the studied sites that were situated close to a school (presented in Papers I 
and IV) there were railings to prevent children from crossing the street outside the 
marked pedestrian crossings. The vehicle speeds were similar to the other re-
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constructed sites but at this site children were given way to the highest extent 
observed in this thesis. This is an indication that: 

Railings can be efficient to prevent the children to cross outside the 
crossing area or to run out into the street. 

To keep a low complexity of the crossing task given that the vehicle speeds is 30 
km/h or less (Paper V): 

- Pedestrian and bicycle crossings should be located mid-block to limit the 
number of directions vehicles can approach from. 

And finally, as demonstrated in Papers I and IV, the mobility was lower at sites with 
special pedestrian walkways compared to sites with marked pedestrian crosswalks. It 
is suggested until more research is gained in this filed that: 

Marked pedestrian crosswalks are kept also at streets with a speed limit of 
30 km/h i f school-aged children cross there. 

7.3 Conclusions 

Pedestrians and bicyclists, especially elderly and children, have higher fatality risk 
than other road users. Therefore, especially at sites with many children or elderly— 
for example close to schools—measures that are taken to improve safety for 
pedestrians and bicyclists should focus on the safety of children and elderly. 

The developed video-based method for studies of road-user behaviors have been 
proved very useful. 

It is concluded that physical countermeasures in the urban traffic environment are 
efficient to improve safety and mobility for pedestrians and bicyclists; it is proven that 
very few fatal crashes occur at traffic-calmed sites and that the risk of fatal crashes is 
also lower there. The behavioral studies at the reconstructed sites also show that 
mobility for children as well as for other pedestrians and bicyclists improve after 
reconstructions. Safety also improved in terms of lower vehicle speeds. The safety 
improvements were not larger for children than for other age groups though. 

The change of code governing the conduct of drivers at marked crosswalks improved 
the mobility for pedestrians and also bicyclists, but the number of crashes increased. 
Speed-reducing measures are therefore needed for the effect of the change of code to 
be positive also in terms of safety. 

A comparison of fatal crashes with children and other age groups involved as 
pedestrians and bicyclists revealed some important key factors when designing a road 
environment for children,, e.g., children were more often running out into the street 
and children were more often (than other age groups) killed at sites with sight 
obstacles. Measures that provide clear guidance for all road users, decrease the 
vehicle speeds, improve the sight conditions and reduce the complexity of the road 
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environment are suggested to improve the traffic safety for walking and cycling 
children. Most important is the vehicle speed; at sites where children (regularly) cross 
streets the vehicle speed should not be higher than 30 km/h. 

7.4 Future research 

The design of the road environment should be clear and consistent both for children 
and car drivers. A clear indicator of standardized behavior for all road users is the 
marked pedestrian crosswalk. An important research topic is whether marked 
pedestrian crosswalks should be provided wherever children cross streets, at 50/30-
km/h streets, at 30-km/h streets and at walking-speed streets close to schools. 

Results presented in this thesis were mainly dealing with the safety and mobility of 
school-aged children as pedestrians and bicyclists on their way to and from school, 
e.g., the studied reconstructed sites were in the vicinity of schools in residential areas. 
Studies are also needed in other types of areas. A wide majority of the street network 
in Sweden is not equipped with any traffic-calming measures at sites where 
pedestrians and cyclists intermingle with vehicles. Future research topics should be 
what the effect would be on safety in general and especially for children i f speed-
reducing measures, e.g. cushions, were more commonly installed in Sweden. Another 
aspect is also the acceptance of measures by vehicle drivers. 

The distance between the speed cushion and the marked pedestrian crossing might be 
important for the interaction between children and elderly and vehicle drivers. In a 
pilot study of behavior at a traffic-calmed, marked pedestrian crosswalk, the distance 
between the cushion and crossing was different for the two vehicle directions. When 
the distance was about one car length children and elderly were somewhat less often 
given way to compared with when the distance was about two car lengths. When the 
distance was somewhat longer the car drivers had to slow down earlier. Lower speed 
of vehicles earlier in an interaction seemed easier to interpret for especially children. 
The longer distance also provided more time to the car drivers to decide to slow down 
and give way to pedestrians at the marked pedestrian crossing. A contradiction was 
though that bicyclists were significantly more often given way when the distance was 
shorter. However, more research is needed at other sites before firm conclusions can 
be drawn. 

An important future research topic is to use the developed method to collect data 
about other types of countermeasures and at more complex sites. Sites with other 
types of physical measures are e.g. roundabouts with physical countermeasures to 
improve safety for pedestrians and bicyclists, special pedestrian walkways, four-way 
stops and locations with recessed stop lines. The influence on safety of the flow of 
different road users in relation to different physical measures is also a future research 
topic. As traffic signals often are needed (or at least used) in complex traffic 
environments and by the complexity of a large intersection, it is not always possible to 
separate the different transport modes in time. An important topic could be to study 
optimal lengths of the time period pedestrian signal phases should start before parallel 
vehicle phases do. 

As earlier shown, the 'new' code governing car drivers' conduct at marked pedestrian 
crosswalks is not so far successful in terms of safety. More research is needed how to 
predict effects of new laws and how to combine laws with countermeasures. More 
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effort should be taken in designing information campaigns so that negative side 
effects of changed traffic behavior due to the campaign can be avoided. 

In this thesis, it was concluded that safety and mobility continued to improve at the 
reconstructed sites in the long term (two years). But improvements also occurred at 
the non-reconstructed comparison sites during the same time period. An important 
research topic is to study i f these trends will continue, and i f there will be any 
differences at the reconstructed and non-reconstructed sites. 

The topic for this thesis has mainly been physical safety measures in the road 
environment to increase safety and mobility of especially children as pedestrians and 
cyclists. An alternative to physical measures in the road environment could be 
vehicles equipped with an intelligent speed-adaptation system, systems that now are 
tested in Sweden. The effect of these on the safety of especially children is a topic for 
future research. 
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Abstract 

The Swedish code concerning car drivers' responsibility to give way to pedestrians was 
strengthened in 2000. The primary aim of this study is to evaluate the short-term effects of 
the change in code. Another goal is to look at the effects of the reconstruction of four sites 
in Borås, Sweden. One site had changes made prior to the change of code, hvo test sites 
had countermeasures implemented during the study, and one comparison site was left 
unchanged. All the sites were chosen because schools were situated nearby. The focus of 
the evaluation was on children and elderly as pedestrians and cyclists. 

The goal of traffic calming of a 90-percentile driving speed below 30 km/h was not fulfilled 
at any of the test sites. A conclusion is that the height of a speed cushion is important. After 
the speed cushions were lowered from 70 mm to 55 mm, the 90-percentile speed increased 
from 34 km/h to 41 km/h. Sites with no speed cushions had much higher speeds. 

The design of an intersection influences road users' behavior. At the site where one 
crosswalk was removed pedestrians that were using the remaining marked crosswalk were 
given way to less frequently than at the other sites. At intersections where most pedestrians 
used marked crosswalks, the children benefited the most in mobility. At the intersection 
where pedestrians used marked crosswalks to a lower extent after reconstruction children 
and the elderly had the smallest increase in frequency of being given way to. After 
reconstruction to a court-yard street, the pedestrians were given way to a lower extent 
compared with the other sites, though the vehicle speeds were the lowest observed at this 
study. At the sites were no physical changes were made, the change of code improved 
driver yield behavior but no more towards children than other age groups. 

Keywords: Traffic Safety, Mobility, Child, Elderly, Behavior. 

1 Introduction 

In May 2000, the Swedish code governing the conduct of drivers at marked pedestrian 
crosswalks became stricter. Pedestrians who have entered or are about to enter a marked 
crosswalk now have the right of way. Previously, drivers had to yield only when they 
could reasonably do so. However, as before the change of code, pedestrians are required to 
consider the speed and proximity of approaching vehicles before crossing. The code 
change does not pertain to bicyclists. However, a person walking his/her bicycle is 
regarded as a pedestrian. Also, drivers must clearly indicate their intention to yield by 
slowing down or stopping early. A driver may proceed only i f this does not entail danger 
or hindrance (Swedish National Road Administration, 2002). When the new code was 
enacted, a number of marked pedestrian crosswalks were removed nationwide, about 10% 
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of all Swedish marked crosswalks at 50 km/h-streets were eliminated in 2000 and 4% more 
in 2001, draft by Thulin, 2003 (unpublished data). 

1.1 Aim 

One aim of this study is to describe the effect of the new code on the safety and mobility of 
pedestrians, especially children and the elderly. Another aim of this study is a short-term 
evaluation of changes in traffic behavior, traffic safety, and mobility caused by the 
reconstruction of urban intersections in Borås according to Vision Zero traffic-calming 
principles. 

2 Design of Survey 

A study was conducted at four sites in Borås, Sweden, two where countermeasures were 
implemented (Hulta and Sjöbo), and two comparison sites. At one of the comparison sites 
a 30 km/h-street, Trandared Upper and Lower intersection, countermeasures had been 
implemented already in 1995. The other comparison site is a traditional 50 km/h-street 
called Källbäcksrydsgatan. Al l the intersections were chosen because schools were situated 
nearby. 

During the winter of 2000, 70-mm-high speed cushions and a refuge were installed at the 
Hulta crossing, but because of complaints from car drivers the speed cushions were 
lowered with 15 mm in August 2000. During the spring of 2000 the three-way intersection 
at the Sjöbo torggata was elevated with paving stones and one of the two marked 
pedestrian crosswalks was removed. The street was narrowed at the elevated area and the 
speed limit was set to 30 km/h. During the summer of 2002, the Sjöbo torggata was 
reconstructed to a court-yard street, the remaining marked crosswalk was removed and the 
elevated area in the intersection was increased. The entrance of the street was marked as a 
court-yard street with road signs. 

The studies initially covered three periods: Before reconstruction and change of code 
(First period, May 1999), After reconstruction (Ssecond period, March 2000), and After 
reconstruction and change of code (Third period, May 2000). However, Hulta as well as 
Sjöbo was reconstructed a second time. Therefore, a fourth time period After re-
reconstruction and change of code, (Fourth period, May 2002) was included. The first 
reconstruction was completed at the same time as the new law was enacted. 
Trandaredsgatan was studied before and after the change of code and only at these two 
time periods. Results at this site as well as from the other comparison site, 
Källbäcksrydsgatan, is reflecting a general changed behavior including the effect of the 
change of code. However at the comparison site, Källbäcksrydsgatan, the pedestrian and 
bicycle flows turned out to be too low to estimate the general trend in changed behavior, 
apart from motor vehicle speeds. Therefore the research design was not optimal. Due to the 
incomplete research design some of the detected differences below may partly be due to a 
general changed behavior and not an effect of the reconstruction. 

The countermeasures and time for implementation at the four sites in Borås (besides the 
change of code) were: 
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Hulta 
First reconstruction 
spring 2000: 

Sjöbo 
First reconstruction 
spring 2000: 

Trandared lipper 
30 km/h-street 

Källbäcksrydsgatan 
50 km/h-street 

- Speed cushions 70 
mm 
- Refuge 
- 30 km/h speed limit 

50/30 km/h-street 

- Removal of marked 
pedestrian crosswalk 
- Elevated intersection 
with paving stones 

30 km/h-street 
- Elevated intersection with 
paving stone 
- Refuge 
- Railings at intersection 
- 30 km/h speed limit 

- No countermeasures 

- Narrow the street at 
elevated area 

Trandared Lower 
30 km/h-street 

- 30 km/h speed limit 

Second reconstruction 
autumn 2000: 
Still 50/30 km/h-street 
-Speed cushions 
lowered to 55 mm 

Second reconstruction 
2002: 
Court-yard street 

- Elevated area at marked 
pedestrian crosswalk with 
paving stones 
- Refuge 

- Removal of second and 
last crosswalk 
- Stretched elevated area 

- Railings at intersection 
- 30 km/h speed limit 

3 Method 

Police-reported crash data, video filming, speed measurements with radar gun and 
questionnaires were used to gather information about the effects. 

3.1 Video Recordings 

The intersections were video filmed to capture the different road users' behavior. The 
cameras were placed on posts and walls of houses that were hopefully invisible to drivers 
as well as to pedestrians and cyclists since detecting the cameras might influence their 
behavior. The cameras were placed high to get good pictures of the traffic situation. Up to 
four cameras were used to capture behavior. One or two cameras were used for filming 
close-ups of the pedestrians and the road at the marked crosswalks and one or two cameras 
were used for overview pictures of the intersection. The overview cameras capture vehicles 
in both directions and this enables us to see whether the brake lights of the vehicles are 
activated. The filming periods were chosen to capture the hours of the day when children 
were traveling to and from school. The morning filming period was 7.30 to 9.00 a.m. The 
filming period in the afternoon was longer, most often from 1.30 to 4.30 p.m., depending 
on the age of the children their school day ends at different hours. In some few cases the 
filming period is between 2.00 and 5.00 p.m. 

3.2 Coding of Behaviors 

The traffic situations with pedestrians and bicyclists stored on videotapes were manually 
analyzed and coded. A coding system proposed by Ovstedals and Ryeng (1999) was 
further developed and used to describe school children's travel to and from school. Their 
age and physical environment were used as background variables. Behavior means the 
observed behaviors of the pedestrians and bicyclists and that of the car drivers when 
interacting with the pedestrians and bicyclists. Mopeds were not included. All video-
recorded passages by pedestrians and bicyclists at the studied intersections were coded for 
one day. For the second days' video material only passages with children and youth were 
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coded. I f the child was walking or cycling with an adult the behavior of the adult was also 
coded. The coding describes the mobility and security of the pedestrians and bicyclists, e.g. 
waiting time at the curb, i f any car drivers yield to them and i f they (especially children) 
start to run when crossing the second lane. Also, safety is described through these types of 
parameters while lack of stopping at the curb and looking around before crossing the street 
are examples of errors made by especially children in so called dash-out accidents. These 
were also the most important parameters for describing safety according to the expert 
questionnaire (see below) and those parameters were chosen for analysis. 

The reliability of the method has been tested. When comparing 1.5 hours of video material 
containing 47 pedestrian and bicyclist passages, two trained observers had 83% agreement 
in coding the parameters describing the behaviors. I f excluding the most difficult 
parameter to assess, head movements, the two trained observers had 89% agreement in 
coding the behaviors. 

3.3 Speed Measurements with Radar 

The speeds of free cars were measured with radar guns at the intersections, just at the 
marked crosswalks, i.e. the hypothetical point of collision. After reconstruction speeds 
were measured just before the speed cushion at the Hulta site; at Sjöbo where the marked 
crosswalk used to be. 

3.4 The Swedish Traffic Conflict Technique 

Conflicts were studied at the different sites using the Swedish Traffic Conflict Technique 
according to the manual written by Almqvist and Ekman (1999). The suggested conversion 
factor between conflicts and police reported crashes are for car-car situations 11.9*10"5 and 
for car-pedestrian and car-bicycle crashes 33.9*10"3 (Almqvist and Ekman, 1999). In this 
study trained observers manually estimated Time-to-Accident (TA)-values, speeds, and 
distances by observing the filmed interactions on video. Besides the parameters collected 
in the behavioral study the following parameters were collected in conflicts: 

(a) Time to Accident (TA- (d) Vehicle distance to collision point (g) Severity level 

Pedestrians and bicyclists are referred to as vulnerable road users. The most important 
parameters according to the expert questionnaire (see below) are shown above in bold 
lettering. I f there is no collision course between conflicting road users, the encounter is not 
defined as a conflict. Serious conflicts are those when an evasive action is made and the 
remaining time to the conflict area is critical, i.e. the time it takes to brake on a wet road 
plus 0.5 seconds (Gårder, 1982). The half-second is considered to be the remaining 
available reaction time. Hence, the threshold between serious and non-serious conflicts 
varies with speed. For example, at the speed 50 km/h, the time is 2.0 s, and at 90 km/h, the 
time is 3.7 s. 

High Severity Situations 

Another way to measure how the traffic situation has changed, besides using the conflict 
technique, is to analyze the encounters when a car is in close proximity to a pedestrian or 

value) 

(b) Who makes evasive 
action 

(e) Vulnerable road user speed when 
evasive action is made 

(h) Additional 
comments 

(c) Vehicle speed when 
evasive action is made 

(f) Vulnerable road user distance to 
collision point 
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cyclist. These situations are most often less severe than a serious conflict. But even i f 
conflicting road users do not have a collision course, the encounters can be defined as High 
Severity Situations. 

Svensson (1998) discusses the possibility that there is a threshold in the severity hierarchy. 
When above this threshold, there is a high probability of a crash while staying below it 
indicates good traffic safety. A large number of conflicts situated low in the severity 
hierarchy can therefore be a good thing. However, this borderline might be differently 
situated in the hierarchy i f a child is involved. Adults are generally capable of making safe 
judgments in the traffic environment and can interact with other road users with lower 
safety margins. Also, adults typically learn from their mistakes when errors are made. 
Children do not always understand the connection between speed, time, and distance and 
may often act unpredictably and have a higher risk of being killed and injured than adults. 
This indicates that adults are most often more capable of safe judgments and may therefore 
be able to interact with other road users with lower safety margins than children. 
Therefore, situations with higher safety margins than conflicts were included here. 

3.5 Crash Analysis 

National pedestrian crash data from 1995-1999 and 2001 and 2002 were analyzed. This 
was supplemented with detailed crash data from the City of Borås, Sweden, for the years 
1995-1999 and year 2001 (Crash data from the City of Borås, 2002, unpublished data). 

3.6 Expert Questionnaire 

The questionnaire was based on five video cuts containing High Severity Situations that 
involved children during the Borås study. Also, a conflict with a high severity level 
involving an adult was included. The aim was to see i f some of the parameters for coding 
of behaviors could be excluded from the analysis due to a perceived low importance in 
describing the different road users' safety. 

3.7 School Survey 

School children's opinions of the road reconstructions and change of Highway code were 
gathered by questionnaires. Earlier research by Leden (1988) had indicated that 11-13 year 
old school children could be the most appropriate age group for assessing effects of 
countermeasures; this age group was therefore chosen. 

Teachers in classes with school children of age 11 to 13 were contacted after 
reconstruction and change of code (in January 2001). The pupils were interviewed as a 
class project apart from one school (the school close to the Hulta site) where they were 
interviewed individually. After the second reconstruction (in September 2002) school 
children's opinions of the road reconstructions and change of Highway code were gathered 
again by similar questionnaires. The aim was to explore i f opinions have changed since the 
previous questionnaire about the code change and also to explore what school children 
thought about the new reconstructions. To improve the relevance of answers only answers 
from children with a certain experience of the test site were included. Therefore only 
answers from children who had walked or bicycled through the sites for several months 
were included in the analysis. 
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4 Collected Video Data 

The study is based on 87 hours of video recordings. The number of persons involved in 
High Severity Situations was 41, the total number of observations was 4088, and of these 
3378 were pedestrians. The total number of conflicts was low, 21, and the number of 
severe conflicts was very low, totally 4. 

5 Results 

5.1 Crash Data Validation 

In the five-year before period 1995-1999, the average number of pedestrian injuries in the 
City of Borås was 10. In 2001 the number increased to 18. The number of bicyclist injuries 
per year was about the same, 20.6 before and 22 after, see Table 1. 

Table I. Police reported injuries at the studied sites and total police reported injuries for the City of Borås. 
Before reconstruction and change of code. After, 

1995-1999 2001 
Pedestrians Bicyclists Pedestrians Bicyclists 

No. of 
injuries 

Average No. of injuries Average No. of 
injuries 

No. of 
injuries 

Hulta 0 0 0 0 1 0 

Sjöbo 0 0 1 0.2 0 0 

Trandered upper 0 0 1 0.2 0 0 

Trandered lower 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Control crossing 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Källbäcksryd 

Borås total 52 10.4 103 20.6 18 22 

At the Hulta test site, one (not-severe) pedestrian injury occurred in 2001. At the other test 
sites none occurred. As seen in Table 1, the number of police reported injuries is very low 
at the test sites in the last five-year period, only two, and none of them were severe. Some 
readers may see this as an indication that no safety problems existed before or after the 
reconstruction. However, that is not necessarily the case. A majority of vulnerable road-
users who are injured are injured in the type of environment represented by Hulta and 
Trandared—arterial streets through towns and cities. The fact that there aren't crashes 
every five-year period on every section does not mean that the expected numbers of 
injuries are zero. What the lack of recorded crashes does mean, however, is that we need 
less blunt instruments than crash data for evaluating the effectiveness of a reconstruction. 

Obviously, limited crash data material from these sites makes it impossible to draw any 
firm conclusions on expected injury frequencies. However an accident analysis based on a 
macro study of Sweden 1995-1999 and 2001-2002 suggests that the injury risk in marked, 
not reconstructed crosswalks increased by 27% for pedestrians and 19% for cyclists 
(Johansson, Gårder and Leden, 2003). A comparison should consider that some crosswalks 
were eliminated in connection to the code change, about 10% in 2000 and 4% in 2001 as 
mentioned above. As in Borås, there was also reconstruction of locations to make them 
safer. This should also be expected to marginally reduce the calculated risk. In Borås, more 
people walked close to the marked pedestrian crosswalk after the code change, see below 
Section 5.7. I f this is true in general in Sweden this might have increased the number of 
injuries close to marked pedestrian crosswalks, which might have resulted in less reported 
pedestrian crashes in the marked crosswalks. Therefore, a reduction in the calculated risk 
should be expected even i f the code change had no effect on risk. Hence, it is concluded 
that the effect of the change of code has not been successful in terms of safety, at least not 
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in the first two years. Neither it has been in Switzerland and Austria, where a similar 
change of code was enacted in 1994. In both countries there have been an increase in 
pedestrian injuries after the change of code, in Austria by almost 50% (Council for 
Accident Prevention, bfu, 2002, unpublished data; Bundesministerium für Herausgeber, 
2002, unpublished data). 

5.2 Expert Questionnaire 

Nine out of 26 experts answered the questionnaire. The experts' rankings of the most 
important parameters according to their usefulness in describing children's safety were in 
rank: 

(a) speed of vehicle, 

(b) speed of the pedestrian or bicyclist, 

(c) at what distances evasive actions are taken, 

(d) i f the pedestrian or cyclist look around before crossing the street, and 

(e) whether or not she or he stops at the curb before crossing the street. 

5.3 Motor Vehicle Speeds 

At the sites where physical changes were implemented the vehicle speeds were 
significantly lowered, see Table 2. At Hultagatan, before the intersection was 
reconstructed, the average speed was 49 km/h (90 percentile 57 km/h) for the afternoon 
traffic. In March 2000, after reconstruction of the intersection, the average speed was 30 
km/h (90 percentile 36 km/h). In May 2000, after the first reconstruction of the intersection 
and after the new law was enacted, the average speed was 29 km/h (90 percentile 34 km/h). 
After the speed cushions were lowered the average speed increased to 32 km/h (90-
percentile 41 km/h). 

At the Sjöbo intersection the average speed of the vehicles before the intersection was 
reconstructed was 39 to 40 km/h. After the first reconstruction and code change it was 
significantly lowered to 28 km/h in the morning and to 22 km/h in the afternoon. After the 
second reconstruction at the Sjöbo intersection the average vehicle speed was 26 km/h and 
the 90-percentile was 32 km/h almost fulfilling the goal 30 km/h as set by Vision Zero. 

At the comparison crossing, Källbäcksrydsgatan, the average speed was significantly 
lowered from 52 km/h to 47 km/h when the code changed. This suggests that the speed 
reductions observed at the reconstructed sites may partly be due to a general speed 
decrease of around 5 km/h, possibly caused by the code change. The speeds of heavy 
vehicles were specially analyzed, see Table 2. The speeds of heavy vehicles were lower, 
but only by 1-2 km/h, than the speeds of other vehicles. 

The average speed decreased from about 50 km/h to about 30 km/h indicating that fatal 
injury risk for pedestrians decreased strongly. According to a model presented by Pasanen 
(1991) a speed of 50 km/h causes a risk of death almost eight times higher than a speed of 
30 km/h. 
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Table 2. Vehicle speeds (km/h).  
Intersection Parameter Before reconstruction After reconstruction After reconstruction and After second 

change of code reconstruction 
morning afternoon heavy afternoon heavy morning afternoon heavy morning afternoon 

vehicles vehicles vehicles 
Hulta average 53.0 48.5 47.6 30.1 29.6 28.4 29 2 27.0 32.4 -

st. dev (average) 0.8 0.4 1.2 0.5 1.2 0.7 0.4 1.1 1.5 -

90-perc 61.0 57.0 57.8 36.2 32.8 34.4 34.4 34.1 40.9 -

n 90 258 37 89 12 47 127 20 22 -

Sjöbo average 40.4 38.6 36.0 - - 27.9 22.4 21.4 25.6 25.7 

st. dev (average) 2.5 0.7 1.8 - - 0.6 0.4 1.9 0.9 1.4 

90-perc 49.0 48.4 42.0 - - 34.3 28.0 24.0 31.8 32.6 

n 28 109 11 - 78 105 11 34 17 

Trandared average - - - 31.1 33.0 31.0 28.9 -

Upper st. dev (average) - - - - 0.6 0.5 1.4 1.3 -

90-perc - - - - - 37.7 39.0 37.0 34,4 

n - - - - 64 81 13 17 -

Trandared average - - - - - - 28.8 26.0 26.7 -

Lower st. dev (average) - - - - - - 0.5 1.6 0.5 -

90-perc - - - - - - 35.0 32.0 33.0 -

n - - - - - - 110 14 92 -

Källbäcksryd average - 52.1 49.7 - - 46.0 46.6 45.0 - -

control st. dev (average) - 0.5 1.3 - - 0.6 0.9 1.5 - -

crossing 90-perc - 61.0 57.0 - 54.0 55.6 54.8 - -

n - 226 29 - - 107 85 27 

5.4 Pedestrians' Head Movements 

The differences between pedestrian's behavior at different time periods were explored and 
tested statistically with chi-square tests. Significant results (p<0.05) are commented on below. 
Pedestrian's head movement were studied and used as an approximate measure for describing 
i f pedestrians were looking for approaching motor vehicles or not. Measurements were 
divided into two types: when a car was present and when the passage was undisturbed with no 
car approaching. It has been demonstrated that several measures actually result in behavioral 
adaptations that partially or completely offset the theoretically predicted effect. A negatively 
changed behavior could be interpreted as a compensation effect for the potential safety benefit 
of reduced speeds. Therefore the hypothesis when exploring the data was that the relative 
frequency of head movements and stopping at the curb would decrease after reconstruction. 
Results presented in the next section confirm that the relative frequency of stopping at the 
curb decreased. Head movement observations at curb were more reliable then observations 
before the curb because head movements before the curb were easier to detect. Therefore 
comments below are focusing on behavior at the curb and on the focus group children. 

When encountering a car at the Hulta site the frequency of head movements in both 
directions at the curb decreased (p=0.005) from 87% to 47% for children, see Table 3. At 
the Sjöbo site about 70% of the children made head movements before and after first 
reconstruction and change of code. After second reconstruction the children's head 
movements at the curb decreased (pO.001) to 44%. 

However when not encountering a car, the share of children's head movements in both 
directions at the curb did not decrease significantly. At the Hulta site the share was 50% or 
just less, apart from shortly after reconstruction; at the Sjöbo site the shares were around 
40% before and after the first reconstruction and 30% after the second reconstruction. 
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At one of the comparison sites, Trandared Lower intersection, the shares for children 
making head turns were more or less unchanged at 20% when encountering a car at the 
curb, and at 30% when not encountering a car. At the other intersection, Trandared Upper 
intersection, the shares of children making head turns were around 25% independent of 
time period and whether encountering a car or not. 

5.5 Pedestrians Stopping at the Curb 

At the Hulta site and to some extent at the Sjöbo site, the share of pedestrians stopping at 
the curb when encountering a car decreased after reconstruction for all age groups (p=0.05 
for Hulta and p=0.05 for Sjöbo), see Table 3. Not only reconstruction but also the change 
of code seems to have affected behavior in this respect. Children and elderly stopped more 
often than other age groups when encountering a car. At the comparison intersections in 
Trandared the frequency of stopping at the curb also decreased after change of code ( 
p=0.01 at the upper intersection, not significant at the lower intersection), but not as much 
as at Hulta and Sjöbo. On average, 10 % of the pedestrians stopped at the curb when not 
encountering a car. 

5.6 Frequency of Pedestrians Given Priority 

At all sites the frequency of pedestrians given way to increased after changes were made, 
independent of i f the pedestrian walked in a marked pedestrian crosswalk or not, see Table 
3. However, the percentage was much lower when not walking in the marked pedestrian 
crosswalk and the increase was not always significant. The highest shares shown were at 
the Trandared Upper crossing where more than 80% of the pedestrians were given way to 
after the code change. The lowest shares shown were at the Sjöbo intersection after the first 
reconstruction where only 45% of the children were given priority in the marked crosswalk 
even though the code had already been changed. The largest increase was shown for 
children at the Hulta intersection, from 14 % to 51% (p=0.013) after the first 
reconstruction. After the second reconstruction the shares increased even more, and 82% of 
the children were given priority. The reason for the much higher shares at the Trandared 
and Hulta sites is most likely that the crossings were clearly marked in the road 
environment, and pedestrians crossed at the marked crosswalks to a higher extent than at 
the Sjöbo site. After the second reconstruction there were no marked pedestrian crosswalks 
at the Sjöbo site, which never-the-less did not have a significant negative effect on the 
mobility of children, elderly and others in terms of given priority to by a car driver. The 
reason is likely that after the second reconstruction, the area is visually designed and 
signed as a court-yard street, which influence the car drivers' expectations and behavior. 
On the other hand, the shares did not increase significantly. 

5.7 Pedestrian's Crossing Behavior 

The share of pedestrians using the crosswalk increased at the Hulta site for all pedestrians 
after the first reconstruction from 75% to 89% (pO.00001), see Table 3. Probably, the 
pedestrians noticed benefits from the reconstruction when walking in the marked 
crosswalk. At the Sjöbo site, using the marked crosswalk was reduced for all pedestrians 
from 75% to 28% after the first reconstruction. This is reflected in the shares of pedestrians 
that were given way to by car drivers. Pedestrians that were walking in the remaining 
marked crosswalk in Sjöbo were given way to a lower extent than at the other sites where 
people crossed the street in marked crosswalks to a higher extent after reconstruction. 

The change of code affected the crossing behavior. At the two Trandared intersections the 
share of pedestrians walking in the marked crosswalk decreased around ten percentage 
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points after the change of code despite that the well-marked pedestrian crosswalks with 
adjacent rails were designed to prevent the pedestrians from crossing the street elsewhere. 
A small (almost significant) decrease of about five points (from 89% to 84%) occurred at 
the Hulta site. 

Table 3. Proportion of pedestrians turning head in both directions at the curb, stopping at the curb, given way 

by car driver and crossing on marked pedestrian crosswalk. 
Hulta Sjöbo Trandared upper Trandared lower 

Before After After After Before After first After After After After After 

reconst change second reconstr. second reconst change reconst change 

ruction of code reconst
ruction 

and change 
of code 

reconst
ruction 

ruction of 
code 

ruction of 
code 

Heads turns encountering a car 
Children n 23 34 31 16 65 41 32 56 78 69 64 

0-12 years % 87 47* 35 44 68 73 44* 27 22 20 20 

Elderly n 24 20 10 1 1 61 26 22 5 0 8 15 

>64 years % 88 80 90 82 89 96 45* 20 25 67 

Total, incl. 
adults and n 168 232 170 60 358 174 78 108 116 151 161 

youth % 86 60* 62 67 80 79 44* 29 26 28 45* 

Head turns not encountering a car 

Children n 14 9 15 19 37 39 36 33 29 44 25 

0-12 years % 50 33 47 47 38 49 31 33 41 30 28 

Elderly n 6 3 5 27 31 16 20 2 0 7 3 

>64 years % 67 67 60 78 71 75 50 50 57 100 

Total, mcl. 
adults and n 94 99 106 113 247 178 82 63 47 83 49 

youth % 65 47* 56 59 63 47* •/J 24 40 36 41 

Stopping at the curb encountering a car 
Children n 26 36 34 16 88 54 37 62 98 75 70 

0-12 years % 69 56 47 19 57 37 49 34 15* 27 ;7 

Elderly n 25 22 12 10 66 32 27 5 20 11 16 

> 64 years % 60 36 75 30 68 37» 33 0 0 45 3/ 

Total, incl. 
adults and n 177 244 196 54 397 219 88 117 140 171 174 

youth % 58 41* 34 13* 50 -Z2» 3Ä 31 13* 27 22 

Given way crossing on marked pedestrian crosswalk 

Children n 21 35 31 11 68 20 No 59 78 71 61 

0-12 years % 14 51* 68 82 25 45 marked 5<5 86* « 7-/ 

Elderly n 21 18 10 10 55 6 pedestrian 5 0 9 13 

> 64 years % 14 44 70 40 25 0 crosswalk 20 44 77 

Total, incl. 
adults and n 150 219 164 43 304 60 113 115 140 144 

youth % 12 49* 66* 65 21 45* 57 86* 62 76* 

Given way not crossing on marked pedestrian crosswalk 

Children n 6 i 3 5 18 36 39 3 20 4 9 

0-12 years % 0 0 0 100 17 25 49 0 55 50 0 

Elderly n 4 4 2 0 1 1 28 27 0 0 2 3 

> 64 years % 0 0 50 0 3(5 37 100 33 

Total, incl. 
adults and n 31 26 34 13 91 163 91 5 25 31 31 

vouth % 3 19 35 100* 14 33* 3« 20 60 41 29 

Crossing on marked pedestrian crosswalk 
Children n 41 45 50 35 141 131 No 95 134 121 97 

0-12 years % 71 98* 94 63* 75 32* marked 97 78* 90 89 

Elderly n 32 25 17 37 101 58 pedestrian 20 19 1 -

> 64 years % 75 84 88 86 « 31* crosswalk 75 74 100 -

Total, incl. 
adults and n 281 351 314 168 677 474 181 197 260 228 

vouth % 75 89* 84 70* 75 28* 97 81* 81 79 

* 95% significant different from previous time period. 
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5.8 High Severity Situations and Conflicts 

Figure 1 shows plots of the conflicts with measurable TA-values and speeds of evasive 
road users (pedestrian, bicyclist or car driver). Prefixes in bold indicates interactions when 
it was a single child involved or the oldest in the group was a child. The width of variation 
of the TA-values decreased (from 0.5-5 sec to 1-3 sec) after the first reconstruction. The 
reason the interval was narrowed might be that before the reconstruction most often the 
pedestrian or bicyclist took the evasive action, after reconstruction more often car drivers 
took the evasive actions, and after the change of code the share of car drivers who took 
evasive actions increased even further. Pedestrians and bicyclists had lower speeds, which 
most often gave high TA-values, while car drivers had higher speeds that most often gave 
lower TA-values. 

• Before reconstruction (not measurable, no. A l , A2, A4, A7, A10, A12, A13, A14) 

O After reconstruction (not measurable, no. B I , B6, B9, B H , B14, B16, B17) 

A After reconstruction and code change (not measurable, no. C3, C4, C5, C7, C9) 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
TA-value (sec) 

Figure I. Severity levels for all observed conflicts with measurable TA-values and speeds. 

5.9 School Survey 

At the Hulta and Sjöbo sites, the school children assessed the safety effect of the 
reconstruction and change of code. At the Trandared site, the effect of the change of code 
was assessed, as there was no reconstruction. At the Trandared sites, 57 % of the school 
children stated that the safety had improved, see Table 4. However, more school children 
stated that the safety had increased at the reconstructed sites, in average 83% (at the Hulta 
site 100% and around 80% at the Sjöbo site). Most children at the Hulta and Sjöbo site 
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estimated that reconstruction and change of code had about equal contribution to the 
change in risk. 

The school children were also asked to illustrate problems they had experienced before and 
after the reconstruction. Before the reconstruction the most commonly indicated problem 
was that car drivers did not stop. After the reconstruction and change of code, the most 
common problem indicated was that not all car drivers stopped. For example, children 
expressed that there could be misunderstandings, as some car drivers did not respect the 
change of code. 

Table 4. Percentage (%) of school children assessing a certain safety effect of reconstruction and change of 
code. Answers agglomerated to three assessment alternatives.  

Site Year Safer About as More Total no. of 
dangerous dangerous answers 
/safe as before 

Hulta After reconstruction and change o f 700 0 0 5 
code 
After second reconstruction 100 0 0 7 

Sjöbo After reconstruction and change of 85 15 0 13 
code 
After second reconstruction 79 20 2 56 

Hulta and Sjöbo total 83 13 1 81 

Trandared After reconstruction and change of 63 37 0 30 
code 
After second reconstruction 53 45 3 40 

Trandared total 57 41 1 70 

6 Conclusion and Discussion 

Whether the pedestrians used the marked crosswalk or not, dependents partially on the 
traffic environment. This also has a strong influence on the car drivers' behaviors towards 
the pedestrians. At the Sjöbo site, where the intersection was elevated and one marked 
crosswalk was removed during the first reconstruction, the pedestrians crossed the street 
more seldom at the remaining marked crosswalk. The pedestrians were also given way to 
to a lower extent compared with the other sites, though the vehicle speeds were the lowest 
observed in this study. At the Hulta site, the pedestrians used the crosswalk to a much 
higher extent than after the reconstruction. 

The problem may not be whether marked crosswalks should be kept on 30 km/h-streets or 
not, the problem might be to provide clear consistent guidelines in the traffic environment. 
According to the guidelines (Calm Street, 1998), marked crosswalks should be removed 
from 30 km/h-streets. But there are still marked crosswalks at 30 km/h-streets. It is also 
stated that in 30-areas and on 30 km/h-streets the safety, mobility and security for 
pedestrians should be high. There might be a contradiction in these two statements. It 
should be kept in mind that marked crosswalks are kept at 50/30 km/h-streets and 50 km/h-
streets. 

At the Hulta site, where the speed cushions were lowered by 15 mm, the average vehicle 
speed significantly increased from 29 km/h to 32 km/h and the 90-percentile speed 
increased from 34 km/h to 41 km/h. The mobility of the children increased strongly though 
in terms of being given way to, and stopping at the curb before crossing the street. 

Field studies in the City of Malmö, Sweden regarding behavior, speed, and conflicts, as 
well as analysis of crash data, show that the effect of the code change is increased mobility 
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also for cyclists while motor vehicles' speeds did not change significantly. The 
reconstruction increased mobility further and, at least based on indirect measures, 
improved safety. Also, "safe" traffic behavior expressed as looking sideways increased 
somewhat at the reconstructed intersections, but stopping at the curb before crossing the 
street decreased. Children and elderly did not benefit more than other age groups at the 
sites in Malmö either. (Johansson, Gårder and Leden, 2003). 

7 Further Research 

The data collected and presented in this paper are from sites with some specific types of 
physical measures implemented to improve the mobility, security and safety of pedestrians 
and bicyclists. The expert survey can be seen as a first attempt to assess the method's 
validity. To continue the research of the reliability and validity of the method is important. 

More data should be collected at sites with other types of physical measures, e.g. 
roundabouts, four-way stops, retracted stop lines and at "special pedestrian walkways" 
(Swedish: Gångpassager): a new type of pedestrian crossing with no zebra markings and 
no pedestrian road signs. It has been launched by the Swedish National Road 
Administration (1998) as the pedestrian's risk increase by 20 to 40% when crossing in 
marked crosswalks compared to similar sites with no zebra markings (referring to results 
of a Meta analysis by Elvik, Mysen and Vaa 1997). The effect of keeping or removing 
marked pedestrian crossings on 30 km/h-streets should definitely be studied in detail, 
especially in traffic environments with children and elderly where it is very important that 
the signals to all the road users are clear. 
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Toward Vision Zero at Zebra Crossings 
Case Study of Traffic Safety and Mobility for 
Children and the Elderly, Malmö, Sweden 

Charlotta Johansson, Per Gander, and Lans Leden 

The Swedish Vision Zero's goal is to eliminate all fatalities and inca
pacitating traffic injuries. One step toward Vision Zero is through traf
fic calming. Code changes are also part of this effort. The Swedish Code 
concerning car drivers' responsibility to give way to pedestrians was 
strengthened in 2000. A study was done to evaluate the short-term 
effects of the change in the code, as well as of the reconstruction of urban 
intersections to eliminate overtaking and speeding over 30 km/h. The 
focus of the evaluation was on children and elderly people, as pedestri

ans and cyclists. Between 1995 and 1999, an average of 7 pedestrians 
were killed and about 60 seriously injured at unsignalized zebra cross
ings. In 2001, those numbers were 8 and 70, respectively, despite the fact 
that some crosswalks were eliminated in connection with the change of 
the code. The conclusion is that the change of code has not improved 
safety. Field studies in Malmö in regard to behavior, speed, and con
flicts, as well as analysis of crash data, show that the code change has 
increased mobility for cyclists, whereas motor vehicle speeds did not 
change significantly. The reconstruction increased mobility further and, 
at least based on indirect measures, improved safety. Also, safe traffic 
behavior, expressed as one's looking sideways, increased somewhat at 
the reconstructed intersections, but stopping at the curb before crossing 
the street decreased. Children and the elderly did not benefit more than 
people in other age groups. 

It is estimated (1) that elderly people (age 64 and above) in Sweden 

have more than 20 times the risk (0.11 killed per 1 million km walked) 

of being killed as pedestrians as do people of age groups that have the 

lowest risks, age groups 15 to 24 and 25 to 44 (with fatality risks at 

about 0.005 per 1 million km). The risk of severe injury was five times 

greater for elderly people (0.58 severe injuries per 1 million km) than 

for age groups 15 to 24 and 25 to 44 (0.11 severe injuries per 1 mil

lion km). Children also have a high risk of being killed or seriously 

injured as pedestrians, about three times higher risk than adults of ages 

25 to 64. 

The risk of being killed or seriously injured as a pedestrian or as 

a cyclist is the highest at unsignalized intersections. I t is also at 

that type o f crossing where most of the pedestrians' and cyclists' 

passages are made. 

In 1997, "Vision Zero" was passed by the Swedish Parliament. 

Vision Zero is conceived from the ethical base that it is unaccept

able that people are killed or seriously injured when moving within 

the road transport system. Its approach involves a new way of look

ing at road safety and at the design and function of road systems. 

C. Johansson and L. Leden, Division of Traffic Engineering, Luleå University of 
Technology 971 87 Luleå, Sweden. P. Gårder, Department of Civil Engineering, 
University of Maine, Drono, ME 04469-5711. 

The traffic system must adapt to the needs, mistakes, and vulnera

bilities of road users, and the level of violence that the human body 

can tolerate without being seriously injured. The action program for 

Vision Zero contains physical changes to the road environment, as 

well as traffic regulation (2). 

According to Vision Zero, the standard urban 50 km/h-street is 

changed to a 50/30 km/h-street, 30-km/h street, or walking-speed 

street. Such designs aim to prevent motor vehicles from being 

driven faster than 30 km /h across zebra crossings, an aim that is moti

vated by the relationship between speed and the fatality risk (3-7). 

The risk of a pedestrian fatality is less than 10% for collisions at 

speeds around 25 km/h, whereas the risk of a fatality is about 50% 

at 50 km/h , and at least 90% above 70 km/h. For cyclists, there is 

a 4% risk of a fatality at car speeds below 40 km/h, and a 38% risk 

at speeds above 65 km/h. I f a pedestrian or bicyclist is hit by a truck 

or bus, the fatality risk is high at any speed (5). 

The first aim of this paper is a short-term evaluation of traffic 

behavior, traffic safety, and mobility of reconstruction urban inter

sections according to traffic-calming principles, which is one of 

the bases of the Swedish Vision Zero. A related aim is to evaluate 

whether safety and mobility have improved, especially for chil

dren and the elderly. 

In May 2000, the Swedish Code governing the conduct of drivers 

at marked zebra crossings became stricter. Pedestrians who have 

entered or are about to enter a crosswalk now have the right-of-

way. Previously, drivers had to yield only when they could rea

sonably do so. However, as before the change of code, pedestrians 

are required to consider the speed and proximity of approaching 

vehicles before crossing. The code change does not pertain to bicy

clists. However, a person walking with his or her bicycle at a zebra 

crossing is regarded as a pedestrian. Also, drivers must clearly 

indicate their intention to yield by slowing down or stopping early. 

A driver may proceed only i f the action does not entail danger or 

hindrance (2). 

When the new code was enacted, a number of zebra crossings 

were removed—that is, about 4,800 or 12 % of all zebra crossings 

at 50 streets were eliminated (draft by J. Ifver 2002, unpublished 

data). 

The second aim of this paper is to describe the effect of the new 

code on the safety and mobility for pedestrians, especially for children 

and the elderly. 

Field studies were made in the city of Malmö, Sweden. It is stated 

in the Swedish Vision Zero (9) that the measures taken in urban areas 

to increase safety and mobility should especially benefit children 

and the elderly. One reason is that people in these age groups face the 

greatest risks when traveling as pedestrians and cyclists in Sweden 

and many other countries (10, 11). 
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METHOD 

In this paper the collected data are not tested by standard statistical 

theory, but rather explored from numerous perspectives as shown in 

the result sections. 

C r a s h Analysis 

National pedestrian crash data f rom 1995 to 2001 were analyzed. 

This information was supplemented with detailed crash data from 

Malmö, Sweden, for 1997 to 2002 (12) and data provided by 

J. Ramqvist 2002 (unpublished data). 

Videotaping 

Intersections were videotaped simultaneously from various angles 

to capture the different road users' behavior. The cameras were 

inconspicuously placed on posts and walls of houses at a height of 

3 to 4 m to minimize their influence on people's behavior. Up to 

three cameras captured the behavior of road users; one camera cov

ered close-ups of the crossing at the crosswalks, and one or two cam

eras took overview pictures of the intersection. During the chosen 

periods, there was videotaping of children traveling to and f rom 

school, about 90 min in the morning and 180 min in the afternoon. 

Coding of Behavior 

The recorded traffic behavior of pedestrians and cyclists was man

ually analyzed and coded. The coding is based on work by Øvstedal 

and Ryeng (13). Children (0-12 years), teenagers (13-19 years), and 

elderly people (older than 64 years) passing as pedestrians and 

cyclists were coded for 1 day for each of the studied intersections. 

The behavior of a number of adults was also coded. For a second 

day of video material, only passages with conflicts and other such 

encounters—that is, high-severity situations—were coded indepen

dent of the road users' age. I f a child was walking or cycling with 

an adult, the behavior of the adult was also coded. Coding was done 

using 37 parameters divided into three groups: 

1. Description of pedestrian or cyclist, such as age, means of 

transport, head movements, and tempo; 

2. Description of car driver and vehicle, such as type of vehicle 

and direction; and 

3. Description of encounter, such as waiting time for a pedestrian, 

i f the car driver yields, and type of interaction. 

According to an expert questionnaire (14), the most important 

parameters to describe pedestrians' and cyclists' safety are i f the 

person stops at the curb, the person's head movements before 

reaching the curb, head movements at the curb, and type of inter

action (severe conflict, high-severity situation, etc). The reliabil

ity of the method has been tested—that is, whether two people 

code the observed behaviors the same way. When comparing 1.5 h 

of captured video material containing 47 pedestrian and cyclist 

passages, two trained observers had an 83% agreement in coding 

the parameters describing the behaviors. Excluding the most dif

ficult parameter to assess, head movements, the two observers had 

an 89% agreement. 

Encounters in which a car comes in proximity to a pedestrian or 

cyclist were analyzed in detail. These high-severity situations are 

usually less severe than serious conflicts. Even i f conflicting road 

users are not on a collision course, some encounters can be defined as 

high-severity situations. Four parameters are used for detennining i f 

an encounter is a conflict: 

1. Vehicle speed when evasive action is taken, 

2. Vehicle distance to collision point, 
3. Vulnerable road user speed when evasive action is taken, and 

4. Vulnerable road user distance to collision point 

From these four parameters, the seriousness of the conflict can 

then be described by TA-value (time to accident) and severity level 

(15,16). Svensson (17) discusses the possibility of a threshold in the 

severity hierarchy in which encounters above the threshold have a 

high probability of an accident, whereas those below it are signs of 

safe interactions. The occurrence of conflicts situated low in the 

severity hierarchy can therefore be a good sign. This threshold might 

differ i f a child is involved. Adults are generally capable of making 

safe judgments in the traffic environment and can therefore interact 

with other road users, with lower safety margins. Also, adults typi

cally leam from their mistakes when errors are made. Children do not 

always understand the connection between speed, time, and distance 

and may often act unpredictably (18). 

M e a s u r e m e n t of Vehicle Speed 

The speeds of free cars were measured wi th a radar gun at the 

hypothetical point of collision. 

School Survey 

The opinions of children in regard to the effects of road reconstruc

tions and the code change were gathered by questionnaires. Earlier 

research by Leden (79) has indicated that children in the age group 

of 11 to 13 years would be the most appropriate for assessing the 

effects of countermeasures, because they are mature enough to 

understand and formulate the problem with high reliability. Also, 

they would be able to made judgments and express their opinions 

while still behaving like children. 

D E S I G N OF S U R V E Y , S I T E S , A N D 

DATA COLLECTION 

The methodology is based on studies of the behavior and safety of 

pedestrians, cyclists, and car drivers at three time periods, designed 
as before-and-after studies. The first time period is before the change 

of code and reconstruction on two different occasions in 1998 and 

1999 (Time Period 1), the second is after the change of code but 
before reconstruction in May 2000 (Time Period 2), and the last one 

is after both the change of code and reconstruction in September 
2001 (Time Period 3). The first studies were conducted up to 1.5 years 

before the change of code, the second some weeks after the new 

code was enacted, and the third study 3 months after the intersections 
were reconstructed—that is, 1 year and 3 months after the change 

of code. The result of the parameters described as important indica

tors of traffic safety for pedestrians and cyclists in the expert's 

questionnaire (14) w i l l be presented in this paper. 
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T e s t S i tes 

Three intersections along Regementsgatan in Malmö (Skvadrons-

gatan. Sergels Väg, and Dragonstigen) are the core of the study. 

The studied intersections were chosen because it is common for 

children to cross the street there. During winter 2000 and spring 

2001, Regementsgatan was reconstructed according to Vision 

Zero principles. The traffic f low at Regementsgatan before recon

struction was about 14,000 vehicles per day, decreasing to less 

than 10,000 vehicles after reconstruction. Before reconstruction. 

Regementsgatan was 15 m wide, with one marked lane in each 

direction, though in reality two lanes when there were no parked 

cars. At each zebra crossing, there was a refuge island. The inter

section Regementsgatan-Skvadronsgatan had one zebra crossing, 

the intersection Regementsgatan-Sergels Väg had two crossings, and 

at Dragonstigen, a pedestrian and cyclist crossing midblock had a 

signalized zebra crossing and a cycle crossing. After reconstruc

tion, all zebras were kept, and one was added at Regementsgatan-

Skvadronsgatan. The street was narrowed to 8 m, with refuges in the 

middle of the crosswalks, and the intersections had speed cushions 

installed so as to be less of a hindrance to bus traffic than to other 

traffic (see Figure 1). The signal was removed from Dragonstigen. 

Two intersections at Bergsgatan are used for control, because 

they were affected only by the change of code. Bergsgatan has two 

7-m-wide lanes in each direction, divided by a refuge. The inter

section at Kristianstadsgatan is midblock, with two zebra cross

walks and a cycle crossing. The intersection at Möllevångsgatan 

is a four-way intersection with two zebra crossings. 

The intersection Munkhattegatan-Nydalastigen is a second con

trol site that was not physically changed. There are no marked cross

walks, but i t is common for pedestrians and cyclists to cross the 

street here. The intersection is used as a migration-of-behavior site 

to test the hypothesis that after the change of code, pedestrians and 

cyclists are bolder when crossing the street, even though there is no 

crosswalk. 

Vehicle speeds were measured in the three time periods as men

tioned and also during a fourth time period, 1 year and 3 months 

after the reconstruction. One more control site, a midblock pedes

trian and cyclists crossing at Nobelvägen, was used to see i f the 

speeds changed in the weeks before or after the change of code. 

Field studies based on the same methods as the ones described 

here for Malmö were also conducted in the Swedish cities of Borås, 

FIGURE 1 Regementsgatan at Dragonstigen after reconstruction. 

Trollhättan, and Storuman. Brief results f rom these studies are also 

outlined below. 

Data Collection 

Pedestrian and cyclist passages totaling 2,321 were captured on 

109.5 h of video recordings. The weather conditions were similar 

for all studied time periods. However, it was somewhat colder in 

1998 and 1999 than in the latter periods, and in 1999, it was also 

raining and darker during some parts of the day. Speeds were mea

sured for the four time periods—the three mentioned plus a fourth 

one at 1 year and 3 months after reconstruction. 

Questionnaires were given to 94, 95, and 72 children at three 

different schools in 2001, 10 months after the reconstruction of 

Regementsgatan and about 1 year after the enactment of the code 

change. The first school is close to Regementsgatan, whereas the other 

two are close to the migration-of-behavior site. The answers were 

analyzed only for children who regularly cross Regementsgatan and 

who could describe the change of code correctly or almost correctly, 

which yielded 81 valid answers from children at Regementsgatan 

and 130 from those at the migration-of-behavior site. 

R E S U L T S 

C r a s h Data Validation 

In the 10-year period before reconstruction, there were 19 police 

reported injury pedestrian crashes and 23 injury cyclist crashes along 

the reconstructed part of Regementsgatan. During the 14-month after 

period, there was one police-reported injury of a pedestrian and three 

police-reported bicycle accident injuries. 

For the studied experimental sites, there were one police-reported 

pedestrian crash and one bicycle crash in the 5-year period preced

ing the change of the code, and no police-reported pedestrian or 

bicycle crashes in the 3-year period preceding the change of the 

code. During the period 14 months after, no pedestrian or bicycle 

crashes were reported. Some readers may see this as an indication 

that no safety problems existed before or after the reconstruction. 

However, that is not the case. In this type of environment—arterial 

streets through towns and cities—a majority of vulnerable road 

users are injured. The fact that there were not crashes every 3-year 

period on every section does not mean that the long-term safety level 

is at zero. What the lack of recorded crashes does mean, however, 

is that we need less blunt instruments than crash data for evaluating 

the effectiveness of a reconstruction. 

Obviously, limited crash data material from these sites makes it 

impossible to draw any f i r m conclusions on expected accident fre

quency. However, the change of code can be evaluated through a 

macro study of Sweden based on a draft by J. Ifver, 2002 (unpublished 

data). Such a study should obviously take possible behavior-migration 

effects into account. It should also be remembered that the code did 

not change with respect to bicycles. The months immediately after 

and before the change of code are probably not representative of 

before-and-after conditions. Therefore, 2001 would be the only ful l 

year available for after data. A n average for the years 1995 to 1999 

is used as before data. 

Overall, in the 1995-1999 period, an average of seven pedestri

ans per year were killed in Sweden at unsignalized zebra crossings. 

In 2001, that number was eight. About 60 pedestrians a year were 
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severely injured at unsignalized intersections from 1995 to 1999. In 

2001, that number was 70. 

A comparison should consider that some crosswalks were elimi

nated in connection with the code change. Therefore, a reduction in 

the number of crosswalk fatalities should be expected even i f the 

code change had no effect on risk. As in Malmö, there was also 

reconstruction of locations to make the crosswalks safer. This situa

tion should also be expected to marginally reduce the total number 

of pedestrian crashes in Sweden. Hence, it is concluded that the effect 

of the change of code in Sweden has not been successful in terms of 

safety, at least not in the first year. In Switzerland, a similar change 

of code was enacted in 1994. The first year after the change of code, 

the number of pedestrian accidents increased by 13%. The second 

year after the change of code, the number of accidents lowered to the 

same level as before. The same may happen in Sweden. 

Road U s e r s ' Behavior 

Pedestrians 

The f low of vehicles was reduced after reconstruction of Rege

mentsgatan, but a high share, 70% to 100%, of the pedestrians still 
encounter a car when intending to cross the street. See Figure 2a, 

2b, and 2c. Pedestrians were yielded to more often after the code 
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change and reconstruction at Sergels Väg and Skvadronsgatan. The 

share of children and elderly people that were yielded to at both 

sites was about 70% in Time Period 3. The few observations in 

Time Period 1 at Dragonstigen covered people walking against red 

lights, when no drivers yielded to them. Not a single driver was 

observed running a red light. A t Dragonstigen, about 50% of the 

children were yielded to in Time Period 3. At the control crossing 

at the intersection Bergsgatan-Kristianstadsgatan, the share of 

pedestrians yielded to increased after the change of code, from 22% 

to 52%, and it increased further 1 year and 3 months after the code 

change, when all observed children and adults were given priority. 

A t the other intersection at Bergsgatan-Möllevångsgatan, the share 

of pedestrians yielded to also increased, f rom 54% shortly after the 

code change to 65%, 1 year and 3 months later. However, children 

and elderly people did not benefit more than people in other age 

groups. At Munkhättegatan, almost all pedestrians encountered a car 

when crossing the street during all three time periods, and almost none 

of them were given priority—which they are not legally entiüed to, 

for there are no marked zebra crossings. 

Owing to the similarities in design as well as traffic and yielding 

behavior, the two intersections along Regementsgatan (Sergels Väg 

and Skvadronsgatan) are analyzed together. Also, the two intersec

tions along the control street Bergsgatan (Kristianstadsgatan and 

Möllevångsgatan) are combined. 

The percentage of pedestrians using provided marked zebra 

crossings did not change significantly between the time periods; at 

least 92% of pedestrians crossed at marked zebra crossings. 

Most pedestrians encountered a car at the curb. However, at two 

intersections along Regementsgatan (Skvadronsgatan and Sergels 

Väg), a fair percentage arrived without encountering any vehicle. Of 

these, 33% of the children stopped at the curb before crossing the 

street before the changes were made, 19% stopped at the curb after 

the code change, and none stopped after the reconstruction. 

The code concerning car drivers' yielding at zebra crossings 

states that car drivers should yield to pedestrians at zebra crossings 

even i f the pedestrian has not yet stopped at the curb or is waiting at 

the curb. Of the children who encountered a vehicle and were not 

yielded to early on, the share having to stop at the curb decreased 

from 56% to 48% when the code changed and to 21% after recon

struction at the two intersections along Regementsgatan. Also, for 

the elderly, the share of having to stop at the curb decreased from 

48% to 39% after the change of code and to 16% after reconstruction. 

At the after-reconstruction unsignalized Dragonstigen, 40% of the 

children and 13% of the elderly now had to stop at the curb. A t the 

control crossings at Bergsgatan, no pattern in changes is shown. At 

the migration-of-behavior site (Munkhättegatan), of the children 

who were not yielded to, 54% stopped at the curb before the change 

of code, and 61 % stopped after the change of code. Then 1 year and 

3 months later, of those who were not yielded to, 44% of the chil

dren stopped at the curb. Teenagers and adults stop at the curb to a 

lesser extent than do children, but the same pattern in change is 

seen—that is, an increase as a result of the change of code and a 

reduction 2 years later. The number of elderly people observed as 

stopping at the curb is low. 

After the reconstruction of Regementsgatan, pedestrians who were 

yielded to do not stop at the curb as often as they did before. The 

largest change is for children; the percentage decreased from 84% 

before to 63% after the change of code and to 29% after reconstruc

tion. At the control crossings, none of those who were yielded to had 

stopped at the curb in Time Period 1. In Time Period 2, after the code 

change, 28% had stopped at the curb, and 1 year and 3 months later, 

47% of those who were yielded to had stopped at the curb. 

To summarize, children crossing Regementsgatan on foot stop 

less at the curb than they did earlier. This is the case whether or not 

the children encountered vehicles or whether the drivers of the vehi

cles yielded early on or not. Children have become less cautious and 

have less safety margin after the changes have been implemented. 

However, at the control crossings at Bergsgatan, more child pedes

trians stop at the curb after the change of code. Also, at the migration-

of-behavior site, children seem to be more cautious in terms of 

stopping at the curb after the change of code. 

I t is d i f f icul t to observe i f pedestrians look sideways to detect 

cars before they reach the curb. Of the 1,855 pedestrians observed, 

it was possible to detect the head movements of 559 before they 

reached the curb. A t the reconstructed intersections at Rege

mentsgatan. the share of pedestrians looking in both directions 

before reaching the curb remains unchanged and low, about 5%. 

But the share of pedestrians looking only to the left increased after 

the change of code, f rom 67% to 78%. No change occurred after 

reconstruction. A t the control sites at Bergsgatan, pedestrians' 

looking sideways before reaching the curb decreased after the 

change of code, f rom 17% to 0%; looking only to the left decreased 

from 50% to 10%. At the migration-of-behavior site Munkhättegatan, 

looking in both directions increased f rom time period to time 

period. 

Head movements are easier to observe when pedestrians are at the 

curb. There were a total of 893 observations. A t the grouped inter

sections at Regementsgatan, looking sideways decreased after the 

code change and also after reconstruction, but it increased somewhat 

at Dragonstigen. At the control crossings, looking in both directions 

decreased, whereas looking only to the left increased somewhat. 

The observed changes at the migration-of-behavior site were the 

opposite of the observed changes at Bergsgatan. 

To summarize, people at Regementsgatan looked sideways less 

after arriving to the curb, but they looked to the left more fre

quently before getting to the curb. A t the control crossing, head 

movements decreased. At the migration-of-behavior site, head 

movements increased. 

Bicyclists 

In total, 415 bicyclists were observed at the six intersections. When 

that number is divided by intersection, time period, studied param

eters, and age groups, the number of observations is insufficient to 

present significant results. 

At the two unsignalized intersections at Regementsgatan, bicy

clists were yielded to more often after the change of code and also 

after reconstruction, even though the code change does not cover 

interactions with bicyclists. The share of bicyclists yielded to by car 

drivers also increased at the control crossings at Bergsgatan, but not 

to the same extent as at Regementsgatan. A t the migration-of-

behavior site, the number of observed cyclists was low, and cyclists 

were typically not yielded to by drivers; in only 1 of the 30 obser

vations did this happen. 

Vehicle Speeds 

In Time Period 1, the average vehicle speeds at the three inter

sections along Regementsgatan were similar. A t Skvadronsgatan 

it was 46.3 km/h , at Sergels Väg 47.8 km/h, and at Dragonstigen 

48.3 km/h . After the code change, the speeds at Skvadronsgatan and 

Sergels Väg increased somewhat (both by 0.6 km/h) . No measure

ments were made at Dragonstigen. Three months after reconstruction, 

the average speed at Dragonstigen (28.6 km/h) was significantly 
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lower than at the other two intersections along Regementsgatan, 

33-34 km/h (see Table 1). The speeds were sigiiificantly lower after 

reconstruction and somewhat lower 1 year and 3 months after 

reconstruction, but the stated goal with traffic calming to reduce 

the 90-percentile speed to below 30 km/h was not fu l f i l l ed . A t 

Dragonstigen, the goal was almost met. 

At the control crossing Bergsgatan/Kristianstadsgatan, there were 

no speed measurements until 1 year and 3 months after reconstruc

tion. The speeds were more or less the same during the three measured 

time periods. A t the migration-of-behavior site, Munkhättegatan, 

measurements were made for only two time periods. After the code 

change, the average speed was 50.4 km/h, rising to 51.4 k m / h 2 years 

later. The increase in speed was small, but the first measurement was 

made in December on a rainy day. 

At the control intersection for speeds along Nobelvägen, the 

average speed 2 weeks before the change of code was 52.2 km/h , 

and 52.6 k m / h 1 week before. The first week afterthe code change, 

the average speed was 52.2 km/h; the second week after, i t was 

51.7 km/h . For each of the 4 weeks of collected data, the standard 

deviation of the average was 0.06 km/h and the 90-percentile was 

65 km/h . So there seems to be a very small speed decrease, about 

0.5 k m / h after the change of code. However, the resolution of the 

measurements is 1 km/h , so the conclusion must be that there are no 

significant speed changes. 

The reconstruction reduced the speeds of heavy vehicles somewhat 

more than it did that of other motor vehicles (see Table 1). 

Conflicts and Situations 

Forty-four conflicts were observed; of them, 17 were severe. Another 

35 high-severity situations were observed. In total, 106 people were 

involved in the conflicts and situations as pedestrians and cyclists; 

the majority, 83, were pedestrians. Summing up situations at the 

three sites at Regementsgatan gives an increase in Situations 2, 7, 

and 10, respectively, for the three time periods (see Table 2). In 

regard to severe conflicts, i t was most often the driver of the motor 

vehicle who took the evasive action independently of the time 

period. In the conflicts that were not so severe, more often the vul

nerable road user took the evasive action. Of the 27 not severe con

flicts, 6 drivers of motor vehicles took the evasive action. This share 

is independent of time period. However, no firm conclusions can 

be drawn about the effect on safety, for the number o f severe con

flicts is low (only 2, 2, and 2, respectively). 

In situations and conflicts at the Bergsgatan control sites and the 

migration-of-behavior site, the portion of people stopping at the 

curb increased after the change of code. A t Regementsgatan, i t 

decreased. After reconstruction at Regementsgatan, the stopping 

frequency increased from 18% to 31%, whereas at the control sites, 

stopping at the curb decreased from 25% to 0%. 

In all the situations and conflicts at intersections with marked 

zebra crossings, pedestrians crossed at the marked zebra crossings. 

When involved in situations or conflicts, pedestrians' looking 

sideways, before reaching the curb, to detect cars was less com-

TABLE 1 Vehicle Speeds 

Before changes After change After One year and three 
made of Code reconstruction months after reconstr. 

all heavy all heavy all heavy all heavy 
Regementsgatan - Skvadronsgatan 

n 304 48 334 43 65 13 106 9 
average speed 46.3 44.3 47.9 44.7 34.3 28.1 32.7 31.0 
st dev (average) 0.33 0.78 0.34 1.05 0.81 1.55 0.54 2.07 
90-perc 54 50 56 51 42 36 40 35 
Regementsgatan - Beridaregatan. Sergels' Väg 
n 162 192 23 61 5 80 21 
average speed 47.8 48.3 45.3 33.4 29.0 31.5 27.5 
st dev (average) 0.52 0.46 1.33 0.56 1.20 0.66 1.45 
90-perc 55 56 54 39 32 40 36 
Regementsgatan -Dragonstigen 

n 198 - 51 7 116 18 
average speed 48.3 - - 28.6 26.3 23.7 22.9 
st dev (average) 0.40 - 0.77 2.69 0.52 1.12 
90-perc 55 - - 35 34 31 29 
Munhättegatan - Nydalastigen 

n - 218 14 - - 217 66 
average speed - 50.4 47.9 - 51.4 49.5 
st dev (average) - 0.41 1.82 - 0.49 1.03 
90-perc - 59 57 - - 61 60 
Bergsgatan -Kristianstadsvägen 

n - 59 13 52 19 111 23 
average speed - 47.6 49.4 46.7 43.9 47.6 44.1 
st dev (average) - 0.76 1.96 0.78 1.99 0.61 0.88 
90-perc - 54 56 54 54 56 49 

Before change of Code After cha nge of Code 
Nobelvägen week 1 week 2 week 3 week 4 

n 14439 15043 14586 14947 
average speed 52.2 52.6 52.2 51.7 
st dev (average) 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 
90-perc 65 65 65 65 
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TABLE 2 Number of Conflicts and Situations 

Ko. of persons observed 
Time in situations and No. of conflicts No. of severe No. of 

period conflicts Total Severe conflicts per hour situations 

Skvadronsgatan 1 6 3 2 0.27 2 
2 13 4 2 0.22 6 
3 14 5 0 0 

Skvadronsgatan tola] 33 12 4 0.16 16 
Sergels Väg 1 1 1 0 0 0 

2 4 2 0 0 1 
3 3 1 1 0.11 2 

Sergels Väg total 8 4 1 0.04 3 
Dragonstigen 1 

2 
0 0 0 0 0 

3 2 2 1 0.22 0 
Dragonstigen total 2 2 1 0.11 0 
Regementsgatan total 1 7 4 2 2 

2 17 6 2 7 
3 43 8 2 10 

Munkhättegatan 1 9 3 0 0 2 
2 15 4 1 0.22 5 
3 13 5 2 0.22 2 

Munkhättegatan total 37 12 3 0.17 9 

Kristianstadsgatan 1 1 0 0 0 1 
2 9 8 5 0.55 1 
3 4 1 0 0 2 

Kristianstadsgatan total 14 9 5 0.22 4 

Möllevångsgatan 1 - - - -
2 7 3 1 0.22 2 
3 5 2 2 0.66 1 

Mollevångsgatantotal 12 5 3 0.4 3 
Total all sites 106 44 17 0.16 35 

mon than in situations where pedestrians were not involved in sit

uations or conflicts. Of pedestrians involved in situations or con

flicts, 58% looked at least to the left before reaching the curb—that 

is, at a rate 10% lower than for all observations. People did look 

sideways at the curb, about as much as those not involved in situ

ations or conflicts. 

School Survey 

At Munkhät tegatan, where there was no reconstruction and no 

marked zebra crossing, only 27% of school children stated that 

the safety had improved. However, 87% expressed the view that 

the safety had increased at Regementsgatan at the sites that were 

reconstructed. 

The following question was asked to assess i f the reconstruction 

at Regementsgatan and code change affected how often school chil

dren crossed the two streets: "Did you cross the street on foot or by 

bike as frequently before the reconstruction as now?" The follow

ing question was asked of children at Munkhättegatan: "Did you 

cross the street on foot or by bike as frequently before the change of 

code as now?" 

About 39% of the school children at Regementsgatan assessed 

that they crossed Regementsgatan less frequently before the recon

struction, whereas only 18% of the children at Munkhättegatan 

assessed that they crossed less frequently before the code change. 

It appears that the reconstruction affected pedestrian mobility at 

Regementsgatan. 

Summary of Parallel Studies 

The results f rom parallel studies in Borås, Trollhättan, and Storu-

man were that car speeds are reduced after reconstructions, but not 

as a result of the change of code, as in Malmö. The yielding behav

ior of drivers increases after the change of code and again after 

reconstruction; however, this situation depends on the design of the 

zebra crossing. Children and elderly people benefit, though not more 

than those in other age groups. A low number of conflicts are also 

the case in these studies, both before and after the change of code 

and reconstruction. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The severity of the conflict is strongly correlated with vehicle 

speed, but severe conflicts are still observed at vehicle speeds of 

about 30 km/h at the reconstructed sites. I f these low-speed conflicts 

were to result in accidents, the outcome of the accident would most 

often be less severe than i f the vehicle speed were higher, the risk of 

severe accident were also lower, and i f a heavy vehicle were not 

involved. Children often do not estimate speed, time, and distance 

accurately enough and may often act unpredictably. More research 

is needed to achieve children's Vision Zero at zebra crossings. 

The code change had no significant effect on vehicle speeds at 

any of the studied sites. Af ter the reconstruction at Regements

gatan, the 90-percentile speeds were significantly lowered from 

about 55 km/h to between 35 and 42 km/h. However, the stated goal 
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with traffic calming, to reduce the 90 percentile to below 30 km/h , 

was not met. Speeds at the control crossings were more or less 

unchanged during the studied time periods. 

The share of pedestrians yielded to increased after both the change 

of code and reconstruction at Regementsgatan, although children 

and elderly people did not benefit more than people in other age 

groups. A t the two control crossings at Bergsgatan, the share of 

pedestrians yielded to also increased after the code change, and a 

further increase was seen 1 year and 3 months later. Children and 

the elderly did not benefit especially there, either. In other words, 

mobility has increased for the pedestrians as a group, but children 

and the elderly, the weakest age groups, did not benefit more. 

Cyclists also benefited by the change of code and reconstruction, for 

car drivers more often yielded to them. 

At the reconstructed intersections, the mobility for pedestrians 

also increased in terms of their not having to stop and wait at the 

curb. Pedestrians' head movements to detect cars increased at 

the reconstructed intersection after both the change of code and 

reconstruction. 

At the control crossing, pedestrians' head movements decreased, 

whereas at the migration-of-behavior site, their head movements 

increased. More children stopped at the curb; the information cam

paign accompanying the change of code possibly made the children 

more aware that they were crossing outside a marked zebra crossing. 

It was most common, independent of time period and pedestrian 

age, for people to cross the street in the marked zebras provided. I f 

marked bicycle crossings are provided, bicyclists cross at those 

crossings; otherwise, they most often cross at the intersection and 

not at the marked zebras. 

Most children were of the opinion that mobility had improved as 

a result of the reconstruction, whereas those at the migration-of-

behavior site believed that mobility was more or less unchanged. 

The effect of the change of code is increased mobility at the marked 

zebra crossings, for both pedestrians and bicyclists. The reconstruc

tion at Regementsgatan increased mobility further; safety increased 

as well, for vehicle speed was reduced. The percentage of pedestrians 

exMbiting safe traffic behavior, defined in terms of looking sideways, 

increased somewhat at the reconstructed intersections, although stop

ping at the curb before crossing the street decreased. One of the steps 

toward Vision Zero set by the Swedish National Road Administra

tion is that the high-risk age groups, children and elderly people as 

pedestrians and cyclists, should benefit more than low-risk age 

groups. They did not. Obviously, there is still a long way to go until 

the Vision is ful ly achieved. 
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ABSTRACT 

The Swedish Vision Zero's goal is to eliminate fatalities and incapacitating traffic 
injuries. One step towards Vision Zero is implementation of traffic calming. Code 
changes are also part of this effort. In May 2000, the code governing the conduct of 
drivers at marked crosswalks in Sweden became stricter to improve safety and 
mobility for pedestrians. The aim of this study is to describe the effect of this and how 
it depends on if the site is traffic calmed or not. The study compares safety and 
mobility for children and elderly as pedestrians for sites with similar layout in Sweden 
and Finland. Speed cushions were implemented on test sites in both countries. The 
study included comparison crossings. 

The change of code did not improve yield behavior towards pedestrians at marked 
crosswalks that were traffic calmed before the new code was enacted any more than at 
marked crosswalks in general. Accident analysis based on a macro study of Sweden 
suggests that the injury risk in marked, not reconstructed crosswalks increased by 
27% for pedestrians and 19% for cyclists. 

The reconstruction reduced vehicle speeds but not to the level desired with traffic 
calming; that the 90-percentile should be below 30 km/h. The change of code gave a 
small but significant decrease in speed at the reconstructed site. The effect was larger 
at the comparison crossings but the speeds were still much higher than the goal. This 
means that reconstructions are needed for the effect of the change of code to be 
positive. 
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1 INTRODUCTION AND AIM 
The Swedish Vision Zero's goal is to eliminate all fatalities and incapacitating 

traffic injuries. One step towards Vision Zero is through implementation of traffic 
calming schemes. Code changes are also part of this effort. In May 2000, the code 
governing the conduct of drivers at marked crosswalks became stricter as part of the 
Swedish Vision Zero to improve safety and mobility for pedestrians. Drivers must 
yield to pedestrians entering or walking in marked crosswalks. Previously, drivers had 
to yield only when they could reasonably do so. However, as before the change of 
code, pedestrians are required to consider the speed and proximity of approaching 
vehicles before crossing. The code change does not pertain to bicyclists. However, a 
person walking with his/her bicycle at a marked crosswalk is regarded as a pedestrian. 
Also, drivers must clearly indicate their intention to yield by slowing down or 
stopping early. A driver may proceed only i f this does not entail danger or hindrance 
(1). 

In Finland the code governing the conduct of drivers approaching marked 
crosswalks states that drivers should drive with such speed that they can stop before 
the marked crosswalk if necessary. Drivers must yield to pedestrians entering or 
walking in the marked crosswalk. Pedestrians who intend to cross at a marked 
crosswalk are required to consider the speed and proximity of approaching vehicles 
before crossing (2). The code is similar to that of Sweden's but " i f necessary" is 
excluded in the new Swedish code and in the accompanying information campaign it 
is stated that pedestrians who have entered or are about to enter a crosswalk now have 
the right of way. All pedestrian crossings in this study have zebra markings and are 
equipped with signs "marked crosswalk." 

The number of marked pedestrian crossings in Sweden was reduced 
simultaneously with the change of code governing the conduct of drivers at marked 
crosswalks. About 4800 or 12% of all Swedish marked crosswalks at 50 km/h-streets 
were eliminated in 2000, draft by Ifver, 2002 (unpublished data). In Finland the 
number of marked crosswalks has remained more or less unchanged, but lower speeds 
have systematically been implemented in urban areas. A zoned 50 km/h was the 
prevailing speed limit in the inner city of Helsinki from 1938 until the spring of 1992. 
In March 1992, a 40 km/h limit was introduced on most of the business and 
residential streets in the inner city. As far as residential streets were concerned, this 
was a natural progression of the earlier chosen policy in the suburbs. However, the 
lowering of the speed limit on business streets with heavy traffic was not only entirely 
new to Finland, but rather rare in the world. Besides being indicated by traffic signs, 
limits were also marked in the carriageway at the entry points to the 40 km/h speed 
zone. Green waves were slowed down. The highest travel speeds were reduced 
significantly and traffic safety improved in Helsinki's inner city clearly more than in 
the suburbs or in other parts of Finland (3). Since then this countermeasure has been 
more and more popular in Finland and it is nowadays implemented in most Finnish 
urban areas. This also seems to be reflected in Finnish police accident records, which 
shows a decreasing trend during the nineties starting with 105 pedestrians killed and 
1536 injured in 1990 to 40 killed and 644 injured in 2002. About one third of the 
fatalities and half of the injuries occurred in marked crosswalks. 
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The aim of this study is to describe the effect of the change of code in Sweden 
governing the conduct of drivers at marked crosswalks and especially study how 
traffic calming affects this behavior. Speed cushions were implemented on test sites in 
both countries and the effect on traffic safety and mobility for children and elderly as 
pedestrians before and after the change of code was evaluated. 

The following four operational hypotheses were tested: 
1. more pedestrians are given way to by car drivers at Swedish sites compared to 

Finnish sites due to the change of code in Sweden 
2. vehicle speeds are lower at marked crosswalks due to the change of code 
3. car drivers yield more to pedestrians if the marked crosswalk is traffic calmed 
4. mobility is higher at traffic-calmed marked crosswalks than at not reconstructed 

ones. 

2 S E L E C T I O N OF PARAMETERS 

It has been suggested that it is the developmental abilities of children that 
make them extra vulnerable as road users. Road crossing is a cognitively difficult 
task. Children younger than 9 are not capable of safe judgments in traffic. Not until 
age 11 or 12, have children developed all the required abilities fully. Another factor is 
that young children who lack experience in crossing roads cannot be expected to make 
safe decisions i f they do not even know what to look out for in traffic. The 
unpredictable behavior of young children is thought to be a dominating reason for 
child pedestrian accidents and children's development of pedestrian skills is highly 
variable. Of all 1997-2000 fatal accidents in Sweden involving children up to age 15 
as pedestrians, cyclists or moped riders more than half were dash-out accidents (Ifver 
(2003, unpublished data). Children also make hazardous decisions about vehicle 
approach times because they are unable to understand the relationships between time, 
velocity and distance until around the age of 10 (4, 5, 6, 7, 8). The selection of 
parameters was based on these facts and an expert questionnaire (9) where experts 
were asked to rank the most important parameters for describing safety or lack of 
safety. The parameters were in rank 

- speed of vehicle, 
- speed of the pedestrian/cyclist, 
- at what distances evasive actions are taken, 
- if the pedestrian or cyclist turn their heads to detect cars before crossing the 

street, and 
- whether or not she or he stops at the curb before crossing the street. 
Mobility is in this study defined as 
- given way to by a car driver or not when intending to cross the street, and 
- waiting time at the curb. 

3 COUNTERMEASURES AT TEST SITES 

Two test sites, Hulta in the City of Borås, Sweden and Myllypuro, outside 
Helsinki in Finland were chosen because they had similar traffic conditions and both 
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sites have schools situated nearby. The intersections were similar in design and traffic 
flows. 

The studied site in Hulta was a marked crosswalk at an intersection in a 
residential area. The vehicle flows were approximately 5000 vehicles per day. Speed 
cushions and a refuge were installed, see Figure 1. There were four study periods at 
the Hulta crossing, before reconstruction and change of code (first period, May 1999), 
after reconstruction (second period, March 2000) and after reconstruction and change 
of code (third period, May 2000). During the winter of 2000, speed cushions, 70 mm 
high, and a refuge were built here but because of complaints from car drivers the 
speed cushions were lowered to 55 mm in August 2000. Therefore a fourth time 
period after the second reconstruction and change of code, (fourth period, May 2002) 
was included. 

Two adjacent, marked crosswalks, at a distance of about 50 m, with refuge 
islands were studied at Myllypuro in Finland. The one at the Orpaanporras was 
reconstructed. The other one (crossing A) Harakkamyllyntie was studied in two time 
periods before reconstruction (first period, September 2001) and after reconstruction 
(second period, October 2002), but this crosswalk turned out not to be reconstructed. 
The other crossing (crossing B) that was reconstructed with speed cushions was 
studied only in the second time period, after reconstruction. The speed cushion in the 
northbound direction was 65 mm high whereas the southbound was 45 mm high. The 
two crosswalks were identical in design in the first time period and identical behavior 
should be expected at the two sites. 

Some of the detected differences below may partly be due to a general change 
in behavior and not an effect of the reconstruction. Five comparison sites were 
included to explore if there was any general change. 

Two types of comparison sites were used to gather more results from Sweden, 
before and after the change of code. Both types of comparison crossings had designs 
and traffic flows within a range that are common in Sweden. The first one is on 
Regementsgatan in Malmö, a 15-meter wide street with one marked lane in each 
direction, though in reality it operated as two lanes when there were no parked cars. 
The vehicle flows were approximately 14000 vehicles per day. Two intersections 
similar in design and traffic flows at Regementsgatan were used as comparison sites. 
At each marked crosswalk, there was a refuge island. No changes were made besides 
the change of code. The studies in the before change of code-period was made in May 
1999 and after change of code in May/June 2000. 

Two intersections in Trollhättan, Sweden, constituted the second type of 
comparison site. They were similar in design and traffic flows to the Hulta 
intersection in the before situation. The intersection at Hjortmossegatan had one 
marked crosswalk; the intersection Hörngatan/Klintvägen had two. The vehicle flows 
were approximately 3000 vehicles per day at both sites. No changes were made 
besides the change of code. The studies in the before change of code-period were 
made in March 2000 and after change of code in May 2000. 

Three other comparison crossings were used to estimate if there was any 
common trend in the vehicle speed changes between the before and after periods in 
the city areas. The first one was Källbäcksrydsgatan in Borås, Sweden, where no 
changes were made but the change of code. The vehicle flows were approximately 
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4000 vehicles per day. The other two were Myllytuvantie and the intersection at the 
Metro station at Myllypuro in Finland where no changes were made. The vehicle 
flows were approximately 7600 vehicles per day and 9000 vehicles per day 
respectively. 

4 METHOD 

National pedestrian crash data from Sweden and Finland 1995-1999 and 2001-
2002 and crash data from the test sites in the same time periods (Unpublished crash 
data from the City of Borås and the City of Helsinki) were analyzed. Radar guns were 
used to gather speed data to explore if results from the accident analysis were related 
to changes in road-user behavior. 

The intersections were video filmed to capture the road users' behavior. One 
or two cameras were used for filming close-ups of the pedestrians crossing the road at 
the marked crosswalk and one or two cameras were used for overview pictures of the 
intersection. The filming periods were chosen to capture the hours of the day when 
children were traveling to and from school, 1.5 h in the morning and 3 h in the 
afternoon. The intersections were filmed for at least three days in each time period. 
The weather conditions were the same in all time periods; no precipitation and 
daylight. 

The traffic situations with pedestrians and cyclists stored on videotapes were 
manually analyzed and coded. A coding system proposed by Øvstedal and Ryeng (10) 
was further developed. Children (0-12 years), youth (13-18 years) and elderly (older 
than 64 years) were coded if crossing the street as pedestrians or cyclists at or near the 
marked crosswalks. If the child was walking or cycling with an adult the behavior of 
the adult was also coded. Mopeds were not included. Furthermore, the behaviors of all 
adults were coded at the Hulta intersection in the first three time periods. 

The reliability of the method has been tested. Two trained observers had 83% 
agreement in coding the parameters describing the behaviors when comparing 1.5 
hours of captured video material containing 47 pedestrian and cyclist passages. I f 
excluding the most difficult parameter to assess, head movements, the two trained 
observers had 89% agreement in coding the behaviors. 

Conflicts defined according to Hydén (11) were studied at the sites using the 
Swedish Traffic Conflict Technique according to the manual written by Almqvist and 
Ekman (12). Svensson (13) discusses the possibility that there is a threshold in the 
severity hierarchy above which there is a high a probability of an accident whereas 
evasive actions taking when the margin is longer than the threshold is a sign of good 
traffic safety. The threshold value might be different if a child is involved. Children 
do not always understand the connection between speed, time, and distance and may 
act unpredictably. Therefore, also non-conflict encounters when an oncoming car is 
"close" to a pedestrian or cyclist were analyzed. 

The speeds of free cars were measured with a radar gun at the marked 
crosswalk in Hulta, Sweden, i.e. at the hypothetical point of collision. After 
reconstruction, vehicle speeds were measured just before the speed cushion at the 
Hulta site and at the marked crosswalk at the Myllypuro site in Finland. 
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5 DATA DESCRIPTION 

Conflicts were analyzed for the whole collected video material; behavioral 
studies were made for data of two days in each time period at each crossing. The total 
number of observations was 3775 and 1444 of these were children or elderly as 
pedestrians (conflicts and high severity situations not included). 

6 RESULTS 

Crash Data 

At the Hulta test site in Sweden one (not-severe) pedestrian injury occurred in 
the after period. In the five-year period before reconstruction, none happened. At the 
Källbäcksryd site no pedestrian injury accidents has been reported. At the comparison 
crossings in Malmö, one police reported pedestrian crash was reported in the five-year 
before period. None were reported in the after period. As the Myllypuro site was 
reconstructed in 2002 no records were available for an after period. There were three 
pedestrian injury accidents reported from the intersection at the metro station in the 
five-year period before. No pedestrian injuries were reported from the test site or 
other comparison sites. 

Obviously, limited crash data material from these sites makes it impossible to 
draw firm conclusions on expected accident frequencies. However, the change of code 
can be evaluated through a macro study of Sweden based on police reported severely 
injured pedestrians. Also cyclist injuries were included as target injuries as the change 
of code also affected drivers yield behavior against cyclists (see below). The 
comparison group method was used to analyze the data. The idea is simple. All 
pedestrian and bicyclist injuries in marked crosswalks (including signalized ones) 
involving a motor vehicle were used as "treated group". All other pedestrian and 
cyclist injuries were chosen as comparison group. All other injuries were chosen to 
reduce the random noise in the estimation of the "common" trend. The analysis is 
based on the assumption that the extraneous factors which affect accident occurrence 
and which have changed from the "before" to the "after" period, influence the 
"treated" and the "comparison" group in the same manner or with other words there 
exist a common trend in the two groups. Also injury data reported by the Finnish 
police were included on a macro level and Finnish and Swedish trends in risk 
development were compared for pedestrians, cyclists and drivers and passengers in 
motor vehicles. The last group was included to estimate the effect of the change of 
code on injuries on drivers and passengers in motor vehicles, when the driver takes 
evasive actions to avoid accidents with pedestrians, cyclists and mopeds approaching 
or entering the marked crosswalk. 

In an observational study involving a treated group and a comparison group, 
the "before" and "after" counts can be denoted as K and L for the treatment group and 
as M and N for the comparison group. The methodology used to estimate the safety 
effect and its variance is based on Hauer (14). 
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If assuming a perfectly matched comparison group the "index of 
effectiveness" 9 and its variance are estimated as: 

9 A = L/(KN/M)/(1+1/K+1/N+1/M) 

VAR{9} can be approximated by [(LM)/(KN)] 2(1/L+1/K+1/N+1M+VAR{0)}) 

where VAR {ra) is the estimated variance of the odds ratio. 

Data for the years 1995-1999 was used to estimate the odds ratio according to 
a method given by Hauer (14). For Swedish pedestrian data this method turned out to 
be accurate. The simplified method assuming a perfectly matched comparison group 
was used elsewhere. 

The months immediately after and before the change of code are probably not 
representative of before and after conditions. Therefore. 2001 and 2002 would be the 
only full years available for after data. The years 1995-1999 are used for before data. 

The estimate of "index of effectiveness" 9 (and within brackets the estimate of 
the standard deviation) for severely injured pedestrians is 1.27 (0.13) for Swedish and 
1.03 (0.06) for Finnish data. In Sweden, the 95% confidence inierval lor 9 is [ 1.02, 1.52] 
as 1.96x0.13=0.25. For severely injured cyclists the estimate of 9 is 1.19 (0.11) for 
Swedish and 0.85 (0.04) for Finnish data (assuming a perfectly matched comparison 
group). The results suggest that risks for pedestrians and cyclists in marked crosswalks 
have increased in Sweden, while in Finland there was a significant drop in police 
reported (severe) injuries in marked crosswalks (including signalized ones). One 
explanation could be the large-scale implementation of 40 km/h zones in urban areas 
in Finland which culminated in the beginning of the new millennium. If injuries are 
related to the number of inhabitants (one annual injury per 5.2 million compared to 
8.9 million in Sweden) pedestrian traffic safety is worse in Finland than in Sweden, 
but different exposure rates, definitions and under-reporting rates may explain the 
difference, at least partly. The trend is increasing number of injured pedestrians in 
Sweden and decreasing numbers in Finland and decreasing number of injured cyclists 
in both countries. 

The corresponding analysis for fatalities is not meaningless as the estimation of 
the effect is very uncertain. The estimated standard deviation of 9 is 0.23 and 0.31 for 
Swedish data, and 0.35 and 0.14 for Finnish data for pedestrians and cyclists 
respectively. 

A comparison should consider that 12% of the marked crosswalks were 
eliminated in Sweden in connection to the code change. Therefore, a reduction in the 
number of crosswalk fatalities should be expected even i f the code change had no 
effect on risk. As in Borås, there were also reconstructions of locations to make them 
safer. This should also be expected to marginally reduce the total number of 
pedestrian crashes in Sweden. Hence, it is concluded that the effect of the change of 
code in Sweden has not been successful in terms of safety, at least not in the first two 
years. In Switzerland, a similar change of code was enacted in 1994. The first year 
after the change of code the number of pedestrian accidents increased by 13%. The 
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second year after the change of code the number of accidents dropped to the same 
level as before, which has not yet happened in Sweden. 

For drivers and passengers in motor vehicles the estimate of 9 is 1.74 (0.47) 
for severely injured and 1.76 (0.13) for slightly injured in Sweden. However, it is 
likely that the campaign accompanying the code change increased the reporting of the 
injuries related to marked crosswalks as this relation is not explicitly marked on the 
form. 

Child Pedestrians' Waiting Times Head Movements and Yield Behavior towards 
Them 

The differences between the sites in pedestrian's behavior were explored and 
tested statistically with chi-square tests (15). 

The reconstruction had little effect on children's stopping at the curb, both in 
Sweden and Finland. But the behavior varied between the countries: after the 
reconstruction 49% of the children in Sweden stopped at the curb, in Finland 29% 
stopped (p=0.093). Children stopped less often at the curb at the Swedish test site, 
after the new code was enacted; 32% compared to before (p=0.142). It was more 
common that children stopped at the curb when encountering a car, 47% of the 
children stopped in Sweden and 38% in Finland. About 10% of the children stopped 
at the curb, though no car approached independent of time period and site. 

At both comparison sites in Sweden children stopped at the curb somewhat 
less frequently after change of code, see Table 2. 

The reconstruction had no significant effect on children's head movements 
before the curb at the Hulta site, but it decreased significantly (p=0.040) after change 
of code from 71 % to 46%, see Table 2. Head movements at the curb decreased from 
92% to 67%> (p=0.017) after the reconstruction at Hulta. Overall, the portion of 
children turning their heads both before and at the curb decreased by 13% after the 
new code was enacted. 

At the Finnish site, 70% of the children turned their heads before reaching the 
curb both before and after the reconstruction, and head turns at the curb were 
unchanged at around 90%. 

Head turns before reaching the curb were more common in Finland than in 
Sweden (before reconstruction p=0.173, after reconstruction p=0.045). Head turns at 
the curb after reconstruction were also more common in Finland than in Sweden, 86% 
in Finland compared to 67% in Sweden (p=0.004). After the change of code in 
Sweden the difference in head turns at the curb between Sweden and Finland was 
smaller but still significant (p=0.038). 

Less than 5% of the children did not do any head turn at all, neither before nor 
at the curb at the site in Finland. This percentage was not changed as a result of the 
reconstruction. At Hulta in Sweden this share increased somewhat from 3% to 13% 
(p=0.109) after reconstruction, and that was also somewhat more than in Finland 
(p=0.084). The change of code in Sweden had no significant effect in this respect. 
However at both Swedish comparison sites the share increased somewhat after change 
of code. 
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The reconstruction had a strong effect on the percentage of children given way 
to by car drivers both in Sweden and Finland (p=0.003 and p=0.002 respectively). In 
Sweden, 11 % of the children were given way to before reconstruction, after 50% 
were. There was no significant difference between the two countries. The share of 
children given way to did not increase significantly as a result of the change of code at 
the reconstructed site in Sweden. The change of code in Sweden had in other words 
no significant effect at the earlier reconstructed site in this respect. On the other hand 
the effect was significant at the comparison sites in Sweden (Regementsgatan p=1.7E-
9 and Trollhättan p=0.131). In fact at the Malmö site the shares were exactly the same 
after the change of code, 62%, as at the reconstructed site Hulta. At the other 
comparison site the share increased significantly to 30%. It should also be 
remembered that the code did not change with respect to bicycles. However the share 
of cyclists given way to by car drivers increased three times after change of code, to 
about 30% at the Malmö site. 

The share of child pedestrians that had to wait before crossing the street was 
unchanged at around 45% after reconstruction at the Hulta site. After the change of 
code, only 24% of the children had to wait at the curb (p=0.094). The waiting times 
decreased, but not significantly from, on average, 7.5 s in the before situation to 5 s 
after reconstruction and change of code. At the reconstructed site in Finland the share 
of children that had to wait decreased significantly (p=0.030) from 54% to 42% after 
reconstruction. The Swedish and Finnish sites did not differ significantly at any time 
period. 

The change of code had no significant effect on children's waiting time at the 
comparison crossings either, or on the shares that had to stop, or on waiting times. At 
the Regementsgatan sites the shares were around 55% and average waiting times of 8-
10s, and at the Trollhättan sites the shares were around 35% and an average waiting 
times of 6s. 

Elderly Pedestrians' Waiting Times, Head Movements and Yield Behavior 
towards Them 

In Sweden at the reconstructed site Hulta the elderly pedestrians stopped 
somewhat less often at the curb after the reconstruction (p=0.185). The stopping 
frequency decreased from 53% to 32%. That was also the case for those that 
encountered a car, but the shares were somewhat higher, 60% and 36 %. But after 
change of code the elderly pedestrians stopped somewhat more often at the curb. 59% 
of all elderly pedestrians (p=0.160) and 75% of those encountering a car (p=0.073). 
After the second reconstruction, significantly fewer or about 30% of those 
encountering a car stopped at the curb at Hulta. In Finland, the elderly stopped 
somewhat more often at the curb after reconstruction. 

The elderly pedestrians' head movements before reaching the curb decreased 
somewhat (p= 0.161) after the reconstruction at Hulta, but after change of code it 
increased somewhat to 53%. There was no difference between Hulta and the 
comparison crossings in Sweden at any time period in head turns before the curb. No 
significant changes in head turns at the curb were shown at Hulta after reconstruction 
and change of code. There were no significant differences in head turns at the Hulta 
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site compared to the comparison sites before or after change of code. At the Finnish 
site the head turns did not change after reconstruction. Significantly less head turns 
(p=0.106) were observed at the Hulta site than at the Finnish site after reconstruction. 

Elderly were somewhat more often given way to after reconstruction at Hulta 
in Sweden (p=0.105) and also after the change of code (p=0.183), when 67% were 
given way to. Also at the Swedish comparison crossings, elderly were more often 
given way to after change of code (p=3.7E-4 for Regementsgatan and 0.121 for 
Trollhättan). At Regementsgatan, the site with more intense traffic, the shares were 
similar as in Hulta but significantly lower (p=2.8E-4) than in Trollhättan. At the 
Finnish site more elderly pedestrians were given way to after reconstruction (p=0.030) 
when 52% of the elderly were given way to. There was no significant difference 
between the Swedish and Finnish sites in elderly pedestrians given way to at any time 
period. 

The percentage of elderly having to wait at the curb decreased significantly 
(p= 0.040) from 50% to 20% at the Hulta site as a result of the reconstruction. After 
change of code the share increased (p= 0.024) to 59%. Of those that had to wait the 
average waiting time was 8-9 seconds. Of the elderly in Finland 50% had to wait at 
the curb after reconstruction, a somewhat significantly higher share (p=0.059) than in 
Hulta. At the comparison sites the share of elderly having to wait at the curb did not 
change as a result of the change of code. 

Conflict Studies 

At both the Swedish and the Finnish test sites the number of conflicts 
increased after reconstruction, but what is in common for both sites are that before 
reconstruction the speeds of the vehicles involved were higher, about 50 km/h, and it 
was most often the pedestrian or cyclist who took the evasive action. After 
reconstruction the speeds of the involved vehicles were lower, 30-40 km/h, and car 
drivers as well as pedestrians and cyclists took the evasive action. There is reason to 
believe that the outcome of a crash would be less severe at the reconstructed sites. 
However there were too few conflicts to draw any more detailed conclusions. 

Vehicle Speeds 

Both the reconstruction and change of code had the effect of reduced vehicle 
speeds at Hulta, Sweden, see Table 3. The largest effect was as expected caused by 
the reconstruction, which lowered the average speed from around 50 km/h to around 
30 km/h (measured just before the speed cushion). The effect of the change of code 
was a small but significant reduction, from 30.1 km/h to 28.9 km/h. After the second 
reconstruction, when the speed cushions were lowered, the speeds increased to a level 
higher than before the second reconstruction. It should be noted that the speed 
probably is lower at the marked crosswalk compared to just before the speed cushion. 
According to Towliat (16) the difference for the 85-percentile is typically 1-5 km/h. 
Therefore the actual average speeds and the 90-percentile at the marked crosswalk 
were probably somewhat lower than those measured but the speeds were still above 
the goal of traffic calming in Sweden that the 90-percentile should be below 30 km/h. 
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In Myllypuro the average speeds were lowered from 50 km/h to around 21 
km/h (measured at the marked crosswalk), and after reconstruction the 90-percentile 
was 33 km/h in the southbound direction and 30 km/h in the northbound, which is 
very close to the Swedish goal with traffic calming. 

At all comparison sites, but Malmö, the motor vehicle speeds decreased 
significantly from the before to the after period. At Myllypuro in Finland the decrease 
was 5 km/h in the southbound direction and 7.6 km/h in the northbound at Metro 
station. So the speed reductions at the test sites may partly be due to a common trend 
in the city area. 

7 DISCUSSION 

The Swedish change of code governing the conduct of drivers at marked 
crosswalks has not reduced the reported number of killed or injured pedestrians at 
marked crosswalks. In Finland, there was a clear reduction in police reported (severe) 
pedestrian injuries. Ekman (17) has argued that marked crosswalks deteriorate safety 
due to a false sense of safety for pedestrians. This feeling of false safety might have 
increased even more due to the change of code. This was reflected by changed 
behavior. Children stopped at the curb and turned their heads less often at the 
reconstructed site after the new code was enacted in Sweden; at the comparison sites 
children stopped at the curb and turned their heads somewhat less often. Wherever 
speeds are above 30 km/h, traffic calming of the marked crosswalks is probably 
needed to gain increased safety for pedestrians. 

The vehicle speeds were reduced after the reconstructions, but not to the goal 
associated with traffic calming in Sweden; the 90-percentile should be below 30 km/h. 
Average vehicle speeds were reduced after the change of code by 1.2 km/h at the 
reconstructed site in Sweden. At the comparison site in Borås the reduction was 
higher, 6 km/h, while at the Malmö comparison site there was no reduction. The 
discrepancy might be due to the fact that Borås is a much smaller town than Malmö. 
The change of code did not have a greater effect in terms of pedestrians given way to 
by car drivers at marked crosswalks that were traffic calmed before the new code was 
enacted compared to marked crosswalks in general. 

If children are not stopping at the curb before crossing the street it can indicate 
a risk of dash out accidents, and in this study children stopped less often at the curb at 
the reconstructed sites and somewhat less at both comparison sites after the new code 
was enacted in Sweden. However the speeds of the vehicles are low at the 
reconstructed sites, which strongly determine the risk and severity of a crash. In 
conclusion, giving pedestrians absolute priority when crossing in marked crosswalks 
may seem like a safety enhancement. However, the full-scale national experiment in 
Sweden has shown that enacting such a stricter code decreases the safety of 
pedestrians, cyclists, and drivers and passengers of motor vehicles. On the other hand, 
pedestrian and cyclist mobility benefits somewhat from the change of code. However, 
both pedestrian safety and mobility benefit much more from physical reconstruction, 
i.e., traffic calming of the locations where pedestrians cross. 
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T A B L E 1 Police reported severely injured pedestrians, cyclists and car drivers 
and passengers (within parenthesis fatal).  

Sweden Finland 

Pedestrians 

years Treatment Comparison In crosswalk Not in crosswalk 
(in crosswalk) (not in crosswalk) (or total i f in crosswalk n.a.) 

1995-99 563 (70) 1430 (302) 2106(82) 2581 (258) 

2001-02 243 (25) 485 (120) 627 (32) 742 (70)  

Cyclists 

1995-99 621 (39) 2412(214) 3120 (84) 3375 (214) 

2001-02 205(11) 667 (68) 872 (18) 1107(94)  

Drivers and passengers of motor vehicles 

1995-99 30(4) 13479(2038) nä. 32522(1350) 

2001-02 26(0) 6484(879) n.a. 12285 (605) 
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T A B L E 2 Proportion children and elderly stopping at the 
before and at curb, and given way by car driver. Within 
observations. 

curb, turning head 
brackets number of 

Test sites Before 
reconstruction 

After 
reconstruction 

Alter Alter second 
reconstruction reconstruction 
and change ot 
code 

Hulta Stopping at the curb children 50% (40) 49% (45) 32%: (50) 89c (37) 
Sweden ...elderly 539c (32) 32% (25) 599c (17) 8% (37) 

Head turns before the curb children 63% (38) 719c (40) 469c (46) 519c (33) 
...elderly 69% (29) 45% (22) 539c (15) 82% (38) 

...at the curb children 92% (37) 67% (43) 769c (46) 82% (35) 
...elderly 93% (30) 100% ( 23) 879c (15 ) 959c (38) 

No head turns at all children 3% (37) 13% (40) 139c (46) 129c (33) 
.. .elderly 0% (28) 0% (22) 79c (15) 09, (17) 

Given way children 11% (27) 50% (36) 629c (34) 889c (16) 
...elderlv 12% (25) 36% (22) 679c (12) 369c (11) 

Myllypuro Stopping at the curb children 35 % (110) 29% (55) 
Finland .. .elderly 7% (15) 29% (28) 

Head turns before the curb children 77% (75) 68% (24) 
...elderly 64% (11) 79% (14) 

.. .at the curb children 93% (97) 86% (47) 
...elderly 93% (15) 81%c (27) 

No head turns at all children 4% (71) 09c (22) 
...elderly 9% (11) 149c (14) 

Given way children 26% (72) 589c (40) 
...elderly 0% (8) 529c (21) 

Comparison sites Before change of code After change of code 
Regementsgatan Stopping at the curb children 58% (85) 529c (143) 

Malmö ...elderly 42% (33) 409c (47) 

Head turns before the curb children 85% (47) 809c (89) 

...elderly 90% (10) 759c (16) 

...at the curb children 92% (60) 819c (94) 
...elderly 94% (18) 1009c (18) 

No head turns at all children 4% (46) 89c (88) 
...elderly 

Given way children 
10% 

17% 

(10) 
(76) 

09c (16) 
629c (121) 

...elderly 17% (30) 619c (17) 

Trollhättan Stopping at the curb children A 2% (136) 349c (132) 

.. .elderly 20% (132) 289c (101) 

Head turns before the curb children 54% (97) 379c (70) 

...elderly 79% (100) 599c (74) 

...at the curb children 81% (121) 77% (91) 
...elderly 

No head turns at all children 
83% (124) 
15% (95) 

919c (98) 
20% (67) 

...elderlv 6% (97) 39c (74) 
Given way children 15% (46) 309c (57) 

...elderlv 2% (44) 139c (54) 
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T A B L E 3 Vehicle speeds measured with radar.  
Before After After After second 
reconstruction reconstruction reconstruction reconstruction 

and change of 
code 

Hulta average (km/h) 49.6 30.1 28.9 32.4 

Sweden si. dev. av. (km/h) 0.38 0.5 0.36 1.5 
90-perc (km/h) 59 36.2 34.8 40.9 
n 348 89 173 22 

Myllypuro north average (km/h) 50.0 21.8 

Finland bound st. dev. av. (km/h) 0.65 1.88 
i)()-perc (km/h) 56.7 32.8 
n 64 17 

south average (km/h) 51.3 20.3 
bound st. dev. av. (km/h) 0.56 0.58 

90-perc (km/h) 57.5 24.1 
n 106 30 

Comparison crossings Sweden Before change of code Aller change of code 

Regementsgatan average (km/h) 47.4 47.6 
Malmö st. dev. av. (km/h) 0.29 0.22 

90-perc (km/h) 55.0 55.0 
n 415 788 

Trollhättan average (km/h) - 40.2 
st. dev. av. (km/h) - 0.49 
90-perc (km/h) - 49.0 
n - 200 

Källbäcksryd average (km/h) 52.1 46.6 
Borås st. dev. av. (km/h) 0.47 0.87 

90-perc (km/h) 61.0 55.6 
n 226 85 

Comparison crossings Finland Before period After period 

Myllytuvantie north average ( km/h) 52.4 48.8 Myllytuvantie 
bound st. dev. av. (km/h) 0.73 1.31 

90-perc (km/h) 58.1 55.2 
rt 50 25 

south average (km/h) 53.8 51.0 
bound st. dev. av. (km/h) 0.91 1.13 

90-perc (km/h) 62.0 58.0 
n 44 38 

Metro station north average (km/h) 45.4 37.8 
bound st. dev. av. (km/h) 0.71 0.51 

90-perc (km/h) 52.0 46.0 
n 62 120 

south average (km/h) 47.4 42.4 

bound st. dev. av. (km/h) 0.70 0.43 
90-perc (km/h) 55.0 49.0 
n 65 147 
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Abstract 
The long term effect on mobility and safety for children as pedestrians after 
reconstructions of the road environment were investigated. Field data was collected 
in Malmö, Trollhättan and Borås, both in treated and comparison sites shortly after 
reconstruction, one year after reconstruction and two years after reconstruction. The 
intersections were video filmed to capture the road users' behavior and were 
manually analyzed and coded. The results of observed child pedestrian passages were 
analyzed and commented on; totally 1660 passages. 
Two years after reconstruction the 90-percentiles of vehicle speeds had decreased 
significantly compared to just after the reconstruction and were 30 km/h or below. 
However, vehicle speeds decreased significantly also at the comparison sites. A 
pronounced difference, though, was that the typical vehicle speeds were much lower 
at the reconstructed sites. Also mobility had improved two years after the 
reconstruction at the reconstructed sites compared to shortly afterwards A similar 
effect could be seen at the comparison sites. 
Of the children crossing at marked pedestrian crosswalks at least 75 % were given 
priority. At the sites with special pedestrian walkways 43% of the children were given 
priority; the shares were lower than at the sites with marked pedestrian crosswalks. 
The waiting times were in average less than one second at all reconstructed sites two 
years after reconstruction. At the reconstructed sites the speeds of the involved 
vehicles were very low meaning that the outcome of a potential crash most likely 
would not have been severe; while at the control sites the vehicle speeds were higher. 

Keywords: Traffic safety, mobility, children, pedestrian. 

INTRODUCTION 

In a previous study, Johansson, Gårder and Leden (2004) concluded that the change of 
code did not improve yield behavior towards pedestrians any more at marked 
crosswalks that were traffic calmed before the new code was enacted than at marked 
crosswalks in general. Just after reconstruction, the vehicle speeds were reduced but 
not to the level desired with traffic calming; that the 90-percentile should be below 30 
km/h. After the change of code a small but significant decrease in speed occurred at 
the reconstructed sites. The effect was larger at the comparison crossings but the 
speeds there were still much higher than the 30 km/h goal. The authors concluded that 
reconstructions are needed for the effect of the change of code to be positive. 
However, it remained to study the long term effects of the countermeasures. That is 
the emphasis of this study. 
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In Sweden some intersections in urban areas are reconstructed with physical 
countermeasures. The countermeasures are introduced to improve the safety and 
mobility for pedestrians and cyclists and to make the crossing task easier. The streets 
are narrowed, different types of paving materials are used to visually enhance marked 
pedestrian crosswalks. Marked pedestrian crosswalks are sometimes also elevated and 
refuges are installed. 
Road crossing is a cognitively difficult task. Children younger than 9 years are not 
capable of showing safe judgments in traffic. Not until age 11 or 12, have children 
developed all the required abilities fully. The unpredictable behavior of young 
children is thought to be a dominating reason for child pedestrian accidents and 
children's development of pedestrian skills is highly variable. Young children also 
make hazardous decisions about vehicle approach times because they are unable to 
understand the relationships between time, velocity and distance until around the age 
of 10 (Arnold and Bennett, 1990, MacGregor, Smiley and Dunk, 1999, Ampofo-
Boatang et al., 1993, Whitebread and Neilson 1999, Cross, 1988 ). Children may run 
across a street, especially the second lane, when they feel insecure in the traffic 
environment (Räämä, 1993). Of all 1997-2000 fatal pedestrian, cyclist or moped rider 
accidents in Sweden involving children up to the age of 15 more than half were dash-
out accidents (Ifver, 2003, unpublished data). 
The aim of this paper is to describe the long term effect of reconstruction on mobility 
and safety for children as pedestrians crossing a street. Field data was collected in 
Malmö, Trollhättan and Borås in before and after studies. Data was collected at 
treated and comparison sites shortly (three months) after reconstruction, one year after 
reconstruction, and two years after reconstruction. 

S E L E C T I O N OF STUDIED PARAMETERS AND HYPOTHESES 
The selection of parameters was based on the properties of accidents involving 
children as pedestrians and cyclists described above and an expert questionnaire 
(Johansson, 2001) where experts were asked to rank the most important parameters 
for describing safety or lack of safety in connection with a sample of video-filmed 
hazardous situations (so called High Severity Situations) chosen among the 1660 
passages totally filmed. The parameters were 

(a) speed of vehicle, 
(b) speed of the pedestrian/cyclist ( i f the pedestrian is running), 
(c) at what distances evasive actions are taken, 
(d) pedestrian's head turns to detect cars before crossing the street, and 
(e) i f pedestrian stops at the curb before crossing the street. 

Mobility is in this study measured in terms as 
(f) share of children given priority by a car driver when intending to cross the street, 
and 
(g) waiting time at the curb. 

My hypotheses were that the mobility and safety of children had increased two years 
after physical countermeasures were installed compared to just after. The hypotheses 
regarding safety were explicitly tested as vehicle speed reductions, and a reduced 
frequency of children running and turning their heads when entering and crossing the 
street. The shares were expected to decrease with time as the crossing task was 
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expected to be easier to conduct over time. For the same reason the stopping 
frequency was also expected to decrease. 
Pedestrians' head movements were studied and used as an approximate measure 
describing i f pedestrians were looking for approaching motor vehicles. It has been 
demonstrated that several measures actually result in behavioral adaptations that 
partially or completely offset the theoretically predicted effect. A more risky behavior 
could be interpreted as a compensation effect for the potential safety benefit of 
reduced speeds. Therefore the hypothesis when exploring the data was that the 
relative frequency of head movements and stopping at the curb would decrease. The 
observations were divided into before and at the curb because it was also of interest to 
explore when the child looked around. 
The hypotheses regarding mobility were that the waiting times at the curb for the 
pedestrians were reduced over time and that the share of pedestrians that were given 
way increased over time. 

SITES 
The paper is based on studies of eleven intersections in Sweden; six in Malmö, three 
in Trollhättan, and two in Borås. All the intersections were chosen because schools 
were situated nearby. At all sites there were marked pedestrian crosswalks or "special 
pedestrian walkways" (Swedish: Gångpassager), except on one site, the Malmö 
Migration site, See Table 1. "Special pedestrian walkways" are areas designed for 
pedestrians to cross the street on but it is not a marked pedestrian crosswalk meaning 
that pedestrians do not have the right of way, as at marked pedestrian crosswalk. The 
design is only used at 30 km/h-streets. An example is given in Figure 2. 

Table 1. Studied sites. 
Speed Type of pedestrian 

crossing 
Countermeasures 

Malmö Treated 1, T I 50 30 km h-street Marked pedestrian - Narrowed street 
Regementsgatan. Segels väg 
and Skvadronsgatan 

crosswalk - Speed cushions 
- Refuges 
-Marked car parking 

Malmö Treated 2, T2 50 30 km h-street Marked pedestrian - Narrowed street 
Regementsgatan, 
Dragonstigen 

crosswalk - Speed cushions 
- Refuges 
- Marked car parking 

Malmö Comparision, C 50 km h-street Marked pedestrian No countermeasures 
Bergsgatan. Kristian stadsgatan crosswalk 
and Möllevångsgatan 

Malmö Migration, M 
Munkhättegatan, Nydalastigen 

50 km h-street No crossing facilities No countermeasures 

Trollhättan Treated, T 30 km h-street Special pedestrian - Narrowed street 
Hjortmos segatan and 
Höing atan/Klintvägen 

walkway - Elevated intersection with paving stone 
- Marked car parking 

Trollhättan Comparison, C 50 km h-street Marked pedestrian No countermeasures 
Lantmannavägen crosswalk 

Boras Comparison , C 30 km h-street Marked pedestrian No countermeasures, but it has: 
Two intersections at Trandared crosswalk - Elevated intersection with paving stone 

- Refuge 
- Railings at intersection 

Regementsgatan in Malmö was reconstructed in the winter 2000/2001. 
Regementsgatan was narrowed from 15 to eight meters and had refuges added to the 
middle of the crosswalk, and the intersections had speed cushions installed so as to be 
less of a hindrance to bus traffic than other traffic, see Figure 1 top. Two of the 
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studied intersections were four-way intersections and were in this study aggregated; 

the third was situated mid-block. 
At the comparison site, Bergsgatan, two intersections were studied. Bergsgatan has 
two seven-meter wide lanes in each direction; divided by a refuge island. The 
intersection at Kristianstadsgatan is situated mid-block and the intersection at 
Möllevångsgatan is a four-way intersection. The data from the two intersections was 
aggregated before analysis. 
There was no marked pedestrian crosswalk at the Migration site 
Munkhättegatan/Nydalastigen in Malmö, though it was common for pedestrians and 
cyclists to cross the street there; see Figure 1. The idea was to compare behavioral 
changes over time at sites with and without marked crosswalks. 

Figure 1 Top right view of Regementsgatan before the reconstruction. Top left; speed cushion, refuge 

and marked pedestrian crosswalk at Regementsgatan. Low left the intersection Bergsgatan -

Möllevångsgatan with hvo lanes and left turn lane. Low right; Munkhättegatan with no marked 

pedestrian crossings. 

In Trollhättan a full scale demo project "the Vision Zero track" were implemented 
during the winter 2000/2001. The streets were somewhat narrowed, the marked 
pedestrian crosswalks were removed and replaced with "special pedestrian walkways" 
and the intersections were elevated, see Figure 2 left. One of the studied intersections 
was a four-way intersections and one was situated mid-block. The two intersections 
were aggregated with respect to data analysis. The T-intersection Lantmannavagen -
Torparegatan was chosen as a comparison crossing, though pedestrian and cycle flows 
were lower at this site. 
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Figure 2. Left the reconstructed intersection Hörngatan - Klintvägen in Trollhättan with elevated 

intersection and special pedestrian walkway. Right Trandareds gatan in Borås with elevated marked 

pedestrian crosswalk and refuge island. 

In Borås, two intersections situated at the Trandaredsgatan were studied. They were 
reconstructed to 30 km/h-streets already in 1995, see Figure 2. 

METHOD 
The intersections were video filmed to capture the road users' behavior. One or two 
cameras were used for filming close-ups of the pedestrians' crossing the road at the 
marked pedestrian crosswalks and one or two cameras were used for overview 
pictures of the intersection. The filming periods were chosen to capture the hours of 
the day when children were traveling to and from school, 1.5 h in the morning and 3 h 
in the afternoon. The intersections were filmed for at least three days in each time 
period. The weather conditions were the same in all time periods; daylight and no 
precipitation. 
The traffic situations with pedestrians and cyclists were stored on videotapes and 
manually analyzed and coded. A coding system proposed by Øvstedal and Ryeng 
(1999) was further developed, see Johansson (2001). Children (0-12 years), youth 
(13-18 years) and elderly (older than 64 years) were coded i f they were crossing the 
street as pedestrians or cyclists at or near the marked pedestrian crossings. I f the child 
was walking or cycling with an adult the behavior of the adult was also coded. 
Mopeds were not included. 
The reliability of the method has been verified. When comparing 1.5 hours of 
captured video material containing 47 pedestrian and cyclist passages, two trained 
observers had 83% agreement in coding the parameters describing the behaviors. 
When the most difficult parameter to assess, head movements, was excluded the two 
trained observers had 89% agreement in coding the behaviors. 
Speeds of free vehicles were measured with a radar gun at the marked pedestrian 
crosswalk, special pedestrian walkway or in the area where the pedestrians usually 
crossed the street. At Malmö TI and T2, the speed was also measured when the 
vehicle was approaching the speed cushion, since the radar equipment most often did 
not allow measurements at speeds below 20 km/h. Two years after reconstruction the 
speeds were measured with laser technique which allowed measurements down to 11 
km/h; then the speeds were also measured in the marked pedestrian crossing at Malmö 
TI and T2. Radar gun and laser speed measurements has been compared giving 
almost identical results. 

Conflicts between pedestrians-vehicles and cyclists-vehicles, were studied using the 
Swedish Traffic Conflict Technique according to the manual written by Almqvist and 



Ekman (1999). In this study trained observers manually estimated TA-values, speeds, 
and distances by observing the filmed interactions on video. Svensson (1998) discuss 
the possibility that there is a threshold in the severity hierarchy of conflicts above 
which there is a significant probability of an accident whereas road-users taking 
evasive action below the threshold is a sign of good traffic safety. This border line 
might be differently situated in the hierarchy i f a child is involved since children do 
not always understand the connection between speed, time, and distance. Therefore 
also other situations than conflicts were studied; encounters when a car was "closely" 
on-coming to a pedestrian or cyclist (Johansson, 2001). These situations of higher 
severity are most often less severe than a serious conflict and also less severe than a 
conflict. Even i f conflicting road users do not have a collision course, the encounters 
can be defined as High Severity Situations. 

DATA DESCRIPTION 
The eleven intersections were studied as mentioned in up to three different time 
periods, resulting in 257 hours of video film. 5291 pedestrians and cyclists passages 
were manually coded, 4283 of these were pedestrians; totally 1660 passages involving 
children were analyzed. However conflict studies were based on all passages 
including cyclists, independent of road user age. The results of the behavioral studies 
in each time period have been statistical tested with %~ -test and significant results 
(p<0.05) are commented on and marked with *. If the number of observations for 
some parameters were too low for significance tests the data was aggregated, and 
these results were presented. 

RESULTS 

Vehicle speeds 

Two years after reconstruction the average speeds were significantly lower than just 
'after' at T I and T2 in Malmö and T in Trollhättan, see Table 2. However vehicle 
speeds decreased significantly also at the comparison sites Malmö C, Trollhättan C 
and Borås C. As there was a reduction also at the comparison sites the changes at the 
reconstructed sites probably reflect general changes in behavior. This is explored in 
Figure 3 where the decreases of vehicle speeds are visualized with regression lines. 
The largest reduction was shown at Malmö T I , larger than for the other treated sites 
and the comparison sites, but the decreases seem in general to be similar for all the 
sites. Therefore the conclusion must be that results are mainly due to general changes 
and not the effect of the reconstruction in specific. 

The goal set with physical speed reducing countermeasures, a 90-percentile below 30 
km/h, was fulfilled at two of the reconstructed sites two years after reconstruction. 

Two years after reconstruction at the treated sites in Malmö speeds were measured 
both just before the speed cushion and at the marked pedestrian crosswalk. The 
vehicle speeds at the marked pedestrian crosswalks were lower than just before the 
speed cushion, a difference of 3km/h (std. error 0.57) at Malmö T I and 7 km/h (std. 
error 0.5) at Malmö T2. According to Towliat (2001) the difference for the 85-
percentile is typically 1-5 km/h comparing the speed at the speed cushion to that at the 
marked pedestrian crosswalk. 
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Table 2. Vehicle speeds (km/h). At the treated sites in Malmö were the speeds measured before the 
marked pedestrian crossing, at the other sites on the marked pedestrian crossing.  

Before 
reconstruction 

After reconstruction One year after Two years after Differences in average 

n 

Average 
and std. 

error 

O m 

90-
perc 

n 

Average 
and std. 

error 

0"m 

90-
perc 

n 

Average 
and std. 9Q. 

error p e r c 

ö m 

n 

Average 
and std 

error 

öm 

90-
perc 

Diff 
yearl-
yearO 

Diff 
year2-
yearl 

Diff 
yeat*2-
yearO 

Malmö T1 1761 32 (0.4) 39 3221 30(0.4) 36 2141 23 (0.4) 311 
-2* 

(0.6) 
-7* 

(0.6) 

_9* 

(0.9) 

Malmö T2 51' 29(0.8) 35 2081 26(0.4) 33 142' 27(0.3) 37 
(0.9) 

1* 
(0.5) 

-2* 
(0.9) 

Trollhättan T 144 27(0.6) 35 403 23 (0.3) 30 
-4* 

(0.7) 

Borås C 255 31 (0.4) 37 255 31 (0.4) 37 109 27(0.5) 33 
-4* 

(0.6) 

Malmö C 128 49(0.5) 56 133 47(0.5) 55 164 47(0.5) 54 78 43 (0.7) 50 
0 

(0.7) 
-4* 

(0.9) 
-4» 

(0.9) 

Trollhättan C 201 51 (0.5) 59 81 52 (0.8) 60 221 47 (0.4) 54 
-5* 

(0.9) 

Malmö M 255 51 (0,4) 59 521 53 (0.3) 63 126 50 (0.6) 58 
(0.3) 

* Significant different lo previous time period (two-sided test at 95% level). 
' Vehicle speed just before the speed cushion. 
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Figure 3. Average vehicle speeds at each time period and estimated regression lines. Black lines for 
treated sites and dashed lines for comparison sites. For the treated sites at the before time period the 
lines represent what the average vehicle speeds would have been if they would have been reconstructed 
at the before measurements. 

Yield behavior by car drivers 
At most sites at least 90% of the children crossed at marked pedestrian crosswalks or 
special pedestrian walkways. Often close to 100% crossed there no matter which time 
period is analyzed. 
At the reconstructed sites Malmö T1+T2 and Trollhättan T more children were given 
way to two years after the reconstruction compared to shortly after though the 
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increases were not significant. At the comparison sites there were only minor changes, 
see Table 3. 
Of the children that were given way to, it was explored how often it was the first car 
driver in each direction that gave way to them. Significantly more children were given 
priority by the first car from the right at the reconstructed sites Malmö T1+T2, two 
years after reconstruction compared to just after. Also, at the reconstructed 
comparison site, Borås C, significantly more children were given priority by the first 
car from the right. The changes at the reconstructed sites may therefore, at least partly, 
reflect general changes in behavior. 

Table 3. Child pedestrians that encountered a car and was given way to. 
After reconstruction One year after Two years after Difference in percentage units 

Tot. no. (%) Tot. no. (%) Tot. no (%) Diff Di f f Diffyear2-
of obs of obs of obs yearl- year2- yearO 

yearO yearl 
Given w ay by car driver 

Malmö T1 160 70 156 71 226 78 1 7 8 

Malmö T2 21 52 18 94* 32 75 42* -19 23 

Trollhättan T 35 31 23 43 12 

Borås C 168 73 187 76 3 

Malmö C + Trollhättan C 19 74 42 71 -3 

Malmö M 16 0 35 23 58 14 23 -9 14 

Those given way, given way by the firs car from the left 

Malmö T1+ MalmöT2 87 S3 96 82 119 82 -1 0 -1 

Trollhättan T 5 no 4 100 0 

Borås C 49 76 81 89 13 

Malmö C + Trollhättan C 6 83 21 76 -7 

Malmö M 4 25 1 100 25 75 100 

Those given way, given way by the firs car from the right 

Malmö T1+ MalmöT2 75 83 74 85 114 96* 2 11 13 

Trollhättan T 11 100 10 90 -10 

Borås C 86 78 90 »7* 19 

Malmö C + Trollhättan C 9 78 13 85 7 

Malmö M 4 50 5 100 50 50 100 

* Significant different to previous time period (at 95% level). 

Children's head turns 
In Table 4, the share of children making head turns before and/or at the curb is 
presented, i.e. the remaining percentage of children are not making any head turns. 
Significantly fewer children made head turns before the curb at the reconstructed sites 
with marked pedestrian crosswalks, Malmö T I and T2, two years after reconstruction 
compared to shortly after. At the curb there was no significant change between the 
two time periods. There was a significant reduction also at the earlier reconstructed 
comparison site, Borås C, so the changes at the reconstructed sites can partly reflect 
general changes in behavior at reconstructed sites with marked crosswalks. 
Few significant changes in the number of head turns at the curb were observed; only 
at the reconstructed site with special pedestrian walkways, Trollhättan T, was there a 
significant increase. The share of children making head turns before the curb also 
increased over time showing that it is clear that the total share of children making 
head turns increased at the Trollhättan T site. 
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Table 4. Children 's head turns in any direction before and at the curb. 
After reconstruction One year after Two years after Difference in percentage units 

Tot. no. 
of obs 

(%) Tot. (%) 
no. of 
obs 

Tot. 
no. of 
obs. 

fit) Diff 
yearl-
vearO 

Diff 
year2-
vearl 

Diff 
year2-
vearO 

Head turns in any direction before reachin g the curb 

Malmö T1+ MalmöT2 70 87 101 HH 135 67* 1 -21* -20* 

Trollhättan T 66 44 34 6H* 24* 

Borås C 166 HI 158 53* -28* 

Malmö C + Trollhättan C 14 8.6 10 90 4 

Malmö M 1 1) 18 94 0 94 94 

Head turns in any direction before reachin I the curb when encountering a car 

Malmö T1+ MalmöT2 77 S3 92 91 98 6H* 8 -22* -15* 

Trollhättan T 23 61 11 73 12 

Borås C 114 83 115 50* -33* 

Malmö C + Trollhättan C 7 100 5 60 -40 

Malmö M 1 0 15 93 0 93 93 

Head turns in any direction at the curb 

Malmö TI + MalmöT2 136 77 98 S J 221 82 8 _3 5 

Trollhättan T 79 72 66 88* 16* 

Borås C 197 77 191 78 6 

Malmö C + Trollhättan C 15 73 23 70 .3 

Malmö M 5 HO 33 94 14 

Head turns in any direction at the curb when encountering a car 

Malmö Tl+MalmöT2 125 77 82 87 164 84 7 0 7 

Trollhättan T 27 7H 23 100* 22* 

Borås C 142 70 135 81 II 

Malmö C + Trollhättan C 8 100 19 79 -21 

Malmö M 4 75 29 93 18 

* Significant different to previous time period (at 95% level). 

No significant changes in head turns were observed when not encountering a car in 
any time period apart from at T in Trollhättan where head turns in any direction 
before the curb had increased significantly two year after reconstruction from 35% to 
65%. The shares of children making head turns when not encountering a car were in 
general similar to when encountering a car. 

Pedestrians stopping at the curb 
Children's stopping behavior at the curb before crossing the street was explored at 
different time periods, see Table 5. The trend was that significant fewer children 
stopped at the curb at the reconstructed sites with marked crosswalks, Malmö TI and 
T2, two years after compared to shortly after. At the reconstructed sites with special 
pedestrian walkways, Trollhättan T, the share did not change significantly over time. 
At the earlier reconstructed comparison site, Borås C, significantly fewer children also 
stopped at the curb two years after compared to shortly after, but at the control 
crossings with ordinary marked crosswalks, Malmö C and Trollhättan C, the trend 
was not clear. At the migration site in Malmö, the share of children stopping at the 
curb was fluctuating; no clear trends were shown. There was a reduction also at the 
earlier reconstructed comparison site, Borås C, indicating that the changes at the 
reconstructed sites can partly reflect general changes in behavior. 

Independent of time period, few, almost none, of the children that did not encounter a 
car stopped at the curb. 
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Table 5. Child pedestrians stopping at the curb. 

After reconstruction One year after Two years after Difference in percentage units 

Tot. (%) Tot no. {%) Tot. (%) Dif f Diff Diffyear2-
no. of of obs no. of yeaii- year2- yearO 

obs obs vearO vearl 
Stopping at the curb 

Malmö T I 185 23 179 12* 297 10 -11* _2 -13* 

Malmö T2 22 32 20 15 43 5 -17 -10 -27 

Trollhättan T 98 19 70 14 -5 

Borås C 233 15 256 8* -7* 

Malmö C + Trollhättan C 21 24 44 32 8 

Malmö M 21 33 32 75» 63 48* 42* -27* 15 

Stopping at the curb encountering a car 

Malmö T1 160 I j 156 14* 227 12 -13* _2 -15 

Malmö T2 21 33 18 17 34 3 -16 -14 -30 

Trollhättan T 35 40 23 43 3 

Borås C 168 16 189 11 -5 

Malmö C + Trollhättan C 12 42 33 42 0 

Malmö M 16 44 32 75 56 54 31 -21 10 

* Significant different to previous time period (at 95% level). 

Waiting at the curb 
The children's waiting times at the curb in seconds were explored at the different time 
periods, see Table 6. 

Table 6. Average waiting time (s) at the curb. 

After 

reconstruction 

One year after Two years after Difference in seconds 

Diffyear l - Diff year2- Diffyear2-
yearO yearl yearO 

Malmö T I n 185 179 300 

m (s) 0.9 0.5 0.3 -0.4* -0.2 -0.6* 

std. error O m (s) 0.16 0.11 0.15 

Malmö T2 n 27 20 43 

m (s) 0.7 0.4 0.0 -0.3 -04* -0.7* 

std. error ö m (s) 0.25 0.21 -

Trollhättan T n 100 70 

m (s) 0.7 04 -0.3 

std. error G m (s) 0.31 0.37 

Malmö C n 18 36 50 

m (s) 0.8 3.7 1.5 2.9* -2.2 0.7 

std. error 0"m (s) 1.00 1.39 0.77 

Trollhättan C n 16 9 

m (s) i.5 0.0 -1.5* 

std. error 0" m (s) 0.89 0.00 

Borås C n 233 258 

m (s) 0.7 0.3 -0.4* 

std. error G m (s) 0.15 0.14 

Malmö M ii 21 35 65 

m (s) 1.7 8.6 4.4 6.9* -4.2* 2.7* 

std. error C7m (s) 0.86 1.83 0.84 

* Significant different lo previous time period (two-sided test at 95%> level). 
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The average waiting time was significantly shorter at the curb at the reconstructed 
sites with marked pedestrian crosswalks, Malmö TI and T2, two years after compared 
to shortly after. At the reconstructed sites with special pedestrian walkways, 
Trollhättan T, the waiting time did not decrease significantly over time. 

At the earlier reconstructed comparison site, Borås C, the waiting time was 
significantly shorter two years after compared to shortly after. At the control crossing 
with ordinary marked crosswalks, Malmö C, the waiting time at the curb was 
fluctuating. At Trollhättan C, the trend was that the waiting time decreased. At the 
migration site in Malmö the waiting time at the curb was fluctuating; no clear changes 
were shown. The mobility has improved in the long term at the reconstructed sites. As 
the trend for the waiting times at the control sites weren't clear it isn't possible to 
draw any conclusions about whether the changes were specific for the reconstructed 
sites or not. 

Running Children 
Running while crossing the street, before reaching the curb, was not particularly 
common in any time period at any site; most often this share was clearly less than 
10%, see Table 7. 

Table 7. Share of running children. 
After reconstruction One year after Two years after Difference in percentage units 

Tot no. (%) Tot. no. (%) Tot. no. Diff Diff D i f f 
of obs of obs of obs yearl- year2- year2-

yearO year 1 yearO 

Running before crossing th ; street 

Malmö T1 + MaimöT2 206 4 198 3 329 3 -1 0 -1 

Trollhättan T 91 10 70 7 -3 

Borås C 233 2 253 6* 4 

Malmö C + Trollhättan C 24 0 44 11 1 1 

Malmö M 21 0 31 13 61 3 13 -10 3 

Running before crossing the street when encountering a car 

MalmöTl+MalmöT2 180 4 173 2 253 2 _2 0 _2 

Trollhättan T 35 3 23 4 1 

Borås C 168 1 186 3 2 

Malmö C + Trollhättan C 13 ft 33 15 15 

Malmö M 16 0 31 13 54 4 13 -9 4 

Running first lane 

Malmö T1+ MalmöT2 207 9 196 5 343 8 -4 3 -1 

Trollhättan T 92 13 70 11 _2 

Borås C 253 7 258 13* 6* 

Malmö C + Trollhättan C 28 18 48 15 -3 

Malmö M 21 10 33 27 63 17 17 -10 7 

Running first lane when encountering a ca r 

Malmö T H MalmoT2 181 9 171 4 264 7 -5 3 _2 

Trollhättan T 35 3 23 13 10 

Borås C 168 5 189 14* 9» 

Malmö C + Trollhättan C 16 19 35 20 1 

Malmö M 16 6 33 2' 56 18 21 -9 12 

* Significant different to previous time period (at 95% level). 

The only significant change shown was at Borås C where somewhat more children ran 
across the street two years after reconstruction compared to shortly after. 
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Conflicts 
The number of observed severe conflicts at the studied sites was too low to give any 
information about safety. There were 19 severe conflicts observed between vehicles 
and cyclists or pedestrians (of all ages) during the 257 hours of film that was analyzed 
for conflicts. 
In total, 52 situations of higher severity were observed. The only significant change 
shown was at Malmö TI where 0.38 situations of higher severity were observed per 
hour just after reconstruction. Two years after reconstruction, there were 0.13 
situations per hour observed, indicating improved safety over time. 

CONCLUSIONS 
My hypothesis was that the mobility and safety of children would continually improve 
over the long term after physical countermeasures were installed. In many respects, 
safety and mobility have improved over time at the reconstructed sites. Vehicle speeds 
were much lower at the reconstructed sites two years after compared to shortly after. 
The 90-percentile of the vehicle speeds had decreased to 30 km/h or less at the 
reconstructed sites two years after the reconstruction. At the reconstructed sites, the 
speeds of the involved vehicles were low giving that the outcome of a crash would 
likely not have been severe; while at the control sites the vehicle speeds were higher. 
Hence the safety and mobility has increased (over the long term, two years) after 
reconstruction. However the reason behind this remains unclear, as speed reductions 
improvements also occurred at the comparison sites. 
The share of pedestrians making head turns to detect oncoming cars and stopping at 
the curb before crossing the street were expected to decrease over time as the crossing 
task was expected be easier to conduct. The over time decreased share of pedestrians 
making head turns and stopping at the curb at sites with marked crosswalks probably 
reflects a behavioral adaptation which influence safety negatively. As there was a 
reduction also at the earlier reconstructed comparison site, the changes at the 
reconstructed sites can partly reflect general changes in behavior at reconstructed sites 
with marked pedestrian crosswalks. 
At the sites with special pedestrian walkways the percentage of pedestrians looking 
around increased, indicating the opposite; that in terms of safety, at the special 
pedestrian walkways the children still feel the need to look around before crossing the 
street. 
A hypothesis was that fewer children would be running when entering and crossing 
the street two years after reconstruction compared to shortly after. The only 
significant difference was however that more pedestrians ran across the street at one 
of the comparison sites. 
The hypotheses regarding mobility were that the waiting times at the curb for the 
pedestrians would be lowered over time and that the share of pedestrians that were 
given way to would increase over time. The mobility did improve in the long term at 
the reconstructed sites. While the trend for the waiting times at the control sites were 
unclear, it isn't possible to say i f the changes were specific for the reconstructed sites 
or not. 

DISCUSSION 
In a previous work (Johansson, Gårder and Leden, 2003) it has been concluded that 
the short-term effect of physical countermeasures were positive; increased mobility 
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and significantly lower vehicle speeds. Also, "safe" traffic behavior expressed as 
looking sideways increased somewhat at the reconstructed intersections, but the 
percentage of pedestrians stopping at the curb before crossing the street decreased. 
In this paper the topic was to explore i f the mobility and safety continued to improve 
at the reconstructed sites in the long term (two years). And they both did improve, but 
improvements have also been shown at the non-reconstructed comparison sites for the 
same time period. Results are therefore probably mainly due to general changes and 
not the effect of the reconstruction in specific. The question that arises is then i f these 
trends will continue, and i f they continue i f that will happen both at the reconstructed 
sites and at other ordinarily marked pedestrian crosswalks without physical 
countermeasures to improve safety. This is a question for further work. 
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Abstract 

Children frequently lack the ability to correctly direct and maintain their attention on traffic, to judge 
speeds, and localize sounds. Compared to adults, they also have more limited cones of visions, less 
capacity to perform multiple tasks simultaneously, and less ability to control their impulses. Elderly 
people because of the ageing process sometimes lack the ability to correctly comprehend the traffic 
situation. Therefore special attention has to be given to the design of the traffic environment for 
children and elderly. 

Based on a literature review, a number of hypotheses are formulated to describe factors that are crucial 
for crashes involving children and elderly. Swedish and Finnish in-depth studies of crashes, police 
reported crashes and data describing 1 1 738 video filmed pedestrian and bicyclist passages have been 
analyzed to test these hypotheses. 

The factors that contributed to the crashes are identified and a set of principles to eliminate these causes 
are proposed when designing urban traffic environments for children and elderly. The main principle 
proposed is that the actual vehicle speeds should be no more than 30 km/h wherever children or elderly 
cross streets. Complementary countermeasures are proposed for children and elderly to see and be seen 
and to improve orientation. 

1 I N T R O D U C T I O N 

Children and the elderly are disproportionally represented in crash data for vulnerable road users when 
compared to their exposure to traffic (Malek et al.. 1990, Howarth et al. 1974 and Routledge et al. 
1974, presented by Malek et ai. 1990. Oxley et a f . 1997. Thulin and Kronberg, 2000, Gustafsson and 
Thulin. 2003, MacGregor et al.. 1999. Connely et al. 1998). In New Zeeland, the United States, and 
Canada, child pedestrian crashes peak between the ages of 5 and 9, coinciding with the early 
elementary school years. According to British data, children aaed 5 to 7 are most at risk (Connelv et 
al. 1998). 

The pattern of pedestrian injuries cannot be understood without examining their exposure to the traffic. 
Howarth et al. (1974) and Routledge et al. (1974) (presented by Malek et al. 1990) found that children 
aged 5 to 7 years, which were the age group most overrepresented as crash victims, were actually-
exposed to traffic less than older children. Therefore, the conclusion is that the increased injury rate 
was due to behavioral factors rather than to greater traffic exposure. The risk of injury declined with 
age throughout the childhood years, with the 0 to 4 year olds having the highest risk of all age strata 
when taking exposure into account. 

2 A I M 

The aim of this paper is to f ind key parameters in pedestrian and bicycle crash data that describes what 
lead to the crash, and to isolate parameters that are crucial when children or elderly as pedestrians or 
bicyclists are involved in crashes. The aim is also to compare the prevalence of key parameters in 
crash data compared to "normal" pedestrian passages. The primary focus of the study is traffic safety 
for children (0-18 years) while elderly (older than 64 years) are studied in a slightly less comprehensive 
way. 
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3 M E T H O D 

The results of a literature review to find information about key parameters describing traffic safety or 
lack thereof for children and elderly as pedestrians and bicyclists make up the first part of this paper. 
The second part is to evaluate whether these key parameters are present in Swedish and Finnish crash 
data and compare them to pedestrian and bicyclist passages captured through video filming. 

4 L I T E R A T U R E STUDY 

The children's view and perception of oncoming traffic may be affected by their height, which restricts 
their range of view (Connely et al. 1998). This together with parked cars, trees, or buildings makes it 
more difficult to see traffic and assess its movement. A l l children do not know or understand the link 
between speed, time, and traveled distance of a car (Cross, 1988). The younger the children are, the 
greater the naivety regarding the concept of speed. It has been estimated that traffic maturity is reached 
at around 12 years of age. and that children below the age of 14 are overrepresented in pedestrian 
crashes. The differences between 6 to 7 year old children and older ones, regarding safe performance 
of the pedestrian task, seem substantial (Midtland, 1995). The differences pertain mainly to the 
attention and cognitive parts of the task, and only to a lesser degree to its perceptual aspects. The 
feeling of being insecure can also be important. Children may run across the street, especially across 
the second lane, when they feel insecure in the traffic environment. Studies (Räämä, 1993, Gaskell et. 
ai, 1989) show that the single most important negative behavioral characteristic is running across the 
street. Unaccompanied children have a tendency to do this resulting in an increased prevalence of 
crashes. 

Children's development of pedestrian skills is highly variable with large individual differences. Based 
on studies o f information sampling and decision making. Whitebread and Neilson (1999) found 
identifiable different patterns of behavior in children with weak or strong pedestrian skills. Clear 
developments occurred by the age of 7 to 8 years. Other studies show that children's understanding of 
traffic and their behavior, for example expressed as ability to safely cross streets and choosing safe 
time gaps, improved by training (Rothengatter, 1984 and Van Shagen, 1988). It was found though by 
Vinjé (1981) that cognitive training methods seemed useless for children younger than seven. Children 
under 10 cannot be adapted to the traffic environment because they are biologically and cognitively 
incapable of managing its many demands. For this reason child road education might be an important 
component of pedestrian safety campaigns, but one that can prevent only a small fraction of crashes. 
An alternative possibility could be that training children in road skills would be useful, but that current 
programs do not teach skills, only the knowledge and attitudes towards road safety (Ampofo-Boatang 
etal. 1993). 

As young children have not yet developed the necessary cognitive skills or been adequately trained in 
how to use these skills when crossing a street, the alternative target for child pedestrian safety measures 
is the car driver (Howarth, 1980 presented by Arnold et al. 1990). Given the physical or cognitive 
limitations of children and the elderly, it is suggested that the responsibility for pedestrian safety be 
placed more upon drivers and parents (Arnold et al. 1990). Therefore, it is recommended that drivers 
should show more responsibility by adopting appropriate driving strategies on roads most frequently 
used by pedestrians. 

The older the person, the more fragile he/she is; Spolander (2004) concludes that even a speed limit as 
low as 30 km/h is too high for the elderly. Elderly pedestrians place themselves at greater risk when 
crossing streets with traffic in two directions as a result of bad predictions of when moving vehicles 
wi l l arrive, and/or by under-compensating for their lower walking speeds (Oxley et al, 1997). 

4.1 Description of behaviors of children 

MacGregor et al. (1999) found significant differences between the behaviors of the three age groups 5 
to 7 year olds, 8 to 10 year olds, and 11 to 12 year olds when crossing at non signalized intersections. 
Older children were less likely to stop at the curb before crossing. Children who were not accompanied 
were less likely to stop at the curb than those who were accompanied. Unaccompanied children were 
also more likely to perform a visual search than accompanied children. Oudejans et al. (1996) found 
by videotaping pedestrians that walking out into a street without stopping has a positive correlation to 
their perception of the possibility to cross a road safely; to determine the speed and distance to 
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approaching vehicles. The results are. however, ambiguous. On the one hand, we want pedestrians, 
especially children, to stop at the curb before crossing the street, a more conservative crossing strategy 
than walking straight out. On the other hand, perceiving the traffic situation while in motion may lead 
to a more accurate perception of whether a safe crossing is possible. The second option may indicate 
that the pedestrians should have a clear view of the road so that they can decide while they are still in 
motion whether or not crossing is possible. 

The children's ability to choose a safe time gap between two cars (or to an oncoming car) has been 
tested by Connely et al. (1998) and Lee et al. (1984). Connely et al. (1998) found that distance gap 
thresholds remain constant regardless of vehicle approach speed. Children consistently allowed 
smaller safety thresholds as the speed of approaching vehicles increased. In fact, the mean data showed 
a tendency for children to allow a little more distance for vehicles with lower speeds. Most children 
were safest at the lowest vehicle approach speed. Once vehicle approach speeds reached speeds of over 
56 km/h. the youngest children were often making risky distance judgments. Children aged 8 to 9 
years often made judgments that were more risky than those of the ages 5 to 6 years. Children of the 
ages 5 to 6 years, especially boys, were almost constantly making very conservative distance judgments 
that gave the impression of an ability to reliably make safe decisions. The majority, though, made 
inconsistent and unpredictable judgments. Lee et al. (1984) found that children were generally more 
cautious than adults in choosing time gaps. Although the children were generally cautious they 
occasionally accepted time gaps that were too short. A proportion of the children made no such errors, 
a proportion that increased w ith age; 26 % of the 5 year olds made no errors. 35 % of the 7 year olds, 
and 42 % of the 9 year olds. 

In a study by Vinje (1982) (presented by Demetre and Lee 1992) children, aged seven and ten, and 
adults performed similarly in terms of risky understatements of accepted time gaps. The children 
y ounger than seven years underestimated arrival times, meaning that they judge the time period shorter 
than it really is. This suggests that young children are likely to be overcautious in their decisions about 
traffic gaps. 

Ampofo-Boatang et al. (1993) studied children's ability to choose a safe route to cross a street. An 
example of studying the selection of a safe route was to study whether they cross the street at a site 
where there were no parked cars or sharp bends acting as sight obstacles. The findings demonstrate 
that children's ability to find a safe route across the street increases with age. Half of the five year olds 
located a very unsafe route across the street whereas none of the eleven year olds did. 

Crash statistics show that a disproportionate number o f young children are involved in crashes whilst 
attempting to cross a road near parked cars (Demetre and Gaffin, 1994). Figures vary', but between 40 
and 70 percent o f 5- to 6-year-old children's crashes involve attempts to cross the street near parked 
vehicles. These findings support the hypothesis that obstructing vehicles are dangerous for young 
children. The study also shows that more experience of independently using the roads leads to more 
frequent decisions to cross where vehicles block views. 

The conclusion of the literature review regarding children's limited ability as road users prompted us to 
formulate and test the operative hypotheses that are presented in Chapter 6. 

5 DATA D E S C R I P T I O N 

The hypotheses were tested on six different data sets. The first data set includes observations of 
'normal' passages of 11 738 pedestrians and bicyclists. The observations cover adults and elderly in 
the cities of Borås, Trollhättan and Malmö in Sweden. It was gathered through the years 1999-2003 at 
pedestrian and cycle crossings with speed limits of 30-50 km/h. They were coded according to a 
method developed by Johansson (2001). These passages are regarded as 'normal' passages, i.e.. 
passages that are not conflicts or other particularly dangerous situations. These passages are assumed 
to be representative of pedestrian and bicyclist passages in urban areas in Sweden. Due to the limited 
data it is not possible to state anything about normal passage behavior in other speed environments. 

The second data set includes 212 conflicts and dangerous situations (defined as encounters when a car 
was "closely" approaching a pedestrian or bicyclist according to Johansson, 2001) involving 
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pedestrians and bicyclists in the cities of Borås, Trollhättan and Malmö in Sweden for the years 1999-
2003. 

The third data set covers Swedish crashes with children and elderly as pedestrians, bicyclists or riders 
of mopeds as collected by Swedish road crash investigation teams. It was gathered through the years 
1997-2001 (for a variety of road environments) and includes 143 crashes (unpublished data by Ifver, 
2003). The parameters are interpreted from the crash descriptions. 

The fourth data set is the Finnish road crash investigating teams' data from the years 1995-2001 which 
includes a detailed description of 775 pedestrian, bicyclist or moped rider fatalities in varying road 
environments. 

The fifth data set includes 17 843 police reported fatalities and injuries with pedestrians and bicyclists 
in Finland during the years 1989-2002. This data set is used to test Hypotheses 4-5. 

The sixth data set includes Swedish travel surveys and self reported crash data from 1996-2000. This 
data has been compared to crash data from the Swedish Road Administration by Gustafsson and Thulin 
(2003). 

Finnish data and Swedish data on conflicts and situations and "normal" passages are classified into the 
age groups children (0-17 years), adults (18-64 years), and elderly (65 years and older), while Swedish 
crash data is classified as children (0-17 years) and elderly (70 and older). 

6 H Y P O T H E S E S AND R E S U L T S 

When interpreting the findings in this chapter the reader should be aware that exposure data was not 
available for most of the hypotheses tested. Exposure data is frequently the factor explaining most of 
the reason why one layout has more crashes than another. However, when taking actions for a safe 
traffic environment for children it seems reasonable to highlight problem areas for children by looking 
at different key parameters that deteriorate the safety of children as indicated by a disproportional 
number of crashes. 

6.1 Road user age 

Hypothesis 1: Walking and bicycling children have higher risk the younger they are i f risk 
exposure is defined as distance traveled. 

Swedish travel surveys 
Swedish travel surveys and self-reported crash and exposure data from 1996-2000 have been related to 
crash data from the Swedish Road Administration (Gustafsson and Thulin, 2003), see Table 1. The 
main result is that the risk of fatal injury is significantly higher for elderly compared to the mean value 
based on all age groups for both pedestrians and bicyclists, both in urban and non-urban traffic. 

The conclusion is that the hypothesis is partly true; the risk was higher for children younger than 14 
than older than 15 (as a group) both when walking and cycling. But the youngest children 0-6 years 
had a lower risk in non-urban areas than children 7-14 years. It is likely that children 0-6 years seldom 
travel unaccompanied by adults especially in non-urban areas which can explain the lower risk in non-
urban areas. Children 7-14 more often travel unaccompanied. The risk was somewhat higher for 
children than for adults, but elderly always has the highest risk. The data is not detailed enough to say 
where the exact break point in risk is with respect to age. but children younger than 14 have higher 
risks than persons older than 15 years (as a group) both when walking and cycling. 
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Tablel. Risk of injury and fatal crash per million person kilometers and consequence of the crashes 
1996-2000 (Gustafsson and Thulm. 2003) 

Risk of in jury Risk of fatal or severe injury Risk of fatal injury 
Pedestrians 
Urban traffic 
1 -6 years 1.153 0.348* 0.028 
7-14 years 1.098 0.279 0.011 
15-24 years 0.532 0.120* 0.007* 
25-44 years 0.423* 0.098* 0.006* 
45-64 years 0.495 0.140 0.016 
65-84 years 1.313* 0.544* 0.106* 
Mean (1-84 years) 0.639 0.183 0.020 
Non-urban traffic 
1-6 years 0.190 0.098 0.011 
7-14 years 0.214* 0.094 0.014 
15-24 years 0.232* 0.115 0.030 
25-44 years 0.132 0.075* 0.020* 
45-64 years 0.107* 0.061* 0.026 
65-84 years 0.160 0.097 0.054* 
Mean (1-84 years) 0.153 0.082 0 027 
Bicyclists 
Urban traffic 
1 -6 years 1.219 0.179 0.007 
7-14 years 1.263 0.242 0.009 
15-24 years 1.394 0.238 0.005* 
25-44 years 1.081 0.199* 0.007* 
45-64 years 1.221 0.283 0.015 
65-84 years 1.664 0.506* 0.075* 
Mean (1-84 years) 1.244 0.255 0.014 
Non-urban traffic 
1-6 years 0.261 0.058 0.000 
7-14 years 0.331 0.112 0.009* 
15-24 years 0.282 0.084* 0.012* 
25-44 years 0.330 0.119 0.009* 
45-64 years 0.321 0.141 0.028 
65-84 years 0.379 0.180* 0.071* 
Mean (1-84 years) 0.325 0.125 0.023 

*Significantly different than the mean value for all age groups based on exposure and total no. of 
crashes (at 95% significance level) 

6.2 Vehicle speed and type of vehicle 

For low-speed crashes, the type of vehicle that is involved and the age of the vulnerable road user are 
determents for the outcome of a crash. Therefore, the following hypothesis was formulated: 

Hypothesis 2: Fatal collisions between vulnerable road users and vehicles at low speeds 
almost always involve heavy vehicles or pick-up trucks, or the vulnerable road user is an 
elderly. 

Finnish road crash investigating teams crash data 
The share of fatal pedestrian crashes by pedestrian age and speed of the involved vehicle are presented 
in Figure 1. Of all pedestrians that were fatally injured in Finland, 90 % were killed at vehicle speeds 
of 31 km/h or higher. Among the 38 fatally injured pedestrians at vehicle speeds less than 31 km/h, 
45% were elderly and adults respectively whereas 11 % were children. Of all bicyclists that were 
fatally injured in Finland. 85 % were killed at vehicle speeds of 31 km/h or more. Of the 36 fatally 
injured bicyclists at vehicle speeds less than 31 km/h, 44% were elderly, 46 % adults and 10 % 
children. 
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Figure L Share offatal pedestrian crashes by speed of the involved vehicle. 

Of all pedestrians that were fatally injured in Finland at vehicle speeds less than 31 km/h. 9 1 % w/ere 
killed in collisions with heavy vehicles or pick-up trucks. There was no statistically significant 
difference between the different age groups. Note that all children that were killed in low-speed 
crashes collided with a heavy vehicle or pick-up truck. 

Swedish data 
No children were killed at sites with low speed. Two elderly pedestrians were fatally injured in low-
speed crashes in the Swedish dataset. One of them collided with a bicyclists and one with a bus. A l l 28 
child pedestrians who were fatally injured in Sweden were killed at sites with a speed limit of 50 km/h 
or higher. 

Of the pedestrians involved in conflicts and dangerous situations (Swedish data) at low speed sites, 4 % 
interacted with heavy vehicles or pick-up trucks. None of the children and none of the elderly were 
involved in a serious conflict or other dangerous situation involving a heavy vehicle or pick-up truck at 
low speed sites. 

The share of pedestrians that encountered a heavy vehicle or pick-up truck in "normal passages" at the 
studied low-speed sites in Sweden was in average 10%. Significantly fewer (p<0.02) of the elderly 
(7%) encountered a heavy vehicle or pick-up truck compared to other age groups (11%). This can be 
compared to that a much greater share (25% of children aged 0-17 years and 28% of elderly older than 
70 years) being killed in crashes with heavy vehicles or pick-up trucks (average for all speed limits). 

The conclusion is that the hypothesis was true: low speed crashes almost always involve heavy vehicles 
or pick-up trucks and often also elderly. 

6.3 Outcome of a crash 

The next hypothesis deals with the fact that the vehicle speed seems to be a determent for the outcome 
of a crash, and i f a vulnerable road user is struck by a vehicle the outcome is more severe the older the 
person is. 

Hypothesis 3: The injuries are more severe when vehicle speeds are higher or the age of the 
involved vulnerable road user is higher. 

Table 2 presents the outcome of crashes for different vehicle speed limits and by age of the involved 
road user. 
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Table 2. Consequence for pedestrians and bicyclists by age and speed limits 
Pedestrians Bicyclists 

Speed Children Adults Elderly All All total Children Adults Elderly All All total 

On marked crossing at intersection, not turning vehicles 

30 0.000* 0.000* 0,000* 0.000* 0.052 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.021 

40 0.000* 0.016* 0.055 0.023* 0.000 0.012 0.050* 0.014 

50 0.015* 0.034 0.116* 0.056 0.008 0.010 0.075* 0.020 

60 0.017* 0.03.3 0.209* 0.075 0.032 0.023 0.125* 0.043* 

On marked crossing at intersection, turning vehicles 

30 0.000* 0.000* 0.000* 0.000* 0.028 0.000* 0.062* 0.000* 0.035* 0.018 

40 0.000* 0.024 0.062* 0.034 0.000* 0.010 0.046* 0.014 

50 0.021 0.004* 0,072* 0.027 0.011 0.015 0.049* 0.019 

60 0.000* 0.000* 0.000* 0.000* 0.000* 0.045* 0.006 

On marked pedestrian crossing, at link overtaking car On marked crossing on link 

30 0.000 0.000 0 000 0.017 0.000* 0.000* 0.000* 0.000* 0.023 

40 0.000 0.034 0.083 0.041 0.012 0.000* 0.038 0.008 

50 0.014 0.000 0.026 0.008 0.002 0.015 0.085* 0.024 

60 0.000 0.500 0.250 0.032 0.024 0.100 0.049* 

Other, on marked pedestriar crossing at link 

30 0.000* 0000* 0.000* 0.000* 0.058 

40 0.000* 0.033 0.078 0.037 

50 0.026 0.040 0.122* 0.062 

60 0.0000 0.071 0.222* 0.084 

On link, not marked pedestrian crossing, between parked 

30 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.012 

40 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

50 0.000 0.018 0.096* 0.015 

60 0.000 0.076* 0.000 0.021 

Other, on link, not marked pedestnan crossing 

30 0.000* 0.000* 0.000* 0.051 

40 0.000* 0.000* O.OOO* 0.000* 

50 0.011 0.046 0.134* 0.049 

60 0.081 0.122* 0.261* 0.139* 

*Significantly different than the average for each crash type (at 95% significance level) 

In most of the different types of crashes the [fatality] "consequences'" (number of fatal crashes per sum 
of fatal and other crashes) increased with vehicle speed and the age of the vulnerable road user, see for 
example Figure 2 representing the outcome of pedestrian crashes by speed limit at intersections with 
marked pedestrian crosswalks. Most often independent of crash type, the outcome was significantly 
less severe for lower vehicle speed limits than the average for the crash type. Often the outcome for 
elderly was significantly more severe than for the crash type in average (or for the other age groups). 

Some trends of differences between different types of crashes were detected. The consequences were 
somewhat higher on links without marked pedestrian crosswalks and with no parked cars compared to 
when the pedestrian had walked out between parked cars. The consequences were also somewhat 
higher when the vehicle was driving through the intersection at marked pedestrian crosswalks, both for 
pedestrians and bicyclists, compared to when the vehicle was turning in the intersection. Most likely 
the speed of the vehicle was lower at the streets with parked cars and when the vehicle was turning, 
resulting in less severe outcomes. 

The conclusion is that the consequences of crashes are more serious at higher vehicle speeds. The 
consequences of the crashes are also more severe the higher the age of the involved vulnerable road 
user. 
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Figure 2. Outcome of pedestrian crashes by speed limit at intersections with marked pedestrian 
crosswalks. 

6.4 Children's speed 

The speed of especially children as vulnerable road users can be a determent for a crash: 

Hypothesis 4a: In fatal collisions, children more frequently run (dash-out) into the street than 
other age groups. 

Hypothesis 4b: In fatal collisions, children's speed is usually higher than at other passages. 

Finnish road crash investigating teams crash data 

Significantly more of the children who were fatally injured were running, 42%, than among other age 
groups, 13%, (p<l ,0e-7). Significantly fewer of the elderly who were fatally injured were running, 5%, 
compared to the younger age groups (p<1.0e-5). Of the bicyclists that were fatally injured, there were 
more children that were in a hurry than among other age groups but the difference was not significant. 
18 % of the children were in a hurry compared with 6% of the older age groups. 

Swedish data 
Children in Swedish data that were fatally injured were running to the same extent as in Finnish data. 
This was also observed for conflicts and other dangerous situation passages in Sweden. In "normal" 
passages there were significantly more children running compared to other age groups, 10% of the 
children ran compared to 2% for the older age groups (p<1.0e-57). But the percentage was 
significantly lower (p< 1.2 e-9) than for those that were fatally injured, 42%. 

The conclusion is that the hypotheses are true: the speed of the children as vulnerable road users is 
often high in fatal crashes compared with "normal passages." Children in fatal crashes were also 
running or cycling faster than the other age groups in fatal crashes. 

6.5 Sight and road environment complexity 

Sight obstructions and high complexity of the road environment might deteriorate safety, especially for 
children. The following hypotheses were therefore formulated: 

Hypothesis 5a: Child pedestrians are less frequently involved in fatal collisions compared to 
other age groups at sites with good visibility. 

Finnish road crash investigating teams crash data 
Significantly more of the children, 12%. were fatally injured at sites with not sufficient visibility for the 
actual speed of the motor vehicle compared (p<0.02) w/ith the older age groups. Only 3% of the older 
age groups were killed at sites with not sufficient visibility for the actual vehicle speed. Of the 
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pedestrians that were fatally injured at intersections there was no significant difference between the age 
groups with respect to i f the general visibility was good or bad. But 60% of the children were killed at 
intersections with bad visibility whereas 36% of the older age groups were killed at intersections with 
bad visibility . O f the pedestrians that were fatally injured at links, there was no significant difference 
between the age groups with respect to i f the visibility was good or bad. About one third of the 
pedestrians were killed at links with bad visibility. 

Swedish data 
In few (about 10%) of the fatal crashes in the Swedish data was it stated that the visibility was bad. The 
hypothesis is partly true in terms of visibility related to vehicle speed; more children were killed at sites 
with bad visibility than the older age groups but the share of children killed at sites with bad visibility 
was low. Children were more often fatally injured at intersections and links with bad sight conditions 
compared to the older age groups but the differences were not significant. 

Hypothesis 5b: Children are more often struck by a car when they are crossing near parked 
cars. 

Finnish police reported data 
At sites with no marked pedestrian crossings, children were more often injured, compared to the other 
age groups (p<0.1e-25), when stepping out into the street between two parked cars. 24 % of the child 
crashes at links were of this type. Elderly were significantly less involved in these types of crashes 
(9%) compared to other age groups. The conclusion is that the hypothesis was true: children were 
more often struck by a car when they were stepping out between parked cars compared with other age 
groups. 

Hypothesis 5c: Children are more often involved in crashes along sections with multiple lanes 
when one vehicle has stopped and the child is struck by an overtaking car. 

Finnish police reported data 
Children were more often (p<1.0e-3) involved in overtaking crashes at marked pedestrian crossings at 
two-lane links in Finland compared to other age groups. 17% of the crashes at links that involve 
children were o f this type. Elderly were less often involved in these types of crashes. 9%, while 13% of 
all crashes at marked pedestrian crossings at links in Finland were of this type. 

Hypothesis 5d: Children are more often involved in crashes at intersections when a vehicle is 
turning than other age groups. 

Finnish police reported data 
Children as pedestrians and bicyclists were significantly less (p<1.0e-16 and p<1.0e-17) involved in 
crashes with injuries at marked pedestrian crosswalks involving a turning vehicle compared to other 
age groups according to the Finnish data. 8% of the child pedestrians were involved in crashes with 
turning vehicles compared to 22% of the older age groups. 30 % of the child bicyclists were involved 
in crashes with turning vehicles compared to 43% of the older age groups. The hypothesis is in other 
words not true: children were less often involved in crashes when a vehicle was turning compared to 
other age groups. Most of the crashes at intersections involved vehicles driving through the 
intersection. 

7 C O N C L U D I N G DISCUSSION 

On the basis of the above analysis and earlier research, two models are proposed to assist in designing 
the urban traffic environment for children as pedestrians and bicyclists (first model) and elderly as 
pedestrians (second model). 
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7.1 Traffic Environment for children 

Vehicle speeds should be 30 km/h or less wherever children (regularly) cross streets 

The most important factor to determine the safety but also mobility and security of children as 
vulnerable road users is the vehicle speed at the sites where children and vehicles occupy the same 
space. There are several studies of pedestrian safety that verify a relationship between vehicle speed 
and risk of fatal injuries. The risk of a pedestrian fatality is less than 10% for collisions at speeds up to 
30 km/h, around 20% at 40 km/h and around 50% at 50 km/h, and at least 90% above 70 km/h. The 
limit of acceptability can be interpreted as the vehicle speed where most of the human beings as 
pedestrians can survive or not be severely injured. This point is around 30 km/h (Teichgräber. 1983, 
Ashton. 1982. Waltz et al, 1983, Leden and Wramborg, 1999. Calm Street. Svenska 
Kommunförbundet. 1998). For elderly people, the limit may be even lower (Spolander. 2004). 

For bicyclists, the limit may be chosen somewhat differently because bicyclists can crash into cars as 
well as be hit by cars while pedestrians seldom have reportable crashes as a result of walking into a car. 
For bicyclists, there is a 4% risk of a fatality at car speeds below 40 km/h, and a 38% risk at speeds 
above 65 km/h. I f a pedestrian or bicyclist is hit by a truck or bus, the fatality risk is high at any speed 
(Leden, Gårder and Pulkkinen, 2000). According to a study by Lefler and Gabler (2004) pedestrians 
w ere found to have a two to three times greater likelihood of dying i f struck by a light truck or van than 
by a car. 

Children also stated that the security had improved at sites where the actual vehicle speeds were 
lowered to around 30 km/h (Johansson and Leden. 2004. Johansson, Gärder and Leden. 2003) and the 
risk of injury or fatal crash for pedestrians in areas with 30 km/h-streets is significantly lower than in 
other traffic environments; in 30 km/h-areas 0.03 pedestrians. 1-64 years old. were injured or killed per 
million person passages This can be compared to 0.08 in other urban traffic and 0.11 in non-urban 
traffic in Sweden. For pedestrians older than 64, the risk was higher compared to the younger groups 
for each road environment, but still the risk was lower in 30 km/h-zones than at other sites (conclusions 
based on data by Gustafsson and Thulin, 2003). 

Leden (1989) concluded that a posted speed level of 30 km/h is significantly safer for cycling school 
children than a posted speed of 40 or 50 km/h. 

One more reason for the necessity that vehicle speeds be kept below 30 km/h is that children under the 
age of 12 have been found to have particular problems estimating the speed of oncoming vehicles, and 
performing adequate auditory estimates of approaching vehicles' speeds (MacGregor el ai, 1999, 
Piaget 1969. presented by Demetre and Lee. 1992, Von Hofsten, 1980 and 1983 presented by Demetre 
and Lee, 1992, Foot et ai. 1999). Connely el al (1998) found that distance gap thresholds remained 
constant regardless of vehicle approach speed. 

Another reason for the need to reduce vehicle speeds to less than 30 km/h is the unpredictability of 
children. In a study by Jarvis and Van der Molen (presented by Cross, 1988) the unpredictability in the 
behavior of young children is the dominating feature in child pedestrian crashes. Children often run 
across streets in front of approaching traffic rather than let it pass. This is also concluded above, see 
conclusions for Hypothesis 4. 

Johansson. Gårder and Leden (2004) concluded that a speed level of no more than 30 km/h is needed at 
pedestrian and cycle crossings, otherwise the change of code at marked crosswalks implemented in 
Sweden in May 2000 deteriorates traffic safety. For obvious reasons, posted speed limits are limited to 
even tens. Therefore, the main principle proposed here is that vehicle speeds should be no more than 
30 km/h wherever children or elderly (regularly) cross streets. There is a lot of other evidence 
supporting this conclusion. First of all. during the studied years no children were killed at speeds lower 
than 30 km/h i f crashes with heavy traffic are excluded according to Finnish and Swedish crash data 
presented above. As the outcome of crashes when heavy traffic is involved is more or less independent 
of the motor vehicle speed, see e.g. Leden, Gårder and Pulkkinen (2000). the countermeasures 
presented below have to be trusted to avoid severe crashes with heavy traffic. 
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There are a lot of possible countermeasures that can be implemented to fulf i l the principle. Ven 
efficient ones are humps and speed cushions, see e.g. results of a meta-analysis of the effect of speed 
reducing devices of Elvik and Vaa (2004), who estimated that humps reduce the number of crashes by 
48% (95% confidence interval of effectiveness: -54%;-42%). 

Countermeasures for children to see and be seen 

Sight obstructions usually deteriorates safety, see e.g. Räsänen, Summala and Pasanen (1998). 
Conclusions for Hypothesis 4, that children more frequently run into the street than other age groups, 
and for Hypothesis 5, that at sites with good sight conditions and low complexity, child pedestrians are 
less frequently involved in fatal collisions compared to other age groups, emphasize the need for 
countermeasures to be taken to improve sight conditions especially for children. More children are 
killed at sites with bad visibility when related to the approaching speed of the motor vehicle, than older 
age groups (when children were killed, sights were obstructed at 60% of the intersections and 36% of 
the sections of the roadway). Below, some best practice countermeasures are mentioned. 

- Streets with allowed parking should have curb extensions (chokers) to narrow down the roadway at 
pedestrian crossings. 

Elvik and Vaa (2004) estimated that curb extensions reduce crashes by about 5% (confidence interval: -
58; +117). Also, children are more often struck by a car when they are stepping out between parked 
cars compared to other age groups; see conclusions for Hypothesis 5b and, e.g. Demetre and Gaffin 
(1994). It is therefore obvious that introducing no-parking zones is more urgent for children than for 
other age groups and also more efficient (as small children due to their size sometimes are completely 
hidden behind cars). 

- Approaches should have only one entry lane since multi-lane approaches create problems especially 
for children. At signalized multi-lane approaches, stop lines should be withdrawn (pulled back) to 
improve sight distances. 

It is obvious that this type of action is more efficient for children than for other age groups and 
therefore also more urgent, as children are more often involved in crashes with overtaking cars at 
marked pedestrian crossings across multi-lane streets when another car has stopped to let someone 
cross, see conclusions for Hypothesis 5c. 

To improve orientation and create clarity 

Children below the age of 12 have been found to have particular problems perceiving the direction of 
moving traffic (MacGregor et al, 1999, Piaget 1969, presented by Demetre and Lee, 1992. Von 
Hofsten, 1980 and 1983 presented by Demetre and Lee, 1992, Foot et al. 1999 and Leden, 1989). 

- Move pedestrian and bicycle crossings to (low-speed) mid-block locations to limit the number of 
directions vehicles can approach from. 

Leden (1989) concludes that interaction and safety for bicycling school children can be improved by 
allowing bicycle paths to cross streets with motor traffic on sections between intersections provided 
that motor vehicle speeds are acceptable. 

- Refuge islands in the middle of streets to prevent overtaking at marked pedestrian crossings and to 
make it possible for pedestrians to divide the road crossing task into two stages, where only one 
direction of traffic requires attention at each stage. It also acts as an extra sign making pedestrian and 
bicycle crossings more visible for vehicle drivers, especially at night and during winter. 

Elvik and Vaa (2004) estimated that refuge islands reduce the number of injury pedestrian crashes by 
about 18% (-30;-3). 

- Separate signal phases for pedestrians at signal-controlled intersections (such that turning cars are 
stopped when pedestrians have their walk phase) or i f this is not feasible having the pedestrian signal 
phases starting up a few seconds before parallel vehicle phases. 
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Leden (1989) concluded that mixed phases where traffic lights showed green for cycling school 
children and turning motor vehicles at the same time deteriorate traffic safety. Elvik and Vaa (2004) 
estimated that mixed phases increase the number of injury pedestrian crashes by about 8% (-1; +17). 
This problem is less accentuated when pedestrian signal phases start up prior to parallel vehicle phases. 
However more research is needed. 

7.2 Safe traffic environments for elderly 

As earlier stated (Oxley et al., 1997). older pedestrians place themselves at greater risk when crossing 
streets with traffic in two directions. The crossing task should therefore be divided. The solution can 
be a refuge island. Low vehicle speeds are crucial for elderly pedestrians since they often have limited 
sight distances and move slowly and therefore cannot safely cross where vehicles approach at high 
speeds. Marked pedestrian crosswalks are recommended to improve orientation and clarity for persons 
with impaired sight (Leden, 2002). Older persons are also more fragile (Spolander. 2004). 
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Appendix 1 

Number of video observed pedestrians and bicyclists 

Tablet. Number of video observed pedestrians and bicyclists in Borås. 

After After change After second 
Before reconstruction of code reconstruction Total 

Hultagatan Children 61 53 68 62 244 

Youth 126 137 154 127 544 

Elderly 35 25 20 50 130 

Total 409 427 452 265 1553 

Sjöbo torggata Children 154 183 102 439 

Youth 77 73 39 189 

Elderly 104 59 53 216 

Total 726 573 219 1518 

Trandared lower* Children 122 104 163 389 

Youth 49 37 57 143 

Elderly 22 19 14 55 

Total 265 241 266 772 

Trandared upper* Children 

Youth 

100 147 

19 23 

139 

13 

386 

55 
Elderly 7 2 9 
Total 193 236 191 620 

Grand total 1135 885 1502 941 4463 
*Comparison crossings earlier reconstructed in 1995. 

Table 2. Number of video observed pedestrians and bicyclists in Trollhättan. 

After change After Two years 
Before of code reconstruction after reconstr Total 

Hjortmossegatan Children 140 112 114 77 443 

Youth 101 95 116 83 395 

Elderly 101 58 39 45 243 

Total 502 391 369 228 1490 

Hörngatan Children 10 17 22 28 77 
Klintvägen Youth 28 41 41 44 154 

Elderly 42 59 55 53 209 

Total 109 167 171 132 579 

Lantmannavägen* Children 8 20 31 10 69 

Youth 3 13 49 35 100 

Elderly 6 16 10 32 

Total 132 68 132 62 394 

Grand total 743 626 672 422 2463 
*Comparison crossing. 
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Table 3. Number of video observed pedestrians and bicyclists in Malmö. 
After 

change After One year after Two years after 
Before of code reconstruction reconstruction reconstruction Total 

Regementsgatan - Children 38 34 27 104 203 

Dragonstigen Youth 23 31 18 150 222 

Elderly 8 32 5 58 103 

Total 88 106 62 389 645 

Regementsgatan - Children 38 50 74 75 126 363 

Sergels väg Youth 27 31 21 27 37 143 

Elderly 10 22 29 9 34 104 

Total 89 117 137 121 223 687 

Regementsgatan - Children 66 113 142 120 218 659 

Skvadronsgatan Youth 17 13 23 30 163 246 

Elderly 23 26 25 23 54 151 

Total 140 205 245 200 492 1282 

Bergsgatan - Children 5 8 12 17 16 58 

Kristianstadsgatan* Youth 27 85 101 121 42 376 

Elderly 9 5 27 17 58 

Total 45 119 149 176 86 575 

Bergsgatan - Children 25 14 25 36 100 

Möllevångsgatan* Youth 87 57 76 143 363 

Elderly 14 3 8 11 36 

Total 145 89 141 226 601 

Munkhättegatan** Children 39 50 22 35 70 216 

Youth 110 121 118 100 1 16 565 

Elderly 10 3 6 4 23 

Total 278 201 167 160 216 1022 

Grand total 640 787 893 860 1632 4812 

* Comparison crossing. 
** Migration of behavior crossing. 

Table 4. Number of video observed pedestrians and bicyclists in Helsinki. 

Before 
After 

reconstruction Total 

Not reconstructed Children 172 162 334 

Harakkamyllyntie* Youth 54 65 119 

Elderly 17 12 29 

Total 287 287 574 

Reconstructed Children 72 72 

Orpaanporras Youth 48 48 

Elderly 32 32 

Total 169 169 

Grand Total 287 456 743 

* Comparison crossing. 
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Appendix 2 
Vehicle flow 

Table 1. Vehicle flow in Borås. Average Annual Week Day Traffic. 
Before 1999 After After change After second 

Reconstruction 2000 of code 2000 Reconstruction 2002 

Hultagatan 5700 5600 5600 5100 

Sjöbo torggata 3900 

Trandared lower* 5800 5200 5200 5500 

Trandared upper* 5800 5200 5200 5500 

Källbäcksrydsgatan 7900 

*Comparison crossings that were reconstructed in 1995. 

Table 2. I ehicle flow in Trollhättan. Average Annual Week Day Traffic. 
Before 2000 After change After Two years after 

of code 2000 reconstruction 2001 reconstruction 2003 

Hjortmossegatan 

Hörngatan/Klintvägen 

Lantmannavägen* 

2200 

3100 

6000 

2200 1400 

3100 2200 

6000 6000 6000 

*Comparison crossing. 

Table 3. Vehicle flow in Malmö. Average Annual Week Day Traffic. 

Before 
changes made 

1999 

After change of After One year after 
code 2000 reconstruction reconstruction 

2001 2002 

Two y ears after 
reconstruction 

2003 

Regementsgatan -

Dragonstigen 

14000 14000 8000 6200 

Regementsgatan -

Sergels väg 

14000 14000 9000 7600 

Regementsgatan -

Skvadronsgatan 

14000 14000 9000 7600 

Bergsgatan -

Kristianstads gatan* 

15000 

Bergsgatan -

Möllevängsgatan* 

15000 

Munkhättegatan** 9300 

* Comparison crossing. 
* * Migration of behavior crossing. 

Table4. Vehicle flow in Helsinki. Measurements conducted in a shorter time period as an estimate of 
Average Annual Daily Traffic (AADT). 

Before After reconstruction 

Not reconstructed 7400 7600 

Harakkamyllyntie 

Reconstructed 5300 5300 

Orpaanporras 

Metro station* 8600 -
* Comparison crossing. 
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